911:OCCULT SYMBOLISM
•

Occult Symbolism pages:
o Part I (Egyptian symbolism: Mythology, Pyramid, All-seeing Eye, Obelisk)
o Part II (Astrology)
o Part III (Stars)
o Part IV (Cross, Fasces, Arrows, Death, Satanism, Bell)
o Part VI (Circle symbolism: Circle, Intertwined circles, Infinity, Energy spiral)
o Part VII (Deities)
o Part VIII (Colors)
o Part IX (Alphabets)
o Part X (Animals)
o Part XI (Plants)
o Part XII (Sexuality)
o Part XIII (Alchemy)
o Part XIV (Masonic symbolism)
o Part XV (Masonic places)
o Part XVI (Gestures: Hand signs)
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Intro
Important note: The symbols on these pages are not intrinsically sinister by themselves. Much of the
symbols are beautiful examples of applied geometry or elements of nature, and have cultural origins that are
probably much older and more benign/spiritual than their prominent masonic usage by some people and
their organizations today.
However, it is clear some people want to associate those various symbols with their secret and subversive
societies. Those societies use occult symbolism as a secret language of carefully hidden knowledge, and to
hide their relations and agenda. Some (many?) societies may not be fully aware of the real esoteric meaning
of the symbolism, since that often requires in depth knowledge of a lot of different topics: nature
observations (astronomy, cataclysms, life cycles, human consciousness), early civilizations (mythology,
shamanism, art, magic), technological/political/religious history, etc.
So discovering the usage of these symbols does demand further research into:

•
•
•

The occurrence of these symbols (and their variations) throughout time and space.
The meaning(s) of these symbols throughout time and space.
The organizations that utilize/utilized these symbols, and their possible masonic
history, relations and agenda.

See also:
•
•
•
•
•

Occult etymology
Geometry
Numerology
Plasma cosmos
Life cosmos

Links
•

Forums on symbolism:
o The Unhived Mind forum ("symbolism" search)
o Abrahadabra forum
o M.Tsarion forum
o DavidIcke forum
o AboveTopSecret forum
o Illusions forum
o stop-nwo.foren24.de
o Freigeist forum
o CremationOfCare.com

•

Other links:
o symbols.com ('western' symbol directory)
o "Avenue-Of-Light's: Truth "AGAINST" Tradition" (multiple pages)
o video: "CryptoFascism Symbology Welcome To Jesuitism"
o "Symbols and their Meaning"
o "Masonic and Illuminati symbols"
o freemasonrywatch.org

Egyptian
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Egyptian sun symbolism
 Brotherhood of the Snake
 To research: "The Lost Cubit was discovered in April of 2000 by German
astrophysicist Hans Becker and has, in the last ten years, been
extensively researched by the well known metaphysical researcher Slim
Spurling. The Lost Cubit is a previously unknown cubit length
which fills a harmonic gap between the Sacred and Royal cubit
lengths of Ancient Egypt. Research and calculations made by Becker
indicate that the Lost cubit may well have been deliberately omitted from
ancient records due to its important and powerful esoteric significance.
The secrets if The Lost Cubit was always strongly guarded by the
priesthood of Egypt, and was reserved exclusively for high initiates and
Phaoroh himself. This is why there are no records of the Lost cubit to be
found in orthodox historical records. The Lost Cubit is derived from
the sum of the polar and equatorial circumferences of the Earth



divided by the speed of light. The Lost Cubit therefore relates to
cosmic harmonics in a special way. Due to its dual ability to resonate
with cosmic energy frequencies and earth energy frequencies, The
Lost Cubit is the secret key to extraordinary health and extreme longevity.
The Lost Cubit has a natural resonant frequency of 177 megahertz
which corresponds to the frequency of DNA (see also: video:
Frequency 528, Solfège), thereby facilitating DNA repair and the capability
of consciously controlled DNA activationand ascension. It is becoming
more widely accepted by scientists that DNA acts as an antenna for light
energy, and therefore the harmonic frequencies of light and The Lost
Cubit in particular are vitally important aspects of the equation." [35]
See also: the German project for a Great Pyramid Monument (project site)

Great Sphinx of Giza ("her-em-ahket"
- "the Rising Sun"? [1]) with the
Great Pyramid of Giza in the
background.

Giza pyramid complex

What is/was really beneath the
Sphinx? [2]
Great Pyramid of
See also: "The Message of the Giza
Sphinx: A Quest for the Hidden
Legacy of Mankind".

[4]

Egyptian cubit measure unit

[5]

Giza cubit lengths

[3]

[6]

Egyptian cubit measure unit

(see previous) [7] (see previous)

Egyptian mythology
•

Various notes:
o todo: esoteric meanings of Isis ("mother of creation", universal/primal intellect),
The Osirian Cycle, the Duat, etc.
o See also: Syncretism

•

Isis was the ancient Egyptian goddess who conceived Horus.

Universal mother goddess
mythology.

Is the dollar sign simply a clever way to hide the
word "Isis"? Or is it perhaps a variant of the
Gaia, Demeter, Isis, Maria,
Caduceus serpent representing the priesthood
Kuan Yin, Chalchiuhtlicue ,
protecting their sacred knowledge and secret power? Parvati (see also: Devi).

Isis

See also: Mother goddess.
•

Geb

•

Ra - the Sun god

•

Horus

(see previous)

Pyramid
•

Various notes:
o "The pyramid is a universal shape and one of the building blocks of
nature; the 51 degree, 51 minute, 14.3 second base angle pyramid
(octahedron) is the shape of the carbon atom in the red blood cell, the iron atom
in the body. The solid pyramid shaped carbon atom is one of the universal
combinations of all molecular and cellular structures. The human body has a lot
in common with pyramid structure and Phi. The "pyramid principle" (??) states
that all matter can be changed into flesh by energy crystallization into amino
acids and proteins utilizing the carbon atom (pyramid) as the key building block.
In reality we humans are composed of three gasses: oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen and one solid; carbon (pyramid)." [36]

•

Non-logo's / Non-flags / Non-buildings:

Maestà (1285)

Masonic temple-lodge
Pannetier-Grand Orient,
France.

This painting by the first
great artist of the Italian
Renaissance, Cenni di Pepo
Note: the checkerboard
Cimabue, depicts the
Cathedral in Bruges,
floor,
the
sun
and
the
5Madonna (Mary) and Child
Belgium
pointed star symbols on the
(Jesus).
ceiling.
Note: the only partly visible
pyramid behind their heads
and the Halo sun symbolism.

Queen Elizabeth II and
Prince Philip attend the
State Opening Of
Parliament in London on
15 November 2006.

Washington, D.C.
Illustration from "Studies in
Klu Klux Klan (KKK) lapel the Scriptures: The Plan of masonic street plan.
pin.
the Ages" by mason Charles
See also: [8], [9],
Taze Russell, the founder of
[10], [11] [12]
Note: upside down pyramid, the Jehovah's Witnesses.
founded by mason Albert
Pike.

Dealey Plaza, the place of
the JFK murder on
NASA astronaut
November
22,
1963.
prayer (date?): ?, Gus
The October 1956 cover of
Grissom (center), ?
LIFE magazine showing a
Note: the fatal head shot was
pyramid of masons.
delivered at the "pyramid's
cap stone".

(see previous)

Pyramid game show
created by Bob Stewart
and hosted by Dick Clark
in 1976.

George Herbert Walker BushThomas University (Note the
pyramid logo and obeliskwith a pyramid (with a
golden capstone!) on his lap. shaped award) [13]
•

Flags:

Confederate States of America Battle Flag

Flag of Tibet (since
1912)

This design was the basis of more than 180 separate Confederate military battle flags Note: the sun
during the American Civil War (1861-1865).
symbolism
Note: the red square, 13 pentagram stars and X symbolism.

•

Buildings/structures:

Louvre Pyramid using 666
(unverified) panes of glass,
and is surrounded by 3
smaller pyramids.
See also: "Pyramid At The
Pyramid-shaped grave of
Louvre, in Paris
mason Charles Taze Russell. Commissioned By Francois
Note: the Cross and Crown "the Sphinx" Mitterand, A 33
symbolism.
Degree Freemason Of The
Grand Orient Lodge".
See also: La Pyramide
Inversée, "The Louvre
Pyramids and The Da Vinci
Code"

Wewelsburg Castle, built
between 1603 and 1609.
Note: This is the only
triangular castle in all of
Europe, and its the castle
in which Nazi SS leader
Reichsfuhrer Heinrich
Himmler held Black Sun
rituals. [14]

Messeturm, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany (1991).

The catholic Autobahnkirche
in Baden, Germany.
It is the second tallest

building in Germany and the
also the second tallest in the
European Union.

Supreme Court of Israel

Canadian Security
Intelligence Service
(CSIS) headquarters
in Ottawa.

? building in
Singapore.
(see previous)

In the background is
the Singapore Flyer
ferris wheel.

West Virginia Tourist
Information Center (1995) Luxor Hotel (Las
Vegas, US)
Pyramid object near the San [17].
Jacinto obelisk (build in
Note: the 3 pyramids in a
1939), on top of which is
somewhat diagonal line
placed a pentagram.
close to each other just like
Note: the missing capstone, at Giza. Notice also 3 flags
- those of Mexico, USA
the Awen sign, and the

'socialism'-resembling
and Canada (see: North
imagery. See also: [15], [16] American Union).

Pyramid Arena, Memphis,
(Tennessee, US)
"The 32 story Pyramid (32
degrees in [[w:York Rite|]] (see previous)
Masonry) is the third largest
pyramid in the world and
soars even taller than the
Statue of Liberty or the Taj
Mahal. Managed and
operated by SMG, ..." [18]

Wall Street, New York
City

The Da Vinci Code
Transamerica Pyramid in San pyramid at the 2006
Cannes Film Festival,
Franscisco.
France.
Ames "Monument" Pyramid "Transamerica moved their
headquarters to the new
(1882) located about 20
"The Louvre Pyramids
building from across the
miles east of Laramie,
street, where they used to be play a prominent role in
Wyoming, US.
based in another pyramid- The Da Vinci Code, both
shaped building. It is now as a setting for important
occupied by the Church of events and for their
supposed symbolic
Scientology of San
characteristics. " [20]
Francisco." [19]

Ryugyong Hotel in
Pyongyang, North Korea.
This longstanding,
unfinished building has been

Deutsche Bank
building with
missing capstone,
New York City

United Nations
University, Tokyo,
Japan.
Note: the many
triangles/pyramids
and squares.
See also:
Category:United
Nations schools.

nicknamed the "Hotel of
Doom".

Pyramid logos
•

Pyramid logo's side views (freemasonry):

Scottish Rite, New "Ancient Accepted Scottish
Jersey
Rite, Northern Masonic
Jurisdiction"
•

York Rite, new member's pin.
York Rite

Note: the Maltese cross - as used by
the Military Order of Malta - in the
background

Pyramid logo's side views (financial corporations):

Fidelity International
Capitol Asset Group.
Note: One of the
world’s largest
investment management
organizations!

Note: the capstone and the
partially occluded 'light source' Ameritrade Financial
Services
behind it.
Note: the sun rays.

Bankers Fidelity of Atlanta
Paramount Bank

ABN AMRO bank

Note: the 5-pointed star.
Perhaps representing our
brightest star Sirius?

Mountain Capitol
Wealth Management
Services

Anglo Irish Bank

Note: the 3 pyramids.

Ohio National Finance
Services
Loomis - international cash
handling service company
Regency Mortgage

Its origins go back to 1852
when Henry Wells and William
Austin Ventures - a
Fargo establish Wells Fargo &
venture capital firm
Co. during the California gold
rush. [21]

Hanover Insurance

Corporation
Note: the sun rays.

AIM Trimark (owned by
Alliance Atlantis (film studio) Invesco - an investment CEVA Logistics (logistics
management company) company owned by
private equity firm Apollo
Note: the name Atlantis.
Management)

Dalbar, Inc. - financial Emerica - US based
Everest Re - property/casualty ratings company
skateboarding shoe brand
Tristar Pictures
reinsurance and insurance
Note: the oblong square
Note: the name "tri-star" company
and the Pegasus.
•

Pyramid logo's side views (organizations):

Codex Alimentarius. Created in 1962 as
a trade Commission by the United
Nations to control the international trade
of food. Has since been taken over by the
The powerful and
pharmaceutical, pesticide, biotechnology United States
influential Trilateral
and chemical industries. Codex
Commission logo
Department of the
forms a pyramid in the Alimentarius is due to go into global
Treasury
implementation
on
December
31,
2009.
center.
Note: oblong square, (see also: forced
food irradiation)

International
Association of Chiefs
of Police (IACP)
Founded in Chicago
in 1893 as the
National Chiefs of
Police Union.

Lucis Trust

Arizona Emergency
Management
Note: the 3 fivepointed stars (tri-star),
and the sun rays.
•

American
Federation
Employees

Alcoholics Anonymous

Association of
Certified Fraud
Examiners

IETE ("Institute of Electronics &
Telecommunication Engineers"), based
in India.

Pyramid logo's side views (non-freemasonry, non-financial, non-organization):

Caterpillar Inc. - on of the
world's largest manufacturers
of construction and mining
Infiniti - a division of
AOL
equipment, diesel and natural automaker Nissan
gas engines, and industrial gas
turbines.

(see previous)

Camel (a cigarette

Adobe

Marlboro (a brand owned by the
Altria Group).
Note: The banner below the 2
horses reads: "Veni Vidi Vici"
(meaning: "I came, I saw, I
conquered"). Note also the eggshaped shield and the two crowns
- one with a cross on top of it.

Adidas. This looks like a clear
reference to the 3 small and 3
large pyramids at the Giza

brand owned by the R.
Note: the cut on the packaging J. Reynolds Tobacco
at the capstone point.
Company)

Delta Airlines
Le Coq Sportif - french
sportswear company

pyramid complex

Ace Hardware
Mitsubishi

Note: the rooster.

Trion World Network - video
games publisher

Reliance Power
Bass clothing,
accessories and shoes

Integrated Security and
Identification System
Note: the goddess name "Isis"
from Egyptian mythology.

Isis Pharmaceuticals
Note: the goddess name "Isis"
from Egyptian mythology.

Epcos

Ptech.
VisionQwest Resource
Note: the swastika energy
symbol. This a company with Group, Inc.
clear links to the 9-11 psy-ops
([22], [23]).

Vertex
Pharmaceuticals

The universal recycle symbol
forms a pyramid

Lam Researchst
ZF Lemforder
Note: the Owl

Delta Dental
Ancient Inns

Addison-Wesley Vector Motors Corporation

LUXPAR Consulting

PET Integral
Sipse Group a Mexican media Associates
company

Unibind - a binding product
manufacturer
Note: their pyramid-shaped
headquarters in Belgium.
•

Dacos Software

Unique uitzendburo - a
Dutch employment
agency

Pyramid logo's (upside down):

Hachette
Multimedia

Dela - a Dutch insurance
company
Y.M.C.A.
(see previous)
Note: upside-down pyramids appear often
in masonic symbology.

Kenwood

•

Pyramid logo's (at an angle):

Doritos

Nabisco
Note: double
cross

Commercial Fueling Network (CFN)

Note: The "dot" above
the "i".

Avery

Delta Faucet
Qantas airlines

•

Logo of the San Jose Sharks, a professional
U.S. hockey team located in San Jose,
California

Pyramid logo's (top views):

Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch.

ARCO

Note: Missing
Note: the missing/illuminated
capstone (some pyramid capstones capstone, oblong
were originally goldplated) and the X square
shape.

Star alliance - the world's
first and largest airline Bristol-Myers Squibb
(see previous)
alliance.
Note: the similarity with Note: also forms an
the Rosicrucian "5-pedal octagon.
rose".

HSBC bank

Fortis - a Belgian/Dutch bank
founded in 1990.

Citgo.
Note: this is a 4-sided

Note: the oblong square symbolism.
Does it symbolize an ancient pyramid
in ruins?

•

pyramid build from a
triangular base.

Pyramid logo's (with missing capstone):

American Bar Association(see previous)

Step pyramid
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Tower of Babel: "According to modern scholars such as Stephen L. Harris,
the biblical story of the Tower of Babel was likely influenced by
Etemenanki during the Babylonian captivity of the Hebrews."

(Graphical reconstruction of the)
Etemenanki, the name of a ziggurat
dedicated to Marduk in the city of
Babylon. [24]

Djoser pyramid at
Saqqara, Egypt.

Dutch police logo

Columbia Pictures
Note: etymology: Columbia, torch
symbolism.

Pope Ratzinger US
visit (2008).

Pyramid and All-seeing Eye
Non-logo's:

George Washington Masonic
Warner
National Memorial (build
Brothers
between 1922-1932)

Note: the oblong square and
torch symbolism of the logo.

Tapestry in the
Vatican.

Aachen Cathedral (792).
Vår Frue kirke located in
Trondheim, Norway.

Note: the sun ray
symbolism here and in
many of the following
images.

"Ceremonial collar
belonging to Napoleon
Bonaparte, Emperor of
the French while serving
as Master of a
Rosicrucian Order
jurisdiction based in
Paris." [25]

"Alter Sudfriedhof" in
Munich, Germany [26]

Note: the Ouroboros.
Do those baby angels
represent the
immaturity, naivety
and servility of the
profane?

"EU Achievements
2007" report cover.
Eye-in-capstone
Note: how the
fingers form a
pyramid capstone
and the (unseen)
arms the pyramid
base.

Madonna Louise Ciccone

"Declaration of the "Since 1960, the U.S. Census Bureau
Rights of Man and and NOAA's National Geodetic
Survey have worked together to
of the Citizen".
establish a geodetic control mark at
Note: Pyramid with or near the computed location of the
all Seeing Eye on center of the U.S. population, in
commemoration of the completion
top, Fasce and
arrow symbol in the of each decennial census. In 2000,
middle, and Two the center of the U.S. population was
near Edgar Springs, Missouri." [27]
pillars.

Catholic church in
Poland

Logos:

Great Seal of the US (1782) 6-pointed star ("Star of
on the US one-dollar bill.
Saturn") on the Great
See also: Great Seal design
Seal.
The combined letters at
history, "Masonic Symbolism:
each point can spell "MThe Great Seal of America". Note: there are 13
A-S-O-N".
"Secrets Of The Five, Ten,
levels of bricks and 13
Twenty And One- Hundred letters in the phrase
Dollar Bill"
"Annuit Coeptis"

US one-dollar bill seal
symbolism animation.

Information Awareness
MI5 United Kingdom Office; a project by the US Colorado State Seal
secret service (former Defense Advanced
logo)
Research Projects Agency Note: the fasces.
("DARPA").

Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.) AOL
AOL
Note: the rose and dove.

Imagery from the children's
T.V. channel Nickelodeon
(owned by Viacom
International).

The stars above the
eagle's head form a 6pointed star of Saturn on
the back of the U.S. one
dollar bill.

RGN - a Dutch
corporate identity
design company.

Illuminati Online
(tongue-in-cheek symbol
reference)

Note: the Sig rune.

All-seeing Eye
•

Various notes:
o Other names: Eye of Horus ("Wadjet"), Eye of Ra, Eye of the Sun, Eye of the
Moon (?), Eye of Providence.
o "The All-Seeing Eye has been around for a long time. Many cultures throughout
history have regarded the eye as a divine symbol. Representative of
constant vigilance, an unblinking, untiring eye, like those of the judging
Gods, would witness the ultimate truths missed by fallible men. It is also
commonly associated with the sun [which itself represents "primordial
intellect" or the field of Consciousness], heavenly observation and the
protection of God. It is usually depicted as a single human eye surrounded by
radiating beams of light. It is also often used in conjunction with other religious
or superstitious symbols, like the pyramid and the circle. It appears on the Great
Seal of the United States, which is printed on the American one dollar bill.
Created by Benjamin Franklin, an American Founding Father and Freemason, the
Great Seal took several years to create. The First Continental Congress
requested a seal of state be created to show the birth of a new nation under god.
Franklin and a group of men took four years to draft the seal and another two
years to get it approved. The Seal depicts an unfinished Pyramid, lit from the
east side and dark on the west. Representative of the state of the United States
in 1776, and the east to west colonization of the New World, the Pyramid
features an all-seeing eye in the capstone. Used to represent God, it was
Franklin's commentary on the divine help he felt allowed the United States, as a
country, to accomplish anything. The use of a noted symbol of Freemasonry,
where it represents the Great Architect of the Universe, the Great Seal is
at the heart of many conspiracy theories. Franklin freely admitted borrowing the
symbolism from the Masonic tradition. Fears of Illuminatic control of the
government of the United States based on this use of the eye symbol continue
today. Known as The Cryptic Eye of Chaos, the Masonic deity of entropy and
dissolution, the eye symbol used by the Freemasons was said to have been
discovered on the crypt of most excellent Grand Master Hiram Abiff, grand
architect of King Solomon's temple. It is often combined with the square and
compass in Masonic symbolism. The Eye of Horus, an ancient Egyptian god,
is believed to be the source of many of the modern uses of the eye
symbol. Believed to be inspired by the "Eye of God" that appeared in the sky
during total eclipses of the sun, the eye was a powerful symbol to the star
watching Egyptians. To see an eclipse was to see your God. The ancient
Egyptian myth that explains eclipses tells of a cosmic battle between the solar
falcon god Horus and the sun eating serpent god Set. The sun's corona, visibly
concentrated into the star's equatorial regions, appear around occulting disk of
the moon during an eclipse. Appearing like a bird's wings spreading out on either
side of the "black sun", the eye represented proof of the existence of their gods
to the ancient Egyptians. Many superstitions believe that one can give an evil
eye to curse somebody to bad luck and illness. The All-Seeing Eye is one of
many forms of reflective eye-charm used as a talisman against this danger. In its
specifically protective role, the All-Seeing Eye is always on guard to protect the
bearer from evil glances. A similar talismanic function was assigned to the
protective Wadjet Eye of Ancient Egypt and the Third Eye of Buddha. The
common eye sees only the outside of things, and judges by that, but
the 'all seeing eye' pierces through, and reads the heart and the soul,
finding there capacities which the outside didn't indicate or promise, and which
the other kind couldn't detect." [37]

o

o

The Eye of Horus is represented as a figure with 6 parts. These 6 parts
correspond to the 6 senses - Thought, Touch, Hearing, Smell, Taste and
Sight. These are the 6 parts of the eye. The eye is the receptor of input . It
has these six doors, to receive data. [38]
toresearch: Form of the cross-section of the DMT entheogen producing Pineal
gland. See also this video presentation by David Wilcock.

Non-logos:

Sophiendukat (1616)
Eye of Horus

Cathedral in Bruges,
Belgium

Reverse side on an 1785
American Colonial coin
known as the Immune
Columbia
Note: 6-pointed stars

Various Time magazine
covers depicting eye
symbolism.

6 parts of the Eye of
Horus [28]

Grand Lodge seal
Alabama (US) [29]

Egyptian grave

Note: the Jesuitical IHS symbol
and the phoenix bird.

Grand Lodge seal
Illinois (US)

2007 London transport billboard
about CCTV camera security.
The headline reads: "secure
beneath the watchful eyes".

$40 continental
congress currency note
(1778) [31]

US coin "Nova
Constellatio" (“New
US "Excelsior" coin (1787) [32]
Constellation”) (1783). Note: the 13 7-pointed
[30]
stars.

Common Ouija board

Kylie Minogue on her
"X World Tour".

Logos:

Automaker Chrysler
logo with the badge
removed
CBS
Pinkerton

Pinkerton National
Detective Agency

Note: Founder Walter
P. Chrysler (1875–
1940) is known to have
been a Mason.

Time Warner Cable
Lucas Arts
Columbia Records

National Film Board of
Note: masonic square (in Canada
purple)

Markant AG
Dairy Queen

Nvidia

Logitech

Visokio

Televisa (Mexican
media company)

Endemol

Colonial
Supplemental
Insurance

EndemolO'Melveny &
Myers (see also Thomas
E. Donilon, CFR and
Bilderberg member

Toyota

Endemol

Second Life by Linden
Research

Fraternal Order of Police
"US-based organization of sworn
law enforcement officers. It is the Viz Media
world's largest organization of
rank and file sworn officers, with
over 2100 local lodges and over
325,000 members."

Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA).

(see previous)

Circle K International
(CKI)
Whirlpool Corporation

Henderson Global
Investments
TechTarget

Monsters, Inc., a
2001 computer
animated comedy
film

Note: Founded by a
Mason.

Brent Shapiro
Foundation - a drugs
'awareness'
organization.

Correos Spain national
postal service

Obelisk
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Phallus symbolism
 "Obelisk's of the world"
 "Be Fruitful and Multiply"
 To research: Phoenician Beth-el ("house/stone of god"). See also: Betyle
stone.

Karnak obelisk, (near
Luxor, Egypt)

Gamla stan, Sweden
(build in 1800)

Heliopolis obelisk (without
hieroglyphs??), Saint Peter's Heliopolis obelisk obelisk, Sanssouci obelisk,
Square, Vatican City (placed Piazza del Popolo, Rome, Potsdam, Germany
in 1586) (see also: Obelisks in Italy (placed in 1589)
(build in 1747)
Rome)

District of Columbia
obelisk (build between
1848-1884)

Bunker Hill Monument,
Heliopolis obelisk, Paris
Charlestown,
(placed in 1833 from Thebes,
Massachusetts, US. (build See also: [33]
Egypt)
between 1827 and 1843)

(see previous)
(see previous)

Heliopolis obelisk, City
of London (placed in
Hyde Park Obelisk,
Sydney, Australia (build in1878 from Alexandria,
Egypt)
1857)

San Jacinto Monument,
US (build in 1939)

Buenos Aires obelisk,
Heliopolis obelisk, New
Bennington Battle Monument, Argentina (built in 1936)
York (placed in 1881
Vermont, US. (build in 1889)
Note the pentagram top
from Alexandria, Egypt)
and the nearby pyramid
object. See also: [34].

Altamira, Caracas,
Venezuela (build in
1944)

Obelisk of São Paulo, Brazil
(build between 1944-1970)

The Obelisk of
Faro, Portugal (build in ?) Tuthmosis III, Istanbul,
Turkey (build in ?)

Messeturm, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany (1991).
Halde Hoheward,
Germany (build in ?)

•

? building in Singapore.

It is the second tallest building In the background is the
in Germany and the also the Singapore Flyer ferris
second tallest in the European wheel.
Union.

Obelisk graves of the 'elite':

Obelisk grave marker of John D.
Rockefeller

Obelisk gravestone of Thomas
Jefferson

Obelisk gravestone of James
Madison

Further research
Egyptian elemements
•

todo: research the true origins of the Kemet-Hyksos-Brotherhood of the Snake history.
o The Hyksos seem to be but a remnant of a greater set of lost civilizations with a
sophisticated culture, and perhaps even global trade/communication networks.
Later-Egypt was much less sophisticated, and this can be seen in all the ~90
ancient pyramids build after the Great Pyramid of Giza. So who really build this
pyramid? And more importantly: for what purposes? Why have the many Giza
pyramid complex explorations - old and new - been shrouded in mystery instead
of public details?

o

Mystery Babylon audio series: part 1-25 and part 26
- 42, (alternative archive), Milton William Cooper (Bill Cooper) (1943-2001,
murdered)

todo: transcribe notes (The true esoteric meaning of the mythology
behind Osiris (Sun-power / intellect), Isis (Moon-reflection / mother) and
their son Horus.)
(unrelated) Ancient Celtic influences stretching into Persia and parts of the Far
East. (linguistics, storytelling, priesthood culture, symbolism).


o

•

Great Sphinx of Giza:
o Orion Correlation Theory
o "The Great Golden Pyramid"
o "The Geometry and Mathematics of the Great Pyramid"
o "Does the Golden Spiral Layout of the Pyramids Point to A Black Hole Near Orion,
and Why?"
o "The riddle of the Sphinx"

•

Metrics:
o Pyramid inch
o Cubit (various cubits: Royal Egyptian cubit, Cubit, Nippur cubit, ...)
 "Petrie's survey by triangulation of the three major pyramids at Giza"
 "Clive Ross: The royal cubit and the cubit measure"

•
•

"History of Egypt part 1-4"
"Osiris - Wesir - Asar - Asar Un-Nefer"

•

Cartouche - oblong enclosure with a horizontal line at one end, indicating that the text
enclosed is a royal name.
pharao tomb tool display: dorpel? and gesel (english: whip?) - which represent the tools
of control/destruction and guidance/creation
Kemet - the word for one of the indigenous Egyptian names for "Egypt".
Ankh - (Egyptian/Sumerian/Babylonian/... deity, albeit named differently) the male
force / the impregnation of life by the sun (The son of god rises and fals)
Djed - base or sacrum of a bull's spine
Was - a staff made from a dried bull's penis - symbol of power and dominion
Lost Ark?
Old World vulture - belong to the family Accipitridae, which also includes eagles, kites,
buzzards and hawks.
o Egyptian Vulture
o eagle - awe-inspiring, powerful, monogamous, preditorial animal at the top of the
foodchain
o Phoenix bird - Mythical sacred firebird. The Phoenix - and the world ball it is often
depicted upon - is a symbol of the Masters of the Illuminati.
 See also: "Hillary Clinton and the lapel pin
 yahoo images

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

owl - considered "wise" because it sees well in the darkness
fish - important food element (protein, fish oil, vitamins)
o Dagon - the (Dogon?) fish god (images, catfish images)
 which inpires the design of the Mitre used by the Vatican (see image
below)
dog - ancient human symbiosis (loyal mammal, omnivore), highly complex social
system (hierarchical breeding), excellent hearing and smell sense.
snake - fear inspiring venomous animal, stealth hunter, swallows prey whole. The
snake symbolizes the protector of knowledge.
o Caduceus - "The basic power of the Caduceus is the primal power to heal or
harm. In the seventh century, the caduceus came to be associated with a
precursor of medicine, based on the Hermetic astrological principles..."

Rod of Asclepius - "an ancient Greek symbol associated with astrology and
healing the sick with medicine."
scorpion - fear inspiring venomous animal, survivor.
scarabus beetle - the mystery of life born from a dung/mud ball
o is this a flesh eating beetle? is the great scarabea extinct or a fable?
.. plants, fungi, rodents, other insects, other large mammals (elephant, tiger, panther),
water birds
pyramid - eternal house (aka tomb) for pharaohs. "The ancient Egyptians capped the
peaks of their pyramids with gold and covered their faces with polished white
limestone". That devine apex / capstone forms the most important physical connection
with powers of the universal spirits (such as the Sun).
o astrological light-beam chamber design.
o build with the intention of eternity
o build to inspire awe into common people, so as to 'proof' the 'devine powers' of
the controlling elite
 analogous to Cathedrals, Mosques and other Temples
o complex (and secret) internal design (requiring multi-year construction)
o toxic protection for the treasure chambers
o todo: stone mining/manipulation techniques and architectural process
o any strong cultural relations to the ancient South-american civilizations?
 were those only people all from migrations through Asia->North-America?
any DNA research?
todo
o emotional symbolism (love, sadness, fear, revenge, jealousy, forgiveness, ...)
o herbalism, drugs and shamanism
 Sacred blue lily
o music, singing and instruments
o drama: rituals, story telling and theater
o food
o drugs
o water / weather
o violent conflict
o death
o slavery
o beauty
o Egyptian rule history, myths and oral/graphical propaganda
"Sol-Om-On" tempel - Sol means Sun, Indian: "priest om Om", "On" is the city of the
Sun
science todo:
o Astrology
 sun (bringer of light and life)
 sun gate monuments
 stars
 constellations
o

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Other elemements
•
•
•
•
•

todo:

lucifer == planet Venus == day star
devil == d + evil
sword == s + word ("the word of god")
stone == s + tone ("the tone of god") (a-tone, ...)
twin fallic towers == twins

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sumerian symbolism
Phoenician symbolism
Ancient Greek symbolism
Minoan civilization and Category:Minoan civilization
o todo: refind the monument which looks like the "Georgia Guidestones"
Occult Washington D.C.
Polyanthea nova (1720) - latin etymoligical dictionary

•

to research:
o Awen (3 converging lines: /|\) and the ... (3 dispersing lines: \|/)
o cross, cruci-fiction, cult, sanct, holy, tem-ple, py-ra-mid, psy, con-spiratus, human
o sun / sol / son, earth, star, astro / astral
o Isis-Ra-El (Israel)
o Etymology: Religion, religion, Roman: Re-Legion? <- "social cohesion and
control of the people and the army? the new army? the new control?"
o Typographical ligature
o "Sacred fluids": blood, semen, mother milk, endogenous alkaloids (such as
DMT)?
o todo: Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil ("tree of conscience"), Vatican
w:Conifer cone (meaning: ?), Oak tree/leaf wisdom symbolism, etc.

•

Georgia Guidestones:
o Commandments:
 "Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature."
 "Guide reproduction wisely—improving fitness and diversity."
 "Unite humanity with a living new language."
 "Rule passion—faith—tradition—and all things with tempered reason."
 "Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts."
 "Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world
court."
 "Avoid petty laws and useless officials."
 "Balance personal rights with social duties."
 "Prize truth—beauty—love—seeking harmony with the infinite."
 "Be not a cancer on the earth—Leave room for nature—Leave room for
nature."
o todo: history and group behind this monument
o Relation with Thomas Paine
 The 2 references of « the age of reason » in the Explanatory tablet lead
some to contend that this structure is named for Thomas Paine’s The Age
of Reason, which argued against Judeo-Christian dogma.
 A clue to whom may have made the guidestones is in the date the
monument was erected, March 22 1980. March 22 is represented
numerically by 3/22. This number or signature is related to the Skull
and Bones secret society ( also known as "The order of death" ) and
refers to a passage of the bible in Genesis 3:22 "And the LORD God
said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to know good and
evil: and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of
life, and eat, and live for ever"
o 'official' info

ASTROLOGY
•

1 Astrology
o 1.1 Sun
 1.1.1 Egyptian sun symbolism
 1.1.2 Masonic sun symbolism
 1.1.3 Catholic sun symbolism
 1.1.4 Christian sun symbolism
 1.1.5 Sun logos
 1.1.6 Sun in name
 1.1.7 Sun gear
 1.1.8 Sun flag
 1.1.9 Sun gate
 1.1.10 Torch
 1.1.11 Rooster
 1.1.12 Winged Sun
 1.1.12.1 Wings of Horus
 1.1.12.2 Ashur
 1.1.13 Various sun symbolism
o 1.2 Black Sun
o 1.3 Stars
 1.3.1 Pleiades
 1.3.2 Sirius
o 1.4 Planets
 1.4.1 Saturn
o 1.5 Moons
 1.5.1 Earth moon
o 1.6 Eclipse and crescent
o 1.7 Various astrology
 1.7.1 Orbit ring
 1.7.2 Name reference


1.7.3 Chiromancy

Astrology
•

See also:
o Constellations

Sun
•

Various notes:
o The true essence of the sun symbolism is its representation of
primordial intellect, the manifestation of universal (cosmic,
omnipresent) consciousness which transcends space-time and energy.

o
o
o
o

•

The Human process of harmonizing with this force is called at-onement,
illumination or enlightenment. Atonement of a select group of their own
initiated members and the awareness control of the 'profane' are the core of the
activities of these Luciferian priesthood societies - ancient and modern.
Symbol of sexual fertility, gives life to plants, animals, humans. In ancient
Canaan the sun-god Baal was worshiped as a fertility deity.
The Sun is also a symbol of immortality or reincarnation. Just as the sun rises
and sets each day, some people believe that you may die and then rise again.
See also: Plasma cosmos, Solar deity, Sun cross, Phoenix.
"For most people "Zion" is the name for Jerusalem as well as for the nation of
Israel (Isis-Ra-El). More specifically "Sion" is the name given to a hill of Judea on
which the city of Jerusalem is built. In reality, the name "Zion" refers to
"Sion", meaning "Sun". Therefore the name "Zionism" is actually
referring to the sun-cult, the Babylon cult, and f.i. relates to secret societies
like the "Priore de Sion" or "Priory of Sion", which lost some of its secrecy
because of the fact that the Rennes le Chateau mystery became so popular
among certain circles. The Priory of Sion is a secret society created around the
Merovingian bloodline (whose ancestors can be traced back to the royals of
Sumer, Troy and the Greek "Gods") and related to the Templars as well as the
Illuminati." It's particularly because of the true meaning of "Zion", that
Jerusalem's hill has been named that way. As for the sun-cult adepts, hills
symbolize the way to get closer to their God, due to the fact that at the top of
them one is closer to the sun, symbolizing their God. Hence "mount Sion" or
"Sun mountain"." [26]

See also:
o video: "A Clockwork Orange", from the title to the end its filled with occult sun
symbolism.
o Solar symbol

Egyptian sun symbolism
•

Various notes:
o "The Egyptians had different names for the sun in its different stages: The sun
was called "Atum" at dusk, "Osiris" at night, "Khepri" at dawn and "Ra" at
noon." [27], [28]

Ra, the Egyptian sun Horus
god.
See also: winged
sun.
Note: the serpent.

Akhenaten and his family adoring the Aten (or Aton).
Aten (or Aton) was the disk of the sun in ancient Egyptian
mythology, and originally an aspect of Ra.

Masonic sun symbolism

Masonic temple-lodge
Pannetier-Grand Orient,
France.

"Pillars of Charity", in the Scottish Rite
In 1883, after 8 years as Commander
temple named The 33° Supreme Council
in-chief of the U.S. Army,
of the World in Washington, D.C.
Freemason and General George
Note: the checkerboard
Washington bid sad farewell to his
floor, the pyramid and the Note: the "Ordo ab Chao" ("order out of brothers in arms at New York City's
5-pointed star symbols on chaos") motto (bottom), "Fiat lux" ("let Fraunces Tavern.
light be made") motto (top), doublethe ceiling.
headed eagle, equal-length suncross,
Note: the claw handsign.
energy spiral decorations, square temple.
Catholic sun symbolism

The 1877 Papal Tiara
worn by Pope John
XXIII during his Papal
coronation in 1958 (see
also: Corona).

Catholic occult Sun symbolism
See also: Solar symbol, Sun
cross, Solar deity, Heliopolis
(Helio-Polis meaning "Sun city".
Note also the various ancient
obelisks relocated from this
Egyptian city, as shown above.),
Sol Invictus, Crepuscular rays,
Luciferianism.

Eucharist wafer ritual based on
the transubstantiation illusion - a
symbolic form of cannibalism [1] (see previous)
(bread -> flesh, wine -> blood).

Coronation takes place
on the first Sunday or
Holy Day following the
election.

(see previous)

Aachen Cathedral (792)
(note the pyramid and allseeing-eye).

Cathedral element in
Vatican City's Piazza San Pietro.
See also: video: Vatican sun dial, For 600 years (936-1531) Cathedral element in Bruges, Belgium. (note
Bruges, Belgium.
the all-seeing-eye)
Sun cross, 8-pointed star.
this was the church of
(note the pyramid)
monarch coronation (see
also: Coronet) for 30
German kings and 12
queens.

Crucifix

Eucharistic Congress 1926

Halo symbolism

This is a Latin cross
Jesuit Order seal
upon which is fixed
an effigy of Jesus. On
See also: Black sun and
some crucifixes skull
Saturn symbolism.
and crossbones are
shown below the
corpus.

Phoenix ("Sunbird")
Jesuit building element in
and rays on the Papal
Antwerp, Belgium.
throne chair.

St. Peter's Basilica dome, Rome,

Chair of Saint Peter
(1653) in the St. Peter's
Basilica (1626), Rome,
Italy.

Italy.

The rooster is a
universal solar
symbol because its
crowing announces
the dawn.

Aachen Cathedral (792)

Cathedral altar in Dusseldorf,
Germany
Christian sun symbolism
•

Various notes:
o Modern Christianity incorporates Sun worship, and has in many cases been
infiltrated and corrupted by Jesuit/Catholic ecumenism and Freemasonry.
o Many Christians go to church and/or rest on Sunday, while in fact the bible only
talks about the Sabbath (Saturday) as Gods day of rest at the end of 'his'
creation (Genenis).
o Christmas is celebrated after the winter solstice.
o Easter is celebrated when daytime overcomes nighttime during the spring
equinox.
 Easter itself comes form East-Star - the star which comes up in the East meaning the Sun star. In other languages this works as well: (German for
example) Ostern: Ost-Stern.
 Lucifer is known as the "Eastern Star", "Morning Star", "Angel of
Light", and "Light Bearer".
 All Masonic temples and tracing boards face the east because that
is where the Sun rises. The "Worshipful Master" resides in the
eastern corner of a masonic temple.

Sun logos

Sun logos with radiating rays:

Many logo's of local masonic lodges
feature a sun or suns.

AISE - domestic
British Petroleum (BP) Tesoro oil refineries
intelligence agency of The world's third
(U.S.)
Italy.
largest global energy
company [2]
Note: the oblong
Note: the 8-pointed
square.
star.

U.S. state flag of
Arizona.
Dole

SunTrust Banks

China National Petroleum Corporation

Compas Bank
North Fork Bank (now Capital One)

Kaiser Permanente - a
consortium of
managed care
companies.

Note: 5-pointed star
for the sun radiating a
masonic 13 rays of
light.

Sovereign Bank

The New York Sun newspaper. The
paper's slogan: "It Shines For All".
Holiday Inn

Days Inn

La Quinta hotel chain

Lipton

Folgers

Edison International
Southern Pacific railroad

Trion World Network Keystart
Ameritrade Financial Services

Note: the pyramid.

Note: the pyramid.

CFE federal credit
union
Note: the pyramid.

Note: the pyramid.

Regency Mortgage Corporation

Oversea-Chinese
ACN Inc.
Banking Corporation
World Book Day

Note: the pyramid.

SAVVIS (US based IT
services company)
Emaar Properties

Center for Disease
Suncorp-Metway
(Australian finance, Control and
insurance, and banking Prevention (CDC)
corporation)

Logo of the Evangelical Council for
Financial Accountability (ECFA).
Members include Christian ministries,
denominations, churches, educational
institutions and other tax-exempt
501(c)(3) organizations. These
organizations represent more than $18
billion in annual revenue. [3]

One version of the
M&M's logo

Dun & Bradstreet

OPEC Fund for
Provider of
International
Note: the astrological
international and US
Development (OFID) associations of their
business credit
other brands.
information and credit
reports

Walmart (new logo, July 2008)
Note: the Hexagons.

Jagermeister liquor

Rabobank

Note: the Latin cross. Note: the 8-pointed
star.
Sun logos as an orb:

Martini
Red Bull GmbH

Texaco
Note: the 5-pointed
star.

Clarion Hotel (a brand of Choice
Hotels)

Frito Lay
Lidl
Note: the oblong square.

Logo of 76 gas
stations

7up

Note: 76 --> 7+6 = 13

Discover Financial
Pepsi

ABC News

Microsoft Windows

Televisa (Mexican media
company)
Note: the all-seeing eye
symbolism.
Sun logos as an astrological sign:

Target

HBO

Note: This is also the
Alchemical symbol
for gold! [4]

The Sun and the 12
signs of the Zodiac

Gravestone of Robert Baden-Powell,
founder of the Boy Scouts. [5] The
astrological Sun-looking sign on the
headstone is the Boy Scout trail sign for
"going home ". Is there a deeper meaning?

Sun in U.S. State seals:

Ohio state seal

Hawaii state seal

Note: 13 rays

Note: 13 rays

New York state seal
Arizona state seal
Note: "sun face"

Georgia state seal
Florida state seal

Illinois state seal

Indiana state seal

Nevada state seal

North Dakota state seal

Note: the arch.

Kansas state seal Montana state seal

Oregon state seal South Carolina state sealAlaska state seal

District of Columbia (D.C.) seal

Sun in name
•

Corporations with the word Sun (or its semantic variations) in their name:

Sunoco (petroleum company)
Note: the oblong square.

Sun Microsystems
Note: the oblong
square.

Sun gear
•

In Masonic organizations:

Rotary International

•

In Nazism:

Nazi sun gear

(see previous)(see previous)

(see previous)

(see previous)

(see previous)
(see previous)

(see previous)

•

In Communism:

Communist sun gear(see previous)(see previous) (see previous)

•

In Zionism:

Israel Military Industries (I.M.I.)Israeli military patch(see previous)

•

(see previous)

Various:

The NFL's Miami Dolphins pro football team
(U.S.)

U.S. Federal Reserve note seals(see previous)

Sun flag

Flag of Tibet (since 1912)
Note: the pyramid.
Sun gate
•

Various note:
o See also: Occult symbolism: Arch

•

Trilithon sun gates:

Tiwanaku, Bolivia. Ha'amonga 'a Maui,
Trilithon at the Xviiith dynasty
Heketā, Tonga.
temple in Dêk El-Bahari,
Stonehenge, United Kingdom.
Egypt. [6]

The Brandenburg Gate in
Berlin, Germany

The Peace Garden gate inside
Rosicrucian Park in San Jose,
California.

Disney Hollywood
Studios

Note: the winged sun.
•

Sun gate symbolism in logos:

Swiss Re - the world’s largest reinsurance company.
Note: the square shape.
Torch
•

Various torches:

Baphomet

Element of the Bush House in
Prometheus Brings Fire London.
to Mankind (c. 1817)
Built in 1919 with funds
A painting by Heinrich provided by U.S. Pilgrim Irving
T. Bush. Inscribed above the
Füger
Statue of Liberty
door is the text, "To the
Prometheus, a God in
friendship of English Speaking
Greek mythology who
stole fire from Zeus and People's". The two men
gave it to mortals for their represent the United States and
Great Britain.
use.

"Goddess of Democracy"
statue during the protests
(see previous)
of 1989 at the Tiananmen
Square, China

Golden Torch Awards

Columbia TriStar Pictures

Scouting torch medal
(See also: Advancement
and recognition in the
Boy Scouts of America) Better Business Bureau
Note: The symbol of the
United Methodist Church

Movie poster for the 2007
film National Treasure:
Book of Secrets, starting
Nicolas Cage who is
prominently shown
holding a torch

Two crossed torches
appear on the cover of
The Greater of Two Evils, U.S. ten dollar bill
a 2004 release by U.S.
thrash metal band
Anthrax
Note: The X symbolism

•

Olympic flame torch:

Defense Intelligence
Agency
Note: the 13 fivepointed stars.

Roosevelt Dime
(1946–present)
Note: Latin motto "E
PLURIBUS UNUM"
(Out of Many, One)

"Greek actress Thalia Prokopiou, dressed
(see previous)
as the high priestess, lights the torch
(red: using sunlight!) at the Temple of
Hera using a parabolic mirror" [7]

"Olympic flame & launching ceremony for
the Beijing 2008 Olympic torch relay at
Tiananmen Square on March 31, 2008 in
Beijing, China." [8]

•

This torch sits above the underpass bridge in Paris France, where Princess Diana was
killed on August 31 1997.

•

The Eternal Flame is used on the graves of prominent assassinated world leaders

John F. Kennedy Eternal
see previous
Flame

•

Atlanta, Georgia at the King Center, for assassinated civil
rights leader Martin Luther King, Jr.

Torch flame:

Dutch police logo
United
Methodist
Church

Note: the oblong square symbolism
(officially the oblong represents a
lawbook).

Logo for the United Nations Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR)
Established in 1993

Rooster
•

[9]

Various notes:
o "The rooster is a universal solar symbol because its crowing announces
the dawn. In India, it is the attribute of Skandha, personification of solar energy.
In Japan, its crowing, associated with the songs of the gods, lured Amaterasu,
Goddess of the Sun, out of the cave where she had been hiding, corresponding
to the manifestation of Light." ... "In Greek tradition Velchanos the Cretan
rooster-god was assimilated to Zeus. A rooster was standing beside Leto,
pregnant by Zeus, when she gave birth to Apollo and Artemis. Thus the rooster is
dedicated to solar gods as well as to lunar goddesses. Moreover, the rooster is
the specific attribute of Apollo. A rooster was ritually sacrificed to Asclepios, son
of Apollo and god of medicine, because the bird heralded the soul of the dead
that it was to guide to the Otherworld. Asclepios is also the god who, by his
healing powers, brought the dead back to life on earth. This is precisely the
reason why the rooster was also the emblem of Attis, the oriental Sun-God, who
died and came to life again. This also explains why the rooster is attributed to
Hermes, the messenger who travels the three levels of the cosmos. The rooster,
along with the hound and the horse, is among the animals offered in sacrifice in
the funeral rites of the ancient Germans. In Norse traditions, the rooster is
symbol of soldierly vigilance, posted on the topmost branches of the ash
Yggdrasil to warn the gods when the giants, their foes, are preparing to attack.
When the bird is set on church spires, it assumes the role of protector and
guardian of life. It is also an emblem of Christ, like the eagle and the lamb,
symbol of Light and resurrection. In the Book of Job, the rooster is the
symbol of God-given intelligence while the ibis is the symbol of wisdom.
The Talmud makes the rooster a master of courtesy because it heralds his Lord
the Sun with its crowing. In Islam, the rooster enjoys a particular veneration. The
Prophet himself asserts that the white rooster is his friend because it announces
the presence of the Angel. Moreover, the Prophet is said to prohibit cursing the
rooster, which calls to prayer." [29]
o "The rooster is a frequent motif in Maltese idioms: the bird itself is most
commonly described as prideful (mkabbar bih innifsu) and arrogant (ġellied)"
[30]
o See also:
 "Symbol meanings of the rooster"
 Gallic rooster
 Alectormancy

[10]

[11]

Church of St. Peter in
Gallicantu on Mount
Zion, Jerusalem,
Israel. [12]

(details?), Paris,
Pillar with a rooster on top, its located next
France [14]
to the St. Peter church in Gallicantu (see
previous). [13]
Note: the fasces.

Le Coq Sportif - a
french sportswear
company founded in Kellogg Company
corn flakes
1948
Note: the pyramid.

Pathé (current logo)
"Founded as Société Pathé Frères in Paris,
France on September 28, 1896 by brothers
Charles, Émile, Théophile and Jacques
(see previous)
Pathé, during the first part of the 20th
century, Pathé became the largest film
equipment and production company in the
world as well as a major producer of
phonograph records." [15]

Masonic image with rooster
Winged Sun
•

Various notes:
o "Plasma mythology: The Winged Disk"

Wings of Horus
•

Various notes:
o See also: Bird symbolism.

(see previous)

Catholic order
procession with
rooster on top of
cross.

Winged sun (or "Wings
The Peace Garden gate
of Horus", "Behedeti")
inside Rosicrucian Park in An oil painting by Charles Hardaker
San Jose, California
titled "Through the Ages", with the
winged sun (Horus) above all the
See also: sun gate.
great men in human history

Horus

•

Winged Sun logo's:

Chrysler logo.
Note: "all seeing eye" in center

Aston Martin

Bentley
Mini

Aerosmith

Harley-Davidson

Delta Air Service logo circa 1938
(Now Delta Airlines)

Ashur
•

Ashur

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Assur, Aššur, A-šur, Aš-šùr
o Ancient Assyrian God. He is one of the Mesopotamian city gods, namely of the
city Assur (pronounced Ashur), once the capital of the Old Assyrian kingdom.
o Ashurai people of Bet Nahrein or Mesopotamia created the First Civilization in
history from their first capital at Ashur. Their history begins at 7000 BCE!
(according to Carbon-14 dating]])
o See also:
 Ashurism

(see previous)

(see previous)

Assyrian flag

Panel from the ruins of the 'North West Palace' in
Nimrud, Assyria (now northern Iraq), dated to 865860 BCE. [16]
Various sun symbolism

10 Downing Street
(entrance window), the
residence and office of the
Prime Minister of the
United Kingdom and the
headquarters of "Her
(see previous)
Majesty's Government".
G.W. Bush and
Note: 7 sun rays and its Gordon Brown
resemblance to the Jesuit
seal.

Ceiling of China's Great
Hall of the People
Note: the 5-pointed star
and the circles.

"Excelsior" coin (1787)
[19]

Council on Foreign Relations
headquarter door in New York, US.
The CFR is the 'trusted' (read:
corrupt) third party government
think-tank.
(see previous)
Tony Blair and Dick
Cheney

"You see 8 arrows and 7 sun rays.
The arrow is the symbol of a plasma
discharge. Now you understand the
symbol of mars. Number 5 is the
square and the circle and that is a
pillar (see also: squaring the circle).
So 58 is pillar of eight and that is
saturn. In one of my posts I said
something about Saturn being the
13. 5+8=13." [17]

Columbia Pictures
Statue of Liberty
Note: 7 sun rays

$30 continental
congress currency
note (1775) [20]

Note: the step
"Noa Eboraca Columbia Excelsior"
pyramid. See also:
coin (1787) [18]
Occult etymology:
"Columbia", Lucifer
(or the "Light Bearer").

Carnival masks [21]
unkown logo (Compas Bank?)

Queen Elizabeth II at the
Marlborough House in London, UK.

Note: The Phoenix bird on
a globe.

(former Commonwealth SecretaryGeneral Chief) Emeka Anyaoku
(left), current Commonwealth
Secretary-General Rt. Hon Don
McKinnon, (2nd left) and former
Commonwealth Secretary General
Sir Sonny Ramphal (right). The
Queen was attending a lunch hosted
by Don McKinnon to celebrate her
80th birthday.

Black Sun
•

Various notes:
o To research:
 Examples of inactive/dead suns: Saturn?
 Examples of invisible suns: Milky Way Galactic Center sun?
 See also the false gravitational/un-electric mainstream astronomy
notion of the Black hole. This probably should be described as a
"Dark star" object (or region of objects).

•

Logo's:

Jesuit Order seal

Logo of IHS Press a
Smithsonian Institution.
Catholic publishing house Founded by Freemason
Note: Also known as the Society based in Virginia.
James Smithson
of Jesus. IHS stands for ISIS
HORUS SETH the Egyptian
Note: Also incorporates an Note: Also incorporates
trinity.
8-pointed chaos star.
an 8-pointed chaos star.

•

Non-logo's:

Logo of the Royal
Air Force's (RAF)
No. 4 Squadron

This Black Sun clock adorns
A Black Sun Sundial appears on the Bracken House,
the outside building of the
London, UK.
Chartres Cathedral, a famous
French 12th Century Gothic
"This building (1955-1959) is named after Bernard Bracken,
former chairman of the Financial Times, which was published architecture cathedral
here until the 1980s. The building was among the first post-war
buildings in the City to be listed and its redevelopment retained Note: The similarity to the
the entire outside facade, including the elegant astronomical
Society of Jesus seal and the
clock approximately 1 metre in diameter bearing at its centre a Smithsonian Institution logo.
face of Winston Churchill, who was a personal friend of
This clock also incorporates an
Bracken's." [22]

Black sun tattoo's are
popular in today's
contemporary tattoo
culture

8-pointed chaos star

•

Nazi black sun:
o "Himler had reorganized the SS as a black-magic Order of Knights (Order
of the Silver Star, see also: Argenteum Astrum) after the pattern of the Jesuits
or even the Illuminati order. The SS had taken over some very special
magic rites from the freemasons, but some rituals were taken straight
from the Knights Templar. SS members wore carefully designed black
uniforms featuring an old magic symbol - silver skulls. The symbols were also
found on magic rings. This was suggested by Himmler's personal magician, the
SS Brigadenfuhrer Karl Maria Wiligut (1866-1946), who was also known under
the alias K. M. Weisthor (Nicholas Goodrick- Clarke, "The Occult Roots of
Nazism", St Petersburg, 1993, p. 197). In 1924-1927, Wiligut had been treated in
a mental hospital in Salzburg. The double S, or sun runes, resembled two
lightning bolts. The leadership demanded very high standards of its members.
SS officially stood for 'Schutzstaffeln' (guard corps), but the real
meaning was Schwarze Sonne - the black sun. Himmler was the grand
master. The SS headquarters were at Wewelsburg castle in Westphalia (northwestern Germany), which Himmler bought as a ruin in 1934 and rebuilt the next
11 years at a cost of 13 million marks and turned into a temple for his SS cult." from "Architects of Deception" (p. 427), Juri Lina

The top Nazi's in the SS Reichsfuhrer-SS
worshipped the Black Sun Heinrich Himmler
(1900 - 1945)

Black Sun with a Swastika A Neo-Nazi holding a
Black Sun flag
in the center

The floor of Wewelsburg Castle were
Heinrich Himmler is alleged to have
(see previous)
carried out rituals.

Stars
Pleiades

The Subaru car company was named after the star cluster
Pleiades,
Sirius
•

Various notes:
o (todo)

Planets
Saturn
•

Various notes:
o Saturn is the 6th planet from the Sun and the 2nd largest.
o Related names: Saturnalia, Saturnia, "Saturnalian Brotherhood"
o See also:
 Plasma cosmos: Saturn
 6-pointed Star of Saturn
o Unhived Mind forum: Saturn
 Saturday = Saturn's day: named in honour of the Roman god Saturn.
 Saturnalia the annual Roman sacrifice event:
 "Saturnalia was the feast at which the Romans
commemorated the dedication of the temple of the god
Saturn, which took place on 17 December. Over the years, it
expanded to a whole week, up to 23 December. In the
vagaring Roman calendar the Winter Solstice fell in this period; in
imperial times that event was celebrated in honour of Sol Invictus
and put on 25 December by emperor Aurelian in 274, so after the
Saturnalia."
 "SATURN wandered to Italy, where he ruled as king in the Golden
Age and gave the name SATURNIA to the country." (Encyclopedia
Britannica)
 "The holiday of Saturnalia is now known as Christmas (Christ +
Mass). Which is why I don't observe it." [31]
 "Saturn - Cosmic Keeper of Time" (see also: Chronos)
 "Have you all noticed how when people talk of 666 they always talk of
SATAN or the BEAST? They do not reference Lucifer! Reason is that Lucifer
is something entirely different and that it is the planet VENUS. Some
believe Lucifer is the Sun but either way Lucifer is not SATURN and
therefore not SATAN." [32]
o Brotherhood of Saturn (German cult/order founded under the leadership of
Eugen Grosche in 1928)
 See also: "Fraternitas Saturni"

Non-logo's:

Saturn symbols (seePope Ratzinger wearing a red "SaturnoPope Benedict XVI.
also: [23])
hat" (or "Cappello romano"), inspired
by the ringed planet Saturn, to shield Note:: the red
himself from the sun as he waves to the Amanita muscaria
crowd of faithful prior to his weekly entheogen
general audience in St. Peter's Square mushroom / Saturn
at the Vatican Wednesday.
symbolism.

Saturn Award - Hollywood
award presented annually
by the Academy of
Science Fiction, Fantasy &
Horror Films, founded in
1972 by Donald A. Reed.

(see previous)
Logo's:

Jesuit Order seal
Hotel Saturnia & International
Note: So we have SaturnVenezia (Venice, Italy)
Venus-Sun. We know that
Saturn is the spoked god and the
sun is the god with light rays. Note: that Venice is (was?) the
We know that Venus is Isis, the place of Italy's highest Black
Nobility.
Sun is Horus and Saturn is
(see previous)
Seth.
Hotel Saturnia is located in the
heart of Venice, only 250
The sun induced the time
metres from St. Mark's Square.
(seasons) so the word "Hor"
refers to time.Like in horoscope.SQUARE = SATURN THE
Horoscope is the zodiac. Hours GOD EL (THE BLACK
SQUARE/BLACK SUN). [25]
comes from horus. All this
comes together in the Jesuit
Order seal. [24]

(see previous)
Note how the Hotel
Saturnia logo with its
Dragon looks very fishy
like Dagon known as
Saturn (El).
The hand signs could
also reflect the "As
above, so below" phrase
(eg. compare with this
image from here).

Saturn (electronics shop),
Flensburg, Germany
Saturn (automobile brand
owned by the General Motors
Corporation).

Boeing

SCI FI TV channel

Internet Explorer web browser
from Microsoft
Saturn in words:

Saturn V - a NASA space rocket type which was used between 19671973.

Hotel Saturnia Rome
Note: the serpent symbolism.

Moons
Earth moon
•

Various notes:
o See also: Plasma cosmos: Earth moon
o Lunar phase effects:
 Full moon effects:
 ...
 Plant growth relation
 Women's menstrual cycles relation
o Lunar mythology:
 Lunar deity
 Category:Lunar goddesses
 Category:Lunar gods
o Lunar culture:
 Masonic lore:
 Moon (pillar): reflective/passive/feminine
 Sun (pillar): initiating/active/masculine





Lunatic (colloquially: "looney" or "loon")
Moonies
Lunar Society

Old Proctor and Gamble Logo - Note the 13 5-pointed star

Eclipse and crescent
•

Representing Venus/Lucifer?

Nation of Islam
Ancient Arabic Order of
the Nobles of the Mystic
Daughters of the Nile
Shrine (A.A.O.N.M.S.)

Founded in Detroit,
International
Michigan, United States by
Association of
mason Wallace Fard
Rebekah Assemblies Muhammad in July 1930.
Note: the red square and the
pentagram.

Order of DeMolay
International

In this rendition of the devilgoat God Baphomet, a light
and dark crescent are seen.
(upper right, lower left).
Note: the pentagram, torch,
and the "As above, as below"
phrase illustration.

•

Crescent Venus:

Various astrology
Orbit ring

(excluding Saturn symbolism):

American Automobile Association (AAA)

Incubus (1991– 2008), a Grammy-nominated
alternative rock band from Calabasas, California.

Whirlpool
Corporation

DC Comics

See also: Incubus deity symbolism.
Name reference

Mercury automobile logo (owned by the Ford Motor Company)
See also: Hermes / Mercury deity symbolism.
•

Mars company brands:

Dish Network

Direct TV

Starburst
Mars Bar

Milky Way spread (and the
Milky Way bar)

One version of the
M&M's logo
Note: the sun symbolism.

(not astrological)
Galaxy chocolate

(see previous)

Maltesers (as in Military Order
of Malta?)

Chiromancy
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Palmistry, palm-reading, chirology, cheiromancy, or hand
analysis.
o See also: Dermatoglyphics

STARS
•

1 Stars
o 1.1 3-pointed star
o 1.2 4-pointed star
o 1.3 5-pointed star
 1.3.1 Pentagram
 1.3.2 Inverted Pentagram
 1.3.3 Pentagon
o 1.4 6-pointed star
 1.4.1 Hexagram
 1.4.2 Unicursal hexagram
 1.4.3 Marian star
 1.4.4 Hexagon
o 1.5 7-pointed star
 1.5.1 Heptagram
 1.5.2 Inverted Heptagram
 1.5.3 Heptagon
o 1.6 8-pointed star

o
o
o

1.6.1 Chaos Star
1.6.2 Star of Astaroth
1.6.3 Double square
1.6.4 Octagram
1.6.5 Octagon
1.7 9-pointed star
 1.7.1 Enneagram
 1.7.2 Nonagon
1.8 10-pointed star
1.9 11-pointed star
1.10 12-pointed star

o

1.11 Various stars







o

Stars
3-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Numerology: 3
o todo: Triquetra (see also: Trinity symbol, Vesica piscis, Trefoil knot)
o see also: Pseudotriangle

"The Rain that Refreshes the Soul"
Drawn by Hexmeister Lee R. Gandee, from his 1971 autobiography, "Strange
Experience".
See also: marian star, circle.

•

Logo's:

Mercedes-Benz
International Brigades emblem during the
Spanish Civil War

(see previous) Millennium Quest Limited (UK)
Company that makes decorations

and light displays

4-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Numerology: 4
o See also: Sun cross, Caddo, Bethlehem Star of Christmas, ...

2 Solstices and 2
Equinoxes in a Solar year

A picture from masonic literature,
"The beautiful virgin of the third
degree"

Assyrian flag
New Mexico state
flag

Note: the Ashur
winged sun (top).

Note: 4-pointed stars in background

Bayer logo

NATO uses a 3-D 4pointed star as their
emblem

Star symbol on the floor of
the Mor Gabriel monastery,A German chemical and
Federal Aviation
which later was added on pharmaceutical company founded in
Note: also doubles as Administration
the Assyrian flag.
Barmen, Germany in 1863. The
(FAA)
company later became part of Nazi a counter-clockwise
Swastika
controlled IG Farben chemical
industry conglomerate.

(see previous)
Automaker Pontiac

5-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Pentagram
o Numerology: 5
o Masonic cults:

Automaker Lincoln

American Iron and
Steel Institute (AISI)

"The five-pointed star, known as the pentagram, is probably the most
blatant occult symbol in use today. Witches Janet and Stewart Farrar
explain that the five-pointed star is "one of the main symbols of witchcraft
and occultism in general" ('Hidden Secrets of the Eastern Star' p. 82). The
star itself is known by different names throughout the occult world, such
as a witch's foot, a goblin's cross, a wizard's star and the dog star. Wiccan
witches use its five points to mystically represent the elements of nature,
earth, fire, water, air and spirit. This symbol is one of the most prominent
emblems within Freemasonry, though its significance, like every symbol
inherited from the occult, is concealed behind a smokescreen of secret
society ambiguity. The five-pointed star is found on most Masonic
memorabilia and represents the blasphemous resurrection rite of the five
points of fellowship, each point mystically symbolizing a part of the
resurrection act. First - Foot to foot. Second - Knee to knee. Third - Hand in
hand. Fourth - Breast to breast. Fifth and last - Left hand behind back."
[11]
"The Pentagram has magical associations, and many people who practice pagan
faiths wear them. Christians once commonly used the pentagram to represent
the five wounds of Jesus, and it also has associations within Freemasonry. The
pentagram has long been associated with the planet Venus, and the worship of
the goddess Venus, or her equivalent. It is also associated with the Roman
Lucifer, who was Venus as the Morning Star, the bringer of light and knowledge.
It is most likely to have originated from the observations of prehistoric
astronomers. When viewed from Earth, successive inferior conjunctions of Venus
plot a nearly perfect pentagram shape around the zodiac every eight years."
See also:
 video with more pentagram examples
 Pentacle (a particular amulet used in magical evocation)
To research:
 this article claims the 5 points refer to the elements: Earth, Fire, Water,
Air, Spirit.
 The use of color differences (national flags, anarchists, socialists /
communists, militarists, royalists, republicans, democrats, etc.).
 The "5 wishes of the devil".


o

o

o

Pentagram
•

Historical/Political/Non-corporate logo's (ordered by date of origin)

"Pentagram of Venus",
see also: "Freemasonry
Confederate States of
and the Pentagram"
America Battle Flag
This design was the basis
of more than 180 separate
Confederate military battle
flags during the American
Civil War (1861-1865).

Flag of California
League of Nations (1919), the
(1911) with its origins pre-cursor to the United Nations
in the "The Bear Flag" institution.
(1846).
Note: the pentagon.

Note: the red square, X
symbolism, 13 pentagram
stars and pyramids.

San Jacinto Monument
(1939)

Ceiling of China's
Great Hall of the
People

Red star of the Russian
Revolution
Note: that this pentagram Note: the sun
sits on top of an 173 meters symbolism and the
circles.
tall obelisk!

Five Races Under One Union
Chinese military insignia based
on the Beiyang star flag, used
during the Xinhai Revolution
from 1911 to 1912, after which
the Jesuits gained control of
China (see also history of
oppression: 1910).

Nation of Islam
Founded in Detroit,
Michigan, United
States by mason
Wallace Fard
Muhammad in July
1930.

Flag of Morocco
European flag (1955) and (1956)
Scottish Socialist Party
many other national flags
carry 5-pointed stars.
Note: the interwoven
pentagram.

Note: the crescent and
the red square.

George Tenet (former
director of the CIA) US Marshals
Hollywood Boulevard's The Presidential Medal of
gets the Presidential
Freedom
Walk of Fame
Medal of Freedom
Note: pentagram,
pentagon, 13 stars in the
shape of a Seal of

Solomon, 5 phoenix birds.
Also worn in masonic
fashion with masonic-like
blue ribbon

Seal of the demon
Astaroth

•

Energy Star an
international energy
standard of US
governmental origin.

(now defunct)

Prince Charles and Kylie
The White Order of Minogue. Note: that she is most
Thule (founded in the probably a heavily mindcontrolled person.
mid-1990s)

Corporate logo's

Starbucks

Texaco
Note: the sun orb.

Note: The 3 five-pointed stars
Paramount Pictures form a pyramid with something
(owned by Viacom) resembling a capstone with a
Heineken
smaller pyramid/all-seeing-eye
See also: "How the within in.
Paramount has
changed".
Note also the 2 fish tales and
the (hair) waves (see: Age of
Pisces, Vesica piscis, Age of
Aquarius)

WalMart

Macys
San Pellegrino

Black Entertainment
Today (BET)

Sirius Satellite Radio

Kragen Auto Parts

Note: The brightest star in the
night sky Sirius is also known
colloquially as the "Dog Star",
reflecting its prominence in its
constellation, Canis Major

UEFA Champions League
football

Inverted Pentagram
•

Also known as the Point Down Pentagram

Inverted pentagram in
the Martin Luther
rose.
Baphomet the devil-goat god
Baphomet inverted
with an inverted pentagram
pentagram
on forehead

(see previous)

Note: He's a
suspected
Rosecrucian agent to
control the
Reformation
movements.

Large American flag
displayed at a Hilary Clinton
rally with inverted 5-pointed Order of the Eastern Star, Medal of Honor U.S. Army Medal of Honor U.S.
stars
the only order of
Why is it that the U.S. Medal Navy
Freemasonry in which of Honor for all branches of
females are permitted
the services are inverted
Note: the fasces and
membership. Female
pentagrams?
axe-head on the
masons are known as
medal.
"co-masons"
Note: all medals have that
Masonic-loving number of 13
Note: Pentagon inside stars, along with many other
and traced along outside Masonic signs/colors/aspects.

of the Pentagram, cross Note also the Owl (on the
and crown symbol in the helmet) and the arrows (at the
lower white arm
feet of the eagle).

Medal of Honor U.S. Air
Force
Note: the head of Columbia (see previous)
on the medal, the Sig runes
with arrows, and the wingedspiral above the medal.

Washington D.C. streets
make perfectly symmetrical
Interwoven inverted
inverted pentagram, the
White House is located at the pentagram
tip of the lower arm

Inverted pentagrams in
European Union literature
from over a decade ago.
Australian state of
Note: the 11 invertedLogo of the Republican
Victoria police
pentagram stars, the
National Committee
Western Australia state police
emblem
similarity of the EU
(RNC)
emblem
parliament building to the
Note: sun-wheel cross
Babylonian Tower of Babel,
the square body forms of the
people below, and the slogan
"Europe: Many tongues, one
voice"
Pentagon

Seal of the Pentagon
League of Nations (1919),
the pre-cursor to the United
There is only one shape that Note: only a pentagon that is in
Nations institution.
fits inside a pentagram, and the orientation as seen in this (see previous)
seal fits inside an inverted
that is a pentagon
Note: the pentagram.
pentagram.

(1878-1949)
(see previous)

The Public Safety Officer
Medal of Valor
Note: inverted pentagram

The Valley of Scottish Rite
Masons logo displays a
pentagon among it's other
geometric shapes

Knights of Labor
logo
Note: hexagon

Home plate (baseball)
Pentagon logos:

Knights of the North
(KOTN)

Daimler Chrysler

Rite Aid
Knights of Columbus Note:
Founder
Walter
an openly catholic
A North American
masonic organization. masonic think-tank group P. Chrysler is a known
mason

US Bank

Spike TV

Note: The 5 stars on the
lower right side of the
logo make a perfect
Order of the Eastern
pentagon
Star

Tag Heuer, Swiss watchmaking
company founded in 1860.
Watches are worn and pushed in
ads by such celebrities as Tiger
Woods

National League of
Baseball

Emblem of DC Comics
superhero Superman

See also: oblong sqaure

6-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Numerology: 6
o This is not the Star of David, it is the Star of Saturn. And is known as one of the
most powerful symbols in the occult.
 Other names: Magan star
 See also: Star of Remphan "The star was mentioned and condemned by
the God of Israel in Amos 5:26 and it was called by Him, the star of your
god, Moloch or otherwise called `Chiun'. Reference to Amos 5:26 and the
Israelites having it in the wilderness was also made in Acts 7:43. Here it
was called the Star of Remphan. All these names refer to the `god'
Saturn" [12]
o 2 overlapping/intertwined equilateral triangles pointing Up and Down representing the union of dualities, such as male and female.
o Hexagram (a 6-pointed geometric star figure)
o 3x60 degrees, 6 points, 6 sides (2x3 of the triangles, or 6 of a cube), 6
triangles....666?
o Two triads interlocked = 33
o todo: note the various other shapes created from the Star of Saturn, such as the
Rhombus and Pentagon.

3 x 60-degree corners of an equilateral
triangle.
Hexagram

Theosophical Society
seal, with the Star of
Saturn, the Swastika
See also: Geometry: Platonic energy symbol, the
solids
Ankh and the
Ouroboros symbol.
Merkabah

The stars above the eagle's
head form a 6-pointed star of
Saturn on the back of the
United States one-dollar bill.

Flag of Israel.
(see also: Masonic
Judaism)

Sheriff badge of Riverside
County

Star of Saturn

6-pointed star of Saturn on
Lapel pin for the
back of United States oneRoyal Arch Degree a dollar bill. The combined
Masonic order.
letters at each point spell
"M-A-S-O-N"

The Presidential
Medal of Freedom.
The stars form a 6- Common Sheriff badges
pointed star.

(see previous)

An interwoven Star of Saturn

Note: the Double Cross.

(see previous)

"Fig. 70 Seal of
Seal of Solomon
Solomon in "Magic
Symbols" by Frederick with Royal Arch
Degree logo
Goodman." [1]

"That which is Above is like
unto that which is Below..."
Eliphas Levi's famous
anthropomorphic hexagram
from his 1855 work, Dogma et
Ritual de la Haute Magie)
(Transcendental Magic)
showing the reflection of the
Macrocosm in the Microcosm.

Theosophist Annie Besant
wearing the society's emblem.
Besant was a 33rd degree Comason, women's rights activist,
secularist, socialist, Marxist,
writer and orator. Besant was
elected as the International
President of the Theosophical
Society, in 1907
Unicursal hexagram

Emblem of the
The unicursal
Thelemic Order of the
An interwoven unicursal
The seal of the Ordo Templi
hexagram used by
Golden Dawn, which is
hexagram. The unicursal
Orientis (O.T.O.), an
Aleister Crowley
based on the philosophy
hexagram was also used by the
international fraternal and
of Thelema as
Hermetic Order of the Golden
religious organization
Note: the five petaled
proselytized by Aleister
Dawn (or "Golden Dawn")
founded by Aleister
rose in center in the
Crowley
and can be traced back to at
Crowley, displaying the
form of an inverted
least the beginning of the 15th
unicursal hexagram in this
pentagram symbolizing
Note: Crowley's
century. [2]
rendition.[4]
the divine feminine. [3]
favorite slogan "DO
WHAT THOU WILT".
Marian star
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Plasma cosmos: Astronomical alignments: Great Planetary
Alignment

Municipal flag of Chicago

Catholic Marian Star

•

Variations of the Marian star:

The Rain that Refreshes the
Soul

International
Brotherhood of
Teamsters (1903)

Rotary Club International
(Est. 1905)

Drawn by Hexmeister Lee R.
Gandee, from his 1971
autobiography, Strange
Experience

Note: The double horse
German World War II
heads, much like the
Note: an organization
6th SS Mountain
masonic double-headed founded by masons.
Division Nord insignia.
eagle.
Note: the sun symbolism.
See also: 3-pointed star, circle Note: the sun
symbolism.

This variation of the Marian Walmart (new logo, July
star can be found on all U.S. 2008)
Emergency medical technician
(EMT) patches/vehicles/etc. Note: the sun
symbolism.
Etrade
See also: Star of Life

Pacific Bell

Note: the Caduceus
symbolism.

Travelocity
FedEx Kinko's
(see previous)
Note: The 2 superimposed

Yamaha

triangles in the center
forming a Star of Saturn,
pyramid in center

Dead Kennedys, a 1980's punk
rock band from San Francisco, Bluetooth
California

Millennium Quest Limited
(UK)
Company that makes
decorations and light
displays

Atomic symbol

Hexagon

"This nighttime view of Saturn's
north pole by the visual and infrared
mapping spectrometer onboard
The hexagon is the
NASA's Cassini orbiter clearly shows
only shape which fits
a bizarre six-sided hexagon feature
inside an 6-pointed
encircling the entire north pole.
star.
See also: Plasma cosmos: Saturn,
Occult symbolism: Saturn.

Hexagon-shaped tarot cards based on "Fellowship of
the elements of the periodic table [5] Craftmasons" - from a
computer game.

•

Hexagon in logos:

A hexagon surrounds a
Knights of Labor Hagalaz rune on this
masonic labor
common Nazi SS ring
organization between
1878-1949.

Walmart (new logo,
July 2008)
Note: the sun
symbolism.

Bristol-Myers Squibb
Note: the logo is made up
of pyramid shapes.

Napa

Print ad for the American T.V. show
Bones showing the "O" in "bones" as a
hexagon
See: hand signs, death.

Black & Decker

7-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Heptagram (or "septagram"), Heptagon
o Numerology: 7
o "The septagram is important in Western Kabbalah, where it symbolizes the
sphere of Netzach, the seven planets, the seven alchemical metals, and the
seven days of the week." "The acute heptagram is also a symbol of magical
power in other Pagan religions. The obtuse heptagram was used as a symbol in
the Kabbalah, and later by Aleister Crowley and the Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO)
where it was known as the Star (or Seal) of Babylon. The heptagram is also used
in Christianity to symbolize the seven days of creation and became a traditional
symbol for warding off evil, thus the reason that most sheriff's badges are
obtuse heptagonal shaped. Also the symbol of perfection (or God) in many
Christian religions."

Heptagram

Heptagram showing the
planetary weekdays.

(see previous)

A Heptagram appears in the
center of this Kabbalah
symbolism image

Occult Heptagram with
the twelve Zodiac signs

(Est. 1923, Ireland)
Heptagram emblem of The
Order of Knight Masons
(TOKM)

•

Heptagram in logo's:

DC Shoes a popular American footwear company specialing in shoes for all types
of extreme sports

National flag of
Australia

Note: The vesica piscis symbolism
Inverted Heptagram
•
•

Also known as the Seal of Satan, Sigil of Satan, Sigil of Ameth, Sigillum Dei Aemeth
See also: John Dee

Astrum Argentum (meaning "Silver
star") founded by Aleister Crowley
in 1907. "Astrum Argentum" is
Occult "Seal of
sometimes written as "A∴A∴" Satan" heptagram
using the masonic sign for secret
name-abbreviations: "∴".
Note: heptagon

Classic occult heptagram Planetary heptagram

See: all seeing eye, circle

The inverted heptagram badge of
the California Highway Patrol.

Inverted heptagram
inscribed in a granite and
inverted heptagram
marble peace officers
sheriff badge, El Paso
memorial in Ventura,

Holiday Inn Express
logo with 7-pointed
inverted heptagram
star

County, TX

California

Heptagon

Occult heptagon with the
words, "Levithmong", "Saitan", (see previous)
and "Iaida" written on it's edges

English heptagon shaped The Valley of Scottish
50 pence coin
Rite Masons logo displays
commemorating the
a heptagon among it's
European Union
other geometric shapes

The heptagon is present in this The Kosovo, Albania
masonic rendition, showing a police use a heptagon
"symbolic representation of an emblem for their hats
encampment of the Scottish
Rite degrees". [6]

8-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Octagram
o Numerology: 8
o Also known as the Chaos Star (see also: Ordo ab Chao - "Out of chaos, order").
 "I should explain perhaps why the eight spoke wheel is so important. In
the sky there is a great cross that seems stationary, and its
formed by the center of the Milky Way galaxy and from the center
point of our celestial equator to the southern point of the celestial
equator, that's the divine cross. Down here on the ground we have the
mundane cross that is formed by the angles between equinox and the
solstice and so forth, so the eight armed cross, the eight rayed star, the 8
spoke wheel...all represents the alignment in space and time of the
divine cross above and the terrestrial mundane cross below. Now
curiously enough this alignment only happens once every 13,000
years. These crosses have not aligned since 11,000 B.C., roughly
13,000 years ago." [13] (edited)
 See also: Great year - which is one complete cycle of the
precession of the equinoxes, about 25,765 years.
o There are many versions of the 8-pointed star. One is known as the "Double
Square" (or "Star of Lakshmi") and is the Masonic symbol of two
superimposed squares at 45° angles representing order and disorder (and
probably other dualistic concepts).

o
o

Todo: research the possibility of a 2-D mapping of 3-D axes. (See also: Labarum overlay of Chi "χ" and Rho "ρ")
See also:
 Infinity
 "Origins and Meanings of the Eight-Point Star"

Chaos Star
•

Chaos star non-logos:

Mosque Maryam ceiling, Chicago, US

Chaos star with
arrows

Celtic calendar
"wheel of the
year"[7]

Vatican City's Piazza San
Note: this - originally a Greek Orthodox
Pietro.
See also: video: Vatican church - was refurbished and renamed
after Mary (the mother of Jesus). The
sun dial, Sun cross,
Catholic Sun symbolism. mosque is now the headquarters of the
Nation of Islam.

Masonic Chaos
star.
Compass design
Note: The
Ouroboros
•

Chaos star in logo's:

Annapolis Conference - which
was was a Middle East peace
Central Intelligence conference held on November
27, 2007, at the United States
Agency (CIA)
Naval Academy in Annapolis,
Maryland.

(see previous)

Ancient World Mapping
Center - an interdisciplinary
research center at the
University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.

Rabobank
Note: the sun
symbolism.

Four Points
Sheraton

Cover art of the 1998
Valiant Entertainment (formerly album Random Chaos
called "Valiant Comics")
from Finish black metal
band Crimson Midwinter

Cover art of Temple of the
Serpent Baphomet, an
album by Greek black metal
band Chaos Baphomet.

Logo of Pakistan's Institute of
Business Administration (IBA).
Combination of a chaos star and
a 4-pointed star.

•

Chaos star and Black Sun:

This Black Sun clock adorns the
outside building of the Chartres
Smithsonian Institution - Logo of IHS Press a
AISE - domestic
Cathedral, a famous French 12th
which was founded by Catholic publishing
intelligence agency Century Gothic architecture
Mason James Smithson. house based in Virginia of Italy.
cathedral
Star of Astaroth
•

Various notes:

•

Also known as the Star Disc of Ishtar (Babylonian)

Star of Astaroth, Star Disc of
Ishtar

(see previous)

Double square

Easy to understand
example of
The 2 Solstices and the 2
superimposed squares at Equinoxes, together with their 4
Floor decoration at the
45° angles
respective halves: The real
Vatican Museums.
meaning behind that of the
Note: only the octagon double square? See also the notes
shape fits both inside
above.
and outside the double
square.

A double square is seen
Nazi medal Deutches Kreuz
in the middle of this
(German Cross)
masonic imagery

Masonic double square
with the "all seeing
eye" in center

Prince Philip in
uniform

Member of a secret
Vatican order, displaying
Note: the two masonic
a double square on robe.
double squares on the
front of his uniform.

Masonic double square
emblem on 19th Century Four Points Sheraton hotel sign.
Imperial Russian helmet This is how all of their signs look King Frederick II of
Prussia (1740–1786),
with double square star

See: oblong square and chaos
star.
•

on uniform.

Double square in police insignia:

The double square is on the front South Australian police
Turkish National
South African police badge
of all UK police hats
Police insignia
badge

(see previous)

Switzerland border
police hat

Badge of the Pennsylvania
State Police (PSP)
Note: The keystone

•

"Double Ashlar" squares:
o Various notes:
 "Ashlar is dressed stone work of any type of stone. Ashlar blocks are large
rectangular blocks of masonry sculpted to have square edges and even
faces." ... "Ashlars have symbolic meaning for Freemasons and those in
masonic schools used as a metaphor for states of progress. In
Freemasonry, the ashlar comes in two forms: the rough ashlar represents
a rough, unprepared or undressed stone, and is an allegory of the
uninitiated Freemason prior to his discovering enlightenment; the smooth
ashlar represents the dressed stone as used by the experienced
stonemason, and is an allegory of the Freemason who, through education
and diligence, has achieved enlightenment and who lives an upstanding
life."
 "The general shape of a V character, or a triangular shape pointing up or
more often, down." [14]
 This is actually represents a 3 dimensional shape, not a 2 dimensional
one. It represents 2 squares, one on top of the other, symbolizing the idea
of one entity controlling the other.
 "The symbol is two three-dimensional boxes (one on top of the other) with
the higher box representing the secret societies literally "on top" of and
regulating civilization (the lower box). The colors blue and red are also a
reference to the blue and red degrees of Masonry." [15]

American Home Bank
U.S. Navy
Chevron Corporation
chevron

•

Note: The two vertical double square (side view)
bars

Other double squares (side-views):

Forlaget Libris - a Danish
publishing company.

IBM T.V. ads

Cornerstone
Company
U.S. Postal Service. Stacked
double square?

(see previous)

Visa (see
previous)

(see previous)

Octagram
•

Various notes:
o Also known as the Star of Isis (Egyptian). The correct position for the Star of Isis
is to be rotated at 22 degrees.
o Symbol of the Knights Templar, see: Maltese cross.
o In upright position, known as the Sigil of the Beast 666.

A regular octagram (red)
inside of an octagon (black).

When viewed from above, the
architecture of the Castel del
Monte, a 13th century castle in

Octagram on the
floor of?

Logo of the
Commercial Bank of
Kuwait

Note: there is only one shape
(octagon) that fits both inside Italy, forms a perfect 8-pointed
and outside an octagram 8star.
pointed star.
•

Star of Isis rotated at 22 degrees:

Star of Isis jewelry

U.S. Air Force 34th
Bomb Group patch

The cover of Octagon, the
1995 release by Swedish
heavy metal band Bathory

Star of Isis ring

Logo of German
power metal band
Paragon

Nedcor Bank Limited, founded
in 1888 in Amsterdam. One of
the largest banks in South Africa
[8]

Octagon
•

Various notes:
o The 8-sided octagon is the only shape that fits inside an 8-pointed octagram star
which has straight arms.

•

Octagon non-logo's:

Vatican staircase
Note: the spiral.

Illustration of the
Roman God Mercury

1934 Nazi rally medallion

(see previous)

Ouija Board

•

Stop sign

Octagon
Album cover of U.S. based hip-hop
group Wu-Tang Clan's 2007
Note: five rose pedals in the
release "8 Diagrams".
center form an inverted
pentagram.

Octagon logo's:

First Service Bank

Capitol Bank

The Church of God
Note: 5-pointed star and the ADT
Provides
home,
business,
and
International Women's
5 lines for the 5 points
government security systems Ministries

Note: energy spiral
arms

(Est. 1925)
Arclinea
a global kitchen furniture
company based in Italy.

9-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Numerology: 9
 Enneagram (a 9-pointed geometric figure)
 Nonagram (3 equilateral triangles, each rotated 0, 40 and 80 degrees)
 Marko Rodin coil mathematics
o Bahai symbols:
 "Nine-pointed star, The History and Symbolism"
 "9-pointed star in microscopic images of the algae Chlamydomonas"
o "How to Draw a 9-pointed star"

Enneagram
•

Various notes:

Masonic 9-pointed star. If you
look closely you can see it is 3
overlaid triangles

A 9-pointed star used as the
logo for the Iowa
Department of Public
The American alternative metal
(see
Safety
band Slipnot uses a 9-pointed
Note: the Yad pointer with hand
previous)
star (three triangles) as its logo
at the top of image Also the star is
Note: also in Mason-like
superimposed over a Masonic
colors.
Maltese cross

•

Astro-Theology Enneagram:
o The Enneagram is used in the field of Neuro-linguistic programming:
 Enneagram of Personality: "The Enneagram system describes nine
distinct personality types and their interrelationships, mapped
around an ancient symbol of perpetual motion. This is now the most
well-known use of this particular enneagram figure." [16]
 "The enneagram is an ancient technique for self-development that
can be very useful in communication. The symbol for the eneagramm is a
circle with 9 points, symbolising the 9 types. In short, with the Enneagram
we get to 9 types of personality." ... "The choice of strategy is in fact
strongly influenced by the so-called ennea type. In a few moments we can
look at a person, discover, through appropriate questioning, his type and
at the same time we have discovered his strategy. The second connection
is with chinese elements and types of personalities. Both can be linked
together in a unique framework." [17]
 "Dr. Marco Paret has in fact developed a whole set of new patterns that
interweave hypnotic communication techniques with NLP. Also, he
has conduced an in-depth study of the Enneagram and its applications in
a modern perspective. He has also developed a new didactic method for
teaching languages which differs from that of classical suggestopedy.
Inspired by hydden-traditions, he has also created various interesting
modellings, the most significant of them being the Eneagramm sensorybased model (Instant Enneagram) and the techniques pertaining
states-of-consciousness. Along the years, Dr. Paret has held many
conferences in the USA as well as other countries, thus meeting most of
the leading american hypnotists. He has been often invited to italian
television shows as an expert in hypnosis and NLP. " [18]
 See also: 911:Psychological_terrorism

(see previous)

Enneagram of
Personality

(see previous)

Enneagram illustration showing G.I.
Gurdjieff's "Forth Way"

Nonagon
•
•

9-sided polygon (also called an Enneagon)
See: Astro-Theology

Nonagon

The Valley of Scottish Rite Masons
logo displays a nonagon among it's
other geometric shapes

The nonagon is present in this masonic rendition,
showing a "symbolic representation of an
encampment of the Scottish Rite degrees". [9]

10-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Numerology: 10
o A 10-pointed star ("decagram") is simply two 5-pointed stars overlaying
each other in reverse directions. This symbol is also used by the Masons.
 Does a 10-pointed star (to them) represent a union of the profane
and the priesthood?
o "Ten-pointed star Patterns: Examples of Tessellation in Islamic Art"

A star for Man and an inverted
star for
Masonic temple
checkerboard floor Baphomet/Lucifer/Priesthood.
with a 10-pointed
star.

Variant of the 10-pointed
star.
Note: if you look very
closely you can see three
3-D pyramids. Hint: let
your eyes relax, blur the
image out.

Billings Area Health
Sciences Information
Consortium (Bahsic), an
organization providing
literary resources to the
medical field.
•

10-sided shape (name?)

Deltec Financial Services, LLC

11-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Numerology: 11
o Hendecagram
o "11-pointed star: Approximate"

11-pointed star

The foundation/base for the US Statue of Liberty,
(see previous)
Occult 11-pointed appears to be a very slight variation of a 11star
pointed star. Why?

12-pointed star
•

Various notes:
o Dodecagram
o Numerology: 12
o 4 triangles

12-pointed star

12 roads converge on the
This 4-triangle 12-pointed star Arc de Triomphe, in Paris,
(see previous)
appears on the United Nations France.
related Lucis Trust website [10].
See also: Arch

12-pointed star used in
Kabbalah symbolism
Note: Hebrew letters,
heptagram, triangle.

•

A. Austin Amerine Retreat
Center

12-pointed star on the flag
German police hats have
of Nauru.
12-pointed stars on them

Cathedral of Chartres (12th century, France)

The 12-pointed star stained glass window

From the inside

Note: the window is actually made up of 3 separate 12-pointed stars

(see previous)
Note: Oblong squares

Various stars
•

Stars with more than 12 points (in increasing number)

Jesuit Order seal (with 16
points and 16 rays)
16-sided masonic
shape/diamond
See also: Black sun and (name?)
Saturn symbolism.

British Petroleum (BP)

A 20-pointed star
appears on the front
cover of this masonic
book (name of this
book?)

Clock on the Chartres Cathedral
(24 points and 24 rays) - a famous
French 12th Century Gothic
architecture cathedral.
Note: the Black sun symbolism.

The logo is made up of 4
different 18-pointed stars
--> 4 x 18 = 72
According to the
Kabbalah, there are 72
names of God

CROSS, FASCES, ARROWS, DEATH, SATANISM,
BELL

•
•

1 Cross
o 1.1 X symbolism
o 1.2 Cross of Tau
o 1.3 Equal length cross
 1.3.1 Sunwheel cross
 1.3.2 Maltese cross
o 1.4 Unequal length cross
 1.4.1 Latin cross
 1.4.1.1 Inverted cross
 1.4.2 Cross and Crown
 1.4.3 Double Cross
 1.4.4 Cross of Baphomet
 1.4.5 Papal cross
2 Rods
o 2.1 Awen
o 2.2 Reverse Awen
o 2.3 Fasces
 2.3.1 Bundled rods
 2.3.2 Bundled arrows
3 Death
4 Satanism

•

5 Bell

•

•

Cross
•

Various notes:
o See also: 4-pointed star.

X symbolism
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Brotherhood of Death
 Cult of Osiris
 Cross of St. Andrew
 Skull and bones, necromancy



phonetics/linguistic associated with the letter "X":
 "eXtermitate" (obstinate heretics - as the Catholic church and
inquisition does)

Confederate States of America Battle
Flag
Georges Darboy (1813-1871),
French Catholic priest, later bishop National flag of Scotland
of Nancy, and then archbishop of
Paris. [1]

This design was the basis of more than
180 separate Confederate military battle
flags during the American Civil War
(1861-1865).

Note: the horned hand sign.
Note: the red square, 13 pentagram
stars and pyramids.

(see previous)
Confederate States of America flag Masonic X symbolism

(see previous)
Note: the Maltese cross medal.

Symbol of the masonic Marshal. In
the masonic lodge, he is appointed
Labarum (χρ or ΧΡ), a greek
by the "Worshipful Master".
letter combination of chi and
rho.

(see previous)
Santa Maria de Cóll church element [2].
Note the "S" serpent symbolism.

(see previous)
Coin of the Roman usurper Flavius Jolly Roger pirate flag.
Magnus Magnentius (303–353).

Skull & Bones, the secret society
founded in 1832 at Yale University.

Two crossed torches appear on the
cover of "The Greater of Two Evils", a
3rd SS Division Totenkopf - one of Combat 18 - the "armed wing" 2004 release by U.S. thrash metal band
the 38 divisions of the Waffen-SS of the British neo-Nazi
Anthrax
during World War II.
organisation Blood & Honour.
Note: the inverted pentagrams, the
torches and Sig runes.

•

Logos:

Lombard Odier Darier
Hentsch.
U.S. Senate seal with
crossed fasces

Xbox a video game
console from Microsoft.

Vatican emblem
(see previous)

HBOS - a UK based
financial group which in Halifax UK (one of the banking
2008 merged with Lloyds trading names of the Bank of Dexia - a Belgium bank
Scotland plc which is owned by
TSB.
Lloyds TSB/HBOS)

Max Factor - a
cosmetics firm, founded
in 1909 by Max Factor.
•

See more background here.

Note: how seen from
the top a pyramid's
edges form an X.

Cult of Osiris hand signs:

King Tut

The Misfits, an American horror punk
band.
Ozzy
Seen here is the artwork of their Misfits: Osbourne
Collection II album cover

Austrian Viking Metal band
Hrossharsgrani

Cross of Tau
•

Various notes
o ...

Ankh of ancient EgyptTata Motors

Equal length cross
Sunwheel cross

Aleister Crowley as
Osiris

Maltese cross

Queen Elizabeth II
Royal member of the Order of the German Eagle
Used by the Military
service cross, instituted in
inner-core of the
Order of Malta and
their partners in crime. Military Order of Malta 1937 by Adolf Hitler. See
also: [3].
called the Pilgrim
Society.

Order of the Bath medal.
Founded by George I in 1725.
See also: member lists and
other UK knighthoods.

Maltese Cross on some Insignia of RAF No. 22
Nazi Spanienkreuz [5]
of the Maltese 2 Euro Squadron displaying
"Spanish Cross" medal
coins [4].
the Maltese Cross

(see previous)

Prussian Order of Saint
Mason with a Maltese cross
John
Veterans of Foreign Wars medal.
Masonic York Rite, new
US congressionally chartered
member's pin.
Note the differences
war veterans organization.
See also these diagrams
with SMOM medal:
masonic degree diagrams.
Eagle in each corner, ...

(see previous)
John McCain speaking
at a Veterans of Foreign
Wars meeting.

•

Pour le Mérite (popularly known as the "The Blue Max").
o The medal was established in 1740 by King Frederick II of Prussia.

Manfred von Richthofen
(b. 1892 - d. 1918)
The Pour le Mérite
(see previous)
medal.

•

German WWI fighter pilot popularly
known as "The Red Baron", Richthofen
was awarded the Pour le Mérite in
January of 1917.

Hermann Göring
(b. 1893 - d. 1946)
Leading member of the
Nazi Party
As a fighter pilot during
WWI, Göring was awarded
the Pour le Mérite.

Royalty:

(todo)

•

Celebrities (aka "stars"):

Tyra Banks

Miley Cyrus

See also: pseudoccultmedia articles on
her.

See also: pseudoccultmedia articles on
her.

Unequal length cross
Latin cross

(see previous)

Crucifix

Latin cross

Nazi Mutterkreuz
This is a Latin cross upon which is fixed an effigy of
("mother's cross")
Jesus. On some crucifixes a skull and crossbones are
medal.
shown below the corpus.
This is a symbol used in Catholicism and not
Protestantism, which use only a Latin cross.

Note: the golden square
sun symbolism.

Ozzy
Osbourne

Note: the Catholic sun symbolism.
Inverted cross
•

Various notes:
o See also: Cross of St. Peter

Cross of St. Peter

Inverted cross on the Pope'sLogo of Norwegian black Bestial Mockery, a
metal band Mayhem
chair.
Swedish black metal band

Gorgoroth , a Norwegian Chelsea Clinton with an
black metal band
inverted cross necklace.
Cross and Crown
•

Various notes:
o The Cross and Crown symbol represents the union of the
Spiritual/Religious and Temporal/Political domination.
 Its a known Masonic symbol that dates to the Medieval Ages and the
Knights Templar. It is not an ancient Christian symbol.
 "In the Masonic Report, we make this discovery: Question: What does
Masonry's emblem of the 'Cross and Crown' actually symbolize?" Answer:
"The 'Cross' of Freemasonry is a philosophical cross, according to Albert
Pike, 'Morals and Dogma', p. 771. It is philosophical in the sense that it
[also] represents the "generating fecundating principle" by the
perpendicular shaft [Phallus], and the matrix of womb of nature,
the female producing principle [Female Vulva], by the horizontal
shaft. The philosophy of the Masonic cross is totally phallic. The 'Crown' of
this Masonic emblem is also phallic, it being the first emanation of the

Cabalistic Sephiroth ..." [C.F. McQuaig, "The Masonic Report", Norcross,
Georgia, Answer Books and Tapes, 1976, p. 34]" [9]

Pyramid-shaped grave of
(see previous)
Mason Charles Taze
Russell, the founder of
the Jehovah's Witnesses.

Royal Black Institution (or
"Imperial Grand Black
Chapter Of The British
Commonwealth") a
'Protestant' masonic society.
St. John's Presbyterian
Church

The Watch Tower which is
the premier publication of
the Jehovah's Witnesses.
Cross and crown in a
masonic lodge.
Note: the cross and crown
(upper left)

(see previous)

Note: The motto written on
the crown says "In Hoc Signo
Vinces" is Latin for "in this
sign you will conquer" or "by
this, be victorious!".

Social Order of
Beauceant

Cross and crown... displays
Knights Templar connection
with Maltese Cross.

Cross and crown with
Masonic compass and square United Church of Christ
emblem.
Note: Their slogan is "That

Emblem of the York
Rite's Grand Council of
Allied Masonic
Degrees

They May All Be One"
which echoes "From Many
One" (from the latin: "E
pluribus unum").
Double Cross
•

Various notes:
o Have you ever been double-crossed?
o See also: Double-cross rune, Cross of Lorraine.
o Hermetic alchemists of the Renaissance used the emblem as a symbol of earth
and spirit by combining the square earth cross with the cross of Christ. When
drawn symmetrically, it symbolised the hermetic maxim, "As above, so below".

Mason with a double
cross on his cap

Exxon

(see previous)

Harrier jet from the UK
Royal Air Force (RAF)
The double cross crest No. 41 Squadron
of the UK Royal Air displaying the double cross
on its tail section.
Force (RAF) No. 41
Squadron.

The symbol of the soul, Alchemist National flag of
Slovakia
symbol for sulfur
See also: infinity

The double cross is prominently
Is the Nordic rune the displayed in this image,
Nabisco
actual source of the promoting American musician
double cross?
and artist Marilyn Manson's
Celebritarian Corporation, which
Note: this particular is his self-proclaimed art
rune is associated
movement
with negativity.

Coat of arms, Besalu City,
Spain

Boys and Girls Clubs of
Canada

Note: skull and bones, 13 spikes,
masonic hand signs.

Sheriff badge of
Riverside County.
Note: the Star of
Saturn.
Cross of Baphomet
•

Various notes:
o This sign is also used as the symbol of Baphomet.

Sigil of Baphomet

Sigil of Baphomet as the
emblem of the Sovereign
Grand Commander of the
Supreme Council
Papal cross

A Scottish Rite mason
with the sigil of Baphomet
on his hat

(see previous)
Note: This version also
forms an oblong square

(see previous)

In this photo, noted 33rd degree
mason Albert Pike can be seen
displaying his Cross of
Baphomet pendent.

papal cross

papal cross in masonic
imagery

Logo of the Norfolk Admirals hockey team in Norfolk,
Virgina

Rods
Awen
•

Various notes:
o "The Order of Bards (OBOD) describe the three lines as rays emanating from
three points of light, with those points representing the triple aspect of deity
and, also, the points at which the sun rises on the equinoxes and solstices known as the Triad of the Sunrises. The emblem as used by the OBOD is
surrounded by three circles representing the three circles of creation." [10]
o See also:
 Numerology: 3
 M hand sign
 Hebrew letter shin ()ש
 Trident - a three-pronged spear. Tridents feature widely in mythical,
historical and modern culture. The trident is also depicted as Satan's
weapon.

Neo-Druid symbol of Awen (see
also: [6])

Druidic Awen ray variations: Invoking (dipsersing), Tribann (union),
Evoking (converging).

Reverse Awen
•

Various notes:
o What is the real name of this symbol?

Swiss guard - the
guards of the Vatican.
Bronze hand of the Roman mystery cult of
Dionysus (see also the Ancient Greece mystery
schools: Dionysian Mysteries and the later
Eleusinian Mysteries and Orphic Mysteries).
It dates from the late Roman Empire, when all

Jesuit Order seal.
See also: Black
sun.

(see previous)

forms of divination from scrying to astrology,
flourished.
Note: the serpent/dragon/lizard head, the pine
cone, the reverse awen handsign, the cow/bull
above the altar, and something that resembles a
human in a pupa.
Fasces
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 E pluribus unum ("from many one") (see: group think, organized religions,
fascism/communism/socialism/centralized-capitalism, etc.)
 Lictor
 "The Global Fasces"

Bundled rods
•

Various notes:
o See also: Switch rod, Birching, Tarot Suit of wands

Roman lictor holding fasces.

(details?), Paris,
France [7]
Note: the rooster.

Fasces on stamp.
(Vatican-Jesuit fascists: US Capitol
Benito Mussolini and
Adof Hitler)

Lincoln Memorial.
US House of Representatives

(see previous)

(see previous)

Note: that Abraham Lincoln
himself was murdered by the
Vatican-Jesuit fascist
conspiracy, because he
opposed them.

Mercury Dime (1916–1945)
The fasces appeared on the
reverse side of all US dimes
during this period.
Note: the Latin motto: "E
PLURIBUS UNUM" (Out of
Many, One), the Hermes /
Mercury symbolism on the
other side of this coin.
•

French Passport

Fasce on Italian Stamp

Fasces in logo's:

U.S. Senate seal with crossed
fasces

Knights of
Columbus

See: cult of Osiris

National Sheriffs'
Association

Colorado State Seal
Note: the pyramid and allseeing-eye.

Crest of the Royal Air Force's No.
Civil Guard (Spain)
28 Squadron
Bundled arrows

(see previous)

Rothschild family (see previous)

Falange (Spanish
fascistic group).

(see previous)

Note: (to research) Note: (to research) the 2 half-circles.
the 2 half-circles.

(see previous)

Great Seal of the
United States since
The official logo for 1782.
the United Sates
See also: "Masonic
Senate
Symbolism: The
Great Seal of
America"

Council on Foreign Relations headquarter
door in New York, US. The CFR is the
'trusted' (read: corrupt) third party
government think-tank.
Note: the sun symbolism.
(see previous)

Forum quote: "You see eight arrows. The
arrow is the symbol of a plasma discharge.
Now you understand the symbol of mars.
Number five is the square and the circle and
that is a pillar. So 58 is pillar of eight and
that is saturn. In one of my posts I said
something about Saturn being the 13.
5+8=13." [8].

Death
Skulls and bones:

(see previous)
Logo of the Skull and Bones secret society
at Yale University, of which Prescott Bush, George Bush Sr. in the

Deaths Head on

George Bush Sr. and George Bush were/are Skull and Bones
members. Membership is for life.
yearbook.

front of Imperial
German helmet

Print ad for the
American T.V. show
Picture showing Deaths Head on Germany's Bones
Kaiser Wilhelm II own Liebgarde Hussar
See: hand signs,
regiment of Potsdam, Berlin.
hexagon

•

Nazi Totenkopf

SS Officer's Visor Trumpet banner reads: "Adolf Hitler
The Deaths Head emblem used hat.
Standarte (Standard)"
by the Nazi SS.
•

Arnold Schwarzenegger's Nazi Totenkop belt buckle

(see previous)
Arnold Schwarzenegger on the June
25th 2007 cover of TIME magazine,
with his Nazi Totenkop belt buckle

(see previous)

The belt buckle Arnold
Schwarzenegger is wearing
on the TIME cover

Satanism
•

Various notes:
o Number of the Beast
o Blood eagle ritual
o See also: Prominent masons: Aliester Crowley

Nazi Totenkopf
ring

Seal of renowned Satanist Aliester Crowley's Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.)

(see previous)
Seal of the O.T.O.

Bell
•

Bell symbolism in logo's:

•

Bell symbolism in non-logos:

Art Bell was confirmed by William Cooper to be a Mason and a
New World order shill.

CIRCLE SYMBOLISM: CIRCLE, INTERTWINED CIRCLES,
INFINITY, ENERGY SPIRAL

•

1 Alphabets
o 1.1 Hebrew
o 1.2 Runic
 1.2.1
 1.2.2
 1.2.3
 1.2.4
 1.2.5
 1.2.6
o

Life rune
Death rune
Hagalaz rune
Sig rune
Eiwaz rune
Double-cross rune

1.3 Ogham

Alphabets
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 History of the alphabet

Hebrew
•

Various notes:
o Hebrew alphabet
 To research: "The Hebrew Alphabet (aleph bais) each letter consists of
angles of the 6-pointed star which in itself is just a 2-dimensional
view of the Merkabah (and from there to the Dodecahedron)" [5]
(edited)

Hebrew Alphabet

Hebrew Alphabet as positions within
the 6-pointed star

Runic
•

Various notes:
o Runic alphabet
 Armanen runes ("Armanen futharkh")
 "Armanen runes magick"
 Anglo-Saxon runes ("Futhorc")

Merkabah

Runic alphabet.
Note: There are several different variations of the runic alphabet,
depending on the time period and culture.

(see previous)
(see previous)

Life rune

Algiz. The life rune. This rune
(see
symbolizes protection, assistance,
defence, warning, support, a mentor, previous)
an ethical dilemma. [1]

The Nazi Deutsches
Frauenwerk (German
Women Worker's)

The symbol of the National
Alliance, an American NeoNazi organization.

Death rune
•

Various notes:
o Also named "Nero's cross":

The universal Peace symbol.
The "death
rune".

See also: "The John Birch Society's
Apocryphal History of the Peace Sign"

Oldsmobile
Note: This is one of several different logos
they have used over the years.

Hagalaz rune
•

Various notes:
o See also: Marian star

Nazi SS ring with
Hagalaz rune

The Hagalaz or "Hail" rune. This rune
was associated with disrupting forces,
German World War II
such as weather, damaging natural forces,
6th SS Mountain
and interference. The Hagalaz rune could
Division Nord insignia.
also mean suffering, hardship, illness, or
injury. [2]

Rotary Club
International

Walmart
FedEx Kinko's

E.M.T.

Etrade

Bluetooth

Dead Kennedys, a
1980's punk rock band
from San Francisco,
California

Yamaha

(new logo, July
2008)

International
Brotherhood of
Teamsters

Pacific Bell
Sig rune
•

Various notes:
o See also: [6], [7]

•

Single Sig rune:

The "S" rune. Also
known as the Sig or
Sowilo rune.

Flag of the British Union of
(see previous)
Fascists (BUF), a 1930's
The emblem of the Nazi political party in the United
Kingdom.
Sturmabteilung (SA)
"brownshirts"

stormtroopers.
Note: the circle
(representing the
female/creational force)

Sig runes on Hilter Youth
United States Strategic
trumpet flags.
Command
(USSTRATCOM)

(see previous)

Imagery from the
children's T.V. channel
Nickelodeon (owned by
Viacom International).
Note: the eye-in-pyramid.

automaker Opel (now part
of General Motors)

Insignia of The Flash, a
DC Comics superhero

Winamp media player,
which is a proprietary media Harry Potter
player written by Nullsoft,
now a subsidiary of Time
Warner.
Note: the oblong square.

Power Rangers

Logo of the immensely
popular 1970's, 80's, &
90's Australian rock n'
roll band, AC/DC

Album cover of Sabbath
Cover of Marilyn
A Sig rune is used as the "S" Bloody Sabbath, a 1973
Manson's 1997 CD
of thrash metal band Slayer. release from heavy metal
release Remix & Repent.
band Black Sabbath.

Inverted pentagram with
lighting bolt (representing

Satan)

•

Two Sig runes:

Nazi SS ring with two Sig runes.SS unit insignia worn on the collar.

(see previous)
Kiss

Eiwaz rune

Nazi street banners
The Eiwaz rune displaying Eiwaz runes

RAF No. 4 Squadron insignia displaying a Black Sun and
what appears to be a variation of a Eihaz rune in the center

Double-cross rune
•

Various notes:
o See also: double-cross

Exxon
This rune is from a late-period runic alphabet after the arrival of Christianity in
Scandinavia, at which point the alphabet was Latinised and was used occasionally,
mainly for decoration [3]

Ogham
•

Various notes:
o See also: Ogham inscriptions

DEITIES
•

•

1 Deities
o 1.1 Mother goddess
o 1.2 Baal
o 1.3 Tammuz
o 1.4 Astarte
o 1.5 Cybele
o 1.6 Saturn
o 1.7 Hermes
o 1.8 Mars
o 1.9 Venus
o 1.10 Prometheus
o 1.11 Pan
2 Demons
o 2.1 Incubus
o 2.2 Succubus


2.2.1 Lilith

Deities
•

Various notes:
o List of deities
o Category:Deities by association

Mother goddess
•

Various notes:
o See also: Earth goddesses

Universal mother goddess mythology.
Gaia, Demeter, Isis, Maria, Kuan Yin, Chalchiuhtlicue , Parvati (see also:
Devi).

(see previous)

Baal
(todo)
•

The Worship and the Service of the Baalim

Tammuz
(todo)

Astarte
(todo)

Cybele
(todo)

Saturn
See: Occult symbolism: Astrology: Saturn

Hermes
•

Various notes:
o Hermes is one of the twelve Olympian gods (the "Dodekatheon"), which were
the principal gods of the Greek pantheon, residing atop Mount Olympus. Hermes
was the god of boundaries and of the travelers who cross them, of shepherds
and cowherds, of thieves and road travelers, of orators and wit, of literature and
poets, of athletics, of weights and measures, of invention, of general commerce,
and of the imagineing of thieves and liars. His symbols include the tortoise
(patience/time/wisdom?), the rooster (sun symbolism/primordial
intellect), the winged sandals (spiritual/enlightenment), and the
caduceus (priesthood magic). The analogous Roman deity is Mercury.
[1] (adapted)
o In Etruscan mythology, Turms was the equivalent of Greek Hermes, god of trade
and the messenger god between people and gods.
o In Roman mythology, Mercury was a messenger, and a god of trade, profit and
commerce, the son of Maia Maiestas and Jupiter. His name is related to the Latin
word merx ("merchandise"; compare merchant, commerce, etc.).

o
•

See also: Mercury (ambiguation)

Non-logo's:

Mercury Dime (1916–1945)
The head of Hermes / Mercury appeared on the front side of all US dimes during
this period.
•

Logo's:

Totus Tuus - a medical
management company.

Hannover Messe
(Est. 1947)

Goodyear

Note: Totus Tuss was Pope John
This is the world's largest (see previous)
Paul II's apostolic motto. It
industrial technology fair,
means "totally yours" and
held each year in Hannover,
expressed his strong Marian
Germany.
devotion.

Hermes Groep (bus
Delta Air Service logo circa public transport
company)
Federal Aviation Administration 1929
(Now Delta Airlines)
(FAA)

Mercury automobile
logo (owned by the Ford
Motor Company)

Mars

Volvo

Venus
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: "Eastern Star", "Morning Star"

"The Birth of Venus" a painting by Sandro Botticelli from around
1482.

Shell

Prometheus
•

Various notes:
o See also: Prometheus Bound

Prometheus statue at the Rockefeller Center.
Note: The ring with the 12 signs of the
Zodiac

Pan
•

Various notes:
o Pan (Greek Πάν, genitive Πανός) is the Greek god of shepherds and flocks, of
mountain wilds, hunting and rustic music: paein means to pasture. He has the
hindquarters, legs, and horns of a goat, in the same manner as a faun or satyr.
He is recognized as the god of fields, groves, and wooded glens; because of this,
Pan is connected to fertility and season of spring.
o Pan's ancient Roman equivalent was Faunus, and they were both horned god
deities. For this reason he is popular among many Neopagans and occultic
groups.

o

"It is likely that the demonized images of the incubus and even the
horns and cloven hooves of Satan, as depicted in much medieval and
post-medieval Christian literature and art, were taken from the images
of Pan." [2]

Pan and Aphrodite
Pan, teaching his
Aphrodite raises her hand which is holding a sandal, eromenos, the shepherd
to slap Pan, who is trying to pull her hand away from Daphnis, to play the
her covered genitals. The winged god Eros flies
panpipes
between the pair.
•

The Death of Pan
Painting by the French
painter Nicolas Poussin
(1594-1665).

Pan in popular culture:

Pans Labyrinth, a 2006 Spanish language fantasy
film.

(see previous)

Known mason Walt Disney's Peter
Pan

Demons
Incubus
•

Various notes:
o In Western medieval legend, an incubus (plural incubi) is a demon in male form
supposed to lie upon sleepers, especially women, in order to have sexual
intercourse with them. It was believed to do this in order to spawn other incubi.
The incubus drains energy from the woman on whom it performs sexual
intercourse in order to sustain itself,

(1991– 2008, now on hiatus)

2007 album Light Grenades, by

Incubus, a Grammy-nominated alternative rock band
from Calabasas, California.

Incubus

Succubus
Various notes:

•

Lilith
Various notes:
o Alternative names: Lilitu, Lilit
o Mythological female Mesopotamian storm demon associated with wind and was
thought to be a bearer of disease, illness, and death.
o First appeared in a class of wind and storm demons or spirits as Lilitu, in Sumer,
circa 4000 BC.

•

(c. 1892)
In this live concert, was Britney Spears being portrayed
Lilith, a painting by British writer and painter Johnas Lilith?
Collier.

COLORS
•

1 Colors
o 1.1 Intro
o 1.2 Multi colors
 1.2.1 Rainbow
o 1.3 Red
o

1.4 Yellow

Colors
Intro
(todo)

See also:
•
•

Category:Shades of color
"Colour Symbolism in Freemasonry"

To process (source):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

yellow - represents the yolk of the egg as well as certain fruits and vegetables. the
color is a symbol for things that are holy and precious.
pink - is used to symbolize gentle qualities such as calmness, sweetness, and
tenderness.
red - stands for blood and for strong political and spiritual feelings
maroon - is associated with the color of earth, the mother. it represents healing and
protection from evil
blue - stands for the sky and is used to symbolize holiness, peace, harmony, good
fortune, and love
green - is associated with plants and stands for growth and good health
gold - is a symbol of royalty, wealth and spiritual purity
white - represents the white of an egg as well as the white clay that is used in certain
rituals. it stands for purity and healing.
black - stands for aging; things get darker as they get older. black also stands for
strong spiritual energy, and the spirits of the ancestors.
grey - represents ashes, which are used for spiritual cleansing.
silver - stands for the moon and represents serenity, purity and joy.
purple - like maroon, is associeated with earth and with healing.

Multi colors

(see previous)
Microsoft Windows
Red: Blood, Red Shield (House of
Rothschild)
Green: Gia worship,
Environmentalism, elite men's clubs
Blue: Blue cross, sky, Lodge
Yellow: Gold, banking

(see previous)
Star Trek: The Motion
Picture (1979)

Altria Group, Inc. (previously named Philip
Morris Companies Inc.)
One of the world's largest tobacco
corporations
Revenue: US$ 38.05 billion (2007)

Rainbow
•

Various notes:
o todo: Rainbow themes, representing dissociation, in mind control programming.

Mariah Carrey

Red
(todo)

Yellow
(todo)

ANIMALS
•

1 Animals
o 1.1 Dragon
o 1.2 Serpent
 1.2.1 Brotherhood of the Snake
 1.2.2 Caduceus
 1.2.3 Biscione
 1.2.4 Ouroboros
 1.2.5 Lilith
 1.2.6 Various serpents
o 1.3 Bird
 1.3.1 Bird egg
 1.3.2 Eagle
 1.3.2.1 Double-headed Eagle
 1.3.3 Phoenix
 1.3.4 Owl
 1.3.5 Dove
 1.3.5.1 Upside-down dove
 1.3.6 Bat
 1.3.7 Rooster
 1.3.8 Raven
 1.3.9 Peacock
o 1.4 Bull
o 1.5 Horse
 1.5.1 Pegasus
o 1.6 Goat
o 1.7 Dog
o 1.8 Lion
 1.8.1 Griffin
 1.8.2 Shedu
o 1.9 Frog
o 1.10 Insects
 1.10.1 Bee
 1.10.2 Butterfly


1.10.2.1 Monarch butterfly

Animals
•

See also: Heraldic beasts

Dragon
•

See also:
o Occult symbolism: Brotherhood of the Snake

•

Order of the Dragon (German-Romanian-Hungarian)
o "Dragon Society"
o "The Dragon Court"

•

Category:Dragons
o European dragon
o video: "When Dragons Ruled the World"

Serpent
Brotherhood of the Snake
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names:"Cult of the Serpent".
o Background links:
 See also: Occult symbolism: Dragon
 Bibliotecapleyades.net: "Brotherhood of the Snake" articles:
 "Dragon Society"
 "The Dragon Court"
o "As far as I can tell, the first modern references to "The Brotherhood of the
Snake" to be taken very seriously were made by the great William Cooper. He
thought of the Brotherhood of the Snake as the source of all ancient mystery
societies and the secret source of, above all, the Eleusinian Mysteries.
The cults of Ra, Osiris, Orpheus, Isis, Dionysus, etc. were, in Cooper's
view, partially corrupted emanations of this great Original Mystery.
Cooper also felt that the original Bavarian Illuminati as conceived and founded
by Weishaupt was little more than a front for The Brotherhood of the Snake. By
extending this line of reasoning, we could say that all relevent Secret Societies
even in the 21st century are emanations of, and perhaps even fronts for, this
original secret society." [21]
 See also:
 Serpent symbolism
 Snakes in mythology (mythological serpent images, snakes in art)
 Legendary serpents
 Snake worship
 Snake handling
 snake charmer (two-fold hypnosis act: charmer-to-snake and snakeact-to-crowd)
 Book and Snake - a secret society at Yale University.
 To research: The "Pre-cataclysm/Atlantis connection": "it is said there
were two factions of Brotherhoods who maintained power and control over
the unwitting masses." [22]

•

Feathered reptiles:
o Feathered dinosaurs (see also: Origin of birds)
o Quetzalcoatl (a Meso-American feathered/plumed serpent figure) (see also:
Temple of the Feathered Serpent)

•

Ophiuchus constellation (also called "Serpentarius", meaning "serpent-holder". See
also: snake charmer.)

o

o
o

"Ophiuchus is depicted as a man grasping a serpent" ... "Of the 13
zodiacal constellations (constellations that contain the Sun during the
course of the year), Ophiuchus is the 13th and] only one not counted as
an astrological sign." ... "RS Ophiuchi is part of a class called recurrent novae,
whose brightness increase at irregular intervals by hundreds of times in a period
of just a few days. It is thought to be at the brink of becoming a type-1a
supernova." [23]
toresearch: Manly P. Hall: claims the Serpent, Scorpion, and Phoenix have similar
symbolic meanings.
See also: Plasma cosmos: Technical factors of astrology

Osiris and the cobra goddess Ra, the Egyptian Sun
Tutankhamun [2]
Wadjet, Hermopolis coffin. [1] god.

[4]

Zurvan, Babylonian deity of
"time, space and fate".

[5]

(see previous)

See also: [8].

See also: "In the
Coils of the Serpent".

serpent at the Temple of the
Feathered Serpent

(see previous)

[6]

[3]

[7]

The Minoan Snake
Goddess from Crete. See
also: [9]

Quetzalcoatl - the MesoAmerican
feathered/plumed serpent
figure [10].

Drawing of the Ophiuchus
constellation (also called
"Serpentarius", meaning
"serpent-holder") by
Johannes Kepler (the

"Laocoön and His Sons" a marble sculpture from
Rhodes (between 160 BC
and 20 BC), now in the
Vatican Museums, Rome.

suspected murderer of
Tycho Brahe).

See also: Laocoön.

Bronze hand of the Roman
mystery cult of Dionysus (see
also the Ancient Greece
mystery schools: Dionysian
Mysteries and the later
Eleusinian Mysteries and
Orphic Mysteries).
It dates from the late Roman
Empire, when all forms of
divination from scrying to
astrology, flourished.

"Cult of the Serpent"
tee shirt being sold at
Macy's department
stores.

Note: the serpent/dragon/lizard
head, the reverse awen
handsign, the cow/bull above
the altar, and something that
resembles a human in a pupa.
•

Besides the serpent symbolism note the mushroom entheogen shapes and the story
of the forbidden fruit (from the Book of Genesis) in the following images:

Utrecht Psalter (816-835) [11]

"14th century painting from an
alchemical text showing a man
intoxicated on Amanita muscaria (?)

Paris Psalter
(10th century)
[12]

Adam and Eve with serpent
entwined Psilocybe
Fresco at Abbaye de
mushroom (caduceus),
Plaincourault
Italy, Abbey of
Mérigny, France
Montecassino; circa 1072;
[13].
British Library.

mushrooms." ... "Next to it another
salamander roasts upon the fire in much
the same way as the philosopher in the
Book of Lambspring roasts a
salamander on a fork in a fire." [14]
Snake-priesthood counter-culture?

Set subjugates the snake Apep.

(see previous)

See also: "Apep, Water Snake-Demon of Chaos, Enemy of
Ra..."
Caduceus
•

Various notes
o "Typically depicted as a short herald's staff entwined by two serpents in the form
of a double helix, and sometimes surmounted by a winged sun." It seems that in
the past the "Caduceus" symbolism was represented by one serpent and later by
two serpents.
o Used as a symbol for the medical / healthcare profession.
o See also:
 Rod of Asclepius
 Star of Life

Ningizzida, a Mesopotamian
deity of the underworld. "He
is the patron of medicine, and The devil-goat God
may also be considered a god Baphomet with the
Rod of Asclepius on
of nature."
it's lap
Note: the 2 griffins (or
gryphons).

The archetypical
medical symbol.
Note: the Winged
sun symbolism

Billings Area Health Sciences
Information Consortium
(Bahsic), an organization
providing literary resources to
the medical field.
Note: the 10-pointed star.

Medical Advisory Board.
Note: the ominous syringe

World Health
Organization - an
agency of the United
Nations.

"The Caduceus Project", a
bronze sculpture at the Jesuit
(see previous) [15]
St. Louis University made by
James Muir.

Royal Institute of
Public Health

Note the variation of the Marian
star in the background, which
can be found on all U.S.
Emergency medical technician
(EMT) patches/vehicles/etc.

Movie poster for the
2006 film Snakes on
a Plane

Biscione
•

Biscione: "(Italian for ‘large grass snake’), also known as the Vipera (‘viper’ or in
Milanese as the Bissa), is a heraldic charge showing in Argent an Azure serpent in the
act of consuming a human; usually a child and sometimes described as a
Moor. It has been the emblem of the Italian Visconti family for around a thousand
years. Its origins are unknown. However it has been claimed that it was taken from the
coat of arms of a Saracen killed by Ottone Visconti during the crusades. The biscione
appears also in the coats of arms of the House of Sforza, the city of Milan, the historical
Duchy of Milan and Insubria. It is also used as a symbol or logo by the football club
Inter Milan, by Alfa Romeo and, in a version where a flower replaces the child, by
Fininvest."

Wall decoration in the
central station of
House of Visconti
Milan, Italy.
emblem ("Vipera
Visconti").
Note: the crown above
the serpent.

Flag of the Duchy of Milan
and Insubria.
Note: the checkerboard, the
Eagles and the man-eating
Biscione serpents.

Automaker Alfa Romeo
Note: the red-on-white cross is
reminiscent of the Knights
Templar emblem.

Ouroboros
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Ourorboros, Oroborus, Uroboros or Uroborus.

•

Ouroboros non-logos. The following Masonic images all have show an Ouroboros
making a circle around all the other symbols in the image.

Theosophical Society seal, with a Swastika energy
symbol, Ankh and Ouroboros symbol.

Ouroboros non-logos:

Door Handle in
Tapestry in the Vatican. Note: the pyramid with the all-seeing-eye.Paris
•

Ouroboros in logos:

Vodafone
Note: also a 6

Lucent
Technologies

Alstom

Millenium, the 1999 U.S. television show on
FOX

Lilith
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Lilitu, Lilit
o Mythological female Mesopotamian storm demon associated with wind and was
thought to be a bearer of disease, illness, and death.
o First appeared in a class of wind and storm demons or spirits as Lilitu, in Sumer,
circa 4000 BC.

(c. 1892)
Lilith, a painting by British writer and
painter John Collier.

In this live concert, was Britney Spears being
portrayed as Lilith?

(see previous)

Various serpents

Former BT Telecom logo (now BT Group).
Nazi anti-partisan
badge

Note: look at the red swirling line going from the bottom-right to the upperleft.

Bird
•

Various notes:
o See also: Winged sun, New Acropolis: Wing symbolism

Bird egg
•

Various notes:
o See also: Cosmic egg

•

Upside-down eggs:

Insignia of nobilty in upside-down eggs. More examples here.
(see previous)(see previous)(see previous)
Note: the various masonic symbols.
Eagle
•

Various notes:
o See also: Imperial Eagle, Reichsadler, Roman Aguila, French Imperial Eagle.

The The Great Seal of the United States

Flag of the Duchy of
Milan and Insubria

"U.S. Postal Service
Used Nazi Stamp In (see previous)
Note: the 13 fasces , 13 (5-pointed) stars,
13 stripes on shield, 13 leaves, 13 olives, Note: the checkerboard 2002"
13 letters in "E PLURIBIS UNUM", 32 and the man-eating
feathers on left wing (32 degree mason), Biscione serpent.
33 feathers on right wing (33 degree
mason)

Barclays plc

Allianz logo
history

(see previous)
Saab - a Swedish
automaker
Double-headed Eagle
•

Various notes:
o The double-headed eagle is one of the most important symbols in Freemasonry.
It is a Masonic symbol that can be traced back to Babylon.

•

In Egyptian culture:

Mammon Ra, the God of Prosperity and Riches

•

Double-headed eagle in masonic imagery:

Classic Masonic
Double headed eagle crest
double-headed eagle.
outside the San Francisco
Masonic Lodge building.
Note: "33" in
pyramid for the 33
degree

(see previous)

•

Double-headed eagle outside
unknown Masonic lodge.

Note: "32" in pyramid for the
Note: Pyramid above the heads 32nd degree, also masonic
Maltese Cross.

(see previous)

(see previous)

Members of a secret Vatican
Nazi double headed
order with double headed eagles
eagle badge
on their standards

Double-headed eagle symbolism in Russia. It has been the Russian state insignia since
the late 1400’s.

Double-headed eagles on the
Also on the Kremlin Double-headed
Kremlin. The Russian tsars adopted building.
eagle in Russia.

The double-headed eagle
emblem on the patch for the
Russian FSB, which is the
successor to the Soviet-era
KGB secret police, who
terrorized the population.

the double headed symbol both to
position themselves as successors to
the Byzantine state and to likewise
symbolize their dominion over the
west (Europe) and the east (Asia).

19th century Imperial Note: Masonic
double square
Russian doubleheaded eagle helmet

Double-headed eagle atop a
gate in St. Petersburg, Russia

•

Note: 6-pointed Star
of Saturn below
eagle

Double-headed eagle in Byzantine history:

In Byzantine heraldry, the heads
represent the dual sovereignty of The Austro-Hungarian Empire
the Emperor (secular and religious) was a dual-monarchic union
and/or dominance of the Roman state in Central Europe from
Emperors over both East and
1867 to 1918, dissolved at the
West..
end of World War I with a
Note: Crossed keys
•

deadly Vatican-Jesuit-Masonic
proxy-war.

Double-headed eagle in the Vatican:

National flag of Albania. The double
headed eagle is a common symbol in
heraldry and vexillology. Several
Eastern European nations use this
symbol today, having adopted this
symbol from the Byzantine Empire.

A door in the VaticanClose Up
•

Armorial of the Holy Roman Empire

•

Double-headed eagle in logo's:

Close Up (See Previous)

Smirnoff Ice
Phoenix
•

•

Various notes:
o "In ancient Egyptian mythology and in myths derived from it, the phoenix is a
mythical sacred firebird. Said to live for 500, 1461 or for 12594 years
(depending on the source), the phoenix is a male bird with beautiful gold
and red plumage. At the end of its life-cycle the phoenix builds itself a nest of
cinnamon twigs that it then ignites; both nest and bird burn fiercely and are
reduced to ashes, from which a new, young phoenix arises. The new phoenix
embalms the ashes of the old phoenix in an egg made of myrrh and deposits it
in Heliopolis ("the city of the sun" in Greek), located in Egypt. The bird was
also said to regenerate when hurt or wounded by a foe, thus being
almost immortal and invincible - a symbol of fire and divinity. Although
descriptions (and life-span) vary, the phoenix became popular in early Christian
art and literature as a symbol of the resurrection, of immortality, and of lifeafter-death. Originally, the phoenix was identified by the Egyptians as a
stork or heron-like bird called a benu, (see Bennu), known from the Book
of the Dead and other Egyptian texts as one of the sacred symbols of worship at
Heliopolis, closely associated with the rising sun and the Egyptian sun-god Ra."
[24]
See also:
o Fire bird mythology
o Firebird in Slavic mythology
o Sun symbolism
o Phoenix (mythology)
o Masonic Interpretations of the Phoenix
 By Manly P. Hall The Secret Teachings of All Ages

Phoenix detail from the Aberdeen
Bestiary. This is a 12th century
English illuminated manuscript. [16]
Phoenix on top of the
Kinkaku-ji temple
Phoenix and sun rays (originally build in
on the Papal throne 1397), Kyoto, Japan.
[18]
"The natural history and illustration of chair.
each beast was usually accompanied
by a moral lesson. This reflected the
belief that the world itself was the
Word of God, and that every living
thing had its own special meaning."
[17]
Bestiaries were illustrated volumes
which described elements of nature,
especially animals.

Sophiendukat (1616)
Note: the Jesuitical
IHS symbol and the
all-seeing eye.

"Hillary Clinton and her Phoenix label
Phoenixes on the
pin"
Presidential Medal of
Freedom
Owl
•

Various notes:

•

Owl of Minerva (See also: Minerva)
o Strix (or: "striga", "stirge")
 Moloch, Molech, Molekh, or Molek. Historically affiliated with cultures
throughout the Middle East, including but not limited to the Jewish,
Egyptian, Canaanite, and Phoenician cultures
o The Owl is in many cultures seen as a wise animal and it sees well in the dark.
The 'global elite' consider themselves to have both these characteristics and
claim thereby they deserve the right to rule.
o The Golden Owl more directly symbolizes the (pure as gold) primordial intellect
as received through the Sun (the light).

"A Mochica bottle
depicting a owl on top
of a pumpkin with
Mochica iconography.
This was made between
1 and 800 AD." [19]

Two owls below Inanna, the
Sumerian goddess of sexual
love, fertility, and warfare.
The Akkadians called her
Ishtar. (location?)

The logo for the Bohemian
Club. Founded by members of
the National Press Club in
Golden owl in the
center of the "House 1872. The male-only
of Fraser" in Cannon members gather each July at a
privately owned 2,700 acre
street, London.
redwood tree grove named
Bohemian Grove, in Northern
California.

The 40 foot tall owl which the
attendees call Moloch inside
the Bohemian Grove during
the annual ceremony known as The logo for the
National Press Club, Roads and trails around the
Note: the clubs moto, the Cremation of Care, in
members of which
White House make an owl
"weaving spiders come which a human sacrifice in
shape.
not here" meaning don't effigy, representing "dull care" founded the
Bohemian
Club
bring your problems
(cares of life) takes place each
into the grove.
summer.
Inside the Grove, this
monument stands.

(see previous)

Archaeology Institute of
America (AIA)

The Owl on the upper right
hand front corner U.S. one
Owl on a 2002 Greek dollar bill.
euro coin

Founded in 1879

Frost Bank Tower in
Austin, Texas, US.

Hospital building in Chicago,
Logo of ZF
US.
Lemforder

The owl is an integral and
reoccurring theme in the
Harry Potter series of books

and films.

An owl appears in this
artist's rendition of
Lilith

•

The 6 golden Owls of the Leeds Civic Hall. This building houses the Leeds City Council
and is located in Millennium Square, in Leeds, England. See: City States

The building houses the Leeds City Council and includes
offices such as the Lord Mayor's room.
Note: All the Owls are perched on Obelisks

(see
previous)

(see
previous)

The side of the
building

The Leeds City Council coat of arms.
Note: 3 Owls, 3 stars (tristar, the 3 city states), helpless lamb (the public or "sheep"), Owls wearing crowns
with 3 ornaments, blue background for Lodge, the crest motto: "pro rege et lege" ("for my king and lodge").
See also: [20].

•

Owls on buildings:

On building in California?Unknown
Dove

Upside-down dove

Emblem of the "Christian" Note: dove on pagan sunwheel cross, Knights
Trinity Broadcasting
Templar crown, and lion
Network (TBN)
(Satan?)

Seal of renowned Satanist (see previous)
Aliester Crowley's Ordo
Templi Orientis (O.T.O.).

Logo of the Fourth Degree, the
Catholic Maltese
highest attainable degree in the
cross with upside
catholic-masonic Knights of
down dove.
Columbus (KoC) order.

Upside down doves in the
stained glass "rose window" of
the 12th Century Chartres
Cathedral in France

Bat
•

Various notes:
o A bat is actually not a bird, but a flying mammal.

Bacardi (See their Caribbean Pirate murder/terror
history, and the vampire bat bloodsuckers).

Logo of the DC Comics
Crest of Royal Air Force superhero Batman
No. 9 Squadron.

Rooster
•

See the "Rooster" section in the Sun symbolism chapter.

Raven
•

Various notes:
o See also: "New Acropolis: Raven symbolism"

Peacock
•

Various notes:
o In general, the Peacock is representative of glory, immortality, royalty, and
incorruptibility. It is a possessor of some of the most admired human
characteristics, and is a symbol of integrity and the beauty that can be achieved
when we endeavor to better ourselves and better our lives."Symbolic Meaning of
Peacocks"
o In Greco-Roman mythology the Peacock is identified with Hera (Juno) who
created the Peacock from Argus whose hundred eyes (seen on the tail feathers
of the Peacock) symbolize the vault of heaven and the “eyes” of the stars. In
Hinduism the Peacock is associated with Lakshmi who is a deity representing
benevolence, patience, kindness, compassion and good luck. Similar to Lakshmi,
the Peacock is associated with Kwan-yin in Asian spirituality. Kwan-yin (or Quan
Yin) is also an emblem of love, compassionate watchfulness, good-will, nurturing,
and kind-heartedness. Legend tells us she chose to remain a mortal even though
she could be immortal because she wished to stay behind and aid humanity in
their spiritual evolution. In Babylonia and Persia the Peacock is seen as a
guardian to royalty, and is often seen in engravings upon the thrones of royalty.
In Christianity the Peacock symbolism represents the “all-seeing” church, along
with the holiness and sanctity associated with it. Additionally, the Peacock
represents resurrection, renewal and immortality within the spiritual teachings of
Christianity. Themes of renewal are also linked to alchemical traditions to, as
many schools of thought compare the resurrecting phoenix to the modern-day
Peacock.[25]

•

Logos:

Peacock as MSNBC Logo.

•

Non-logos:

Peacocks and Pine cone at the Vatican.

Bull
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Bull (mythology)
 Taurus (astrology)
 Taurus (constellation)
o Bullfighting: The slaying of the bull by Mithras (Roman deity - with pre-Roman
origins - who was born from a Cosmic egg) and the castration by a scorpion
(Scorpio) in Roman mythology. This sacrificial tradition represents the
domination of the 'elite' over the potentials of the 'common' people.
 Televised sport events are one modern variant of this occult tradition. The
'elite' know many people want to align themselves with the dominators
(winners), not the suppressed (losers). They hypnotize and pacify people
with simple systems of glorified male competition and domination. A
politically harmless, commercial venting system for the boredom and
anger of many people - especially 'lower-class' young males.
o "The Bank of England was originally constructed above the ancient
London Mithraeum (also called the "Temple of Mithras"), London at Walbrook,
dating to the founding of Londinium in antiquity by Roman garrisons. Mithras
was, among other things, considered the god of contracts, a fitting association
for the Bank." [26]

Non-logos:

In the film Crocodile Dundee, actor Paul Hogan
Roman Tauroctony of Mithras from ~200BC. Note hypnotizes a bull into submission using a horned
also the castrating scorpion and the feasting dog and handsign.
snake.
Logos:

Merrill Lynch - a global financial
services firm founded in 1914

Red Bull GmbH
Lamborghini

University of Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.
Note: the 5-peddled rose
and 5-pointed star.

Note: the sun orb.

(see
previous)

Jupiler beer brand (owned by
InBev)
Note: the crown and the
Jupiter-similar name.

Horse
•

Various notes:
o Horses in mythology (in historical order):
 Unicorn
 Pegasus
 Epona
 ...
 Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
 ...

•

Mythological/historical horse symbolism:

Uffington White Horse, Oxfordshire, England
This motif was re-used for the Millennium Horse at Folkestone.
•

Corporate logo's:

Porsche automaker

Ferrari Jesuit owned through
FIAT

Note: the company is majority owned by the Porsche family and Piëch
family
Pegasus

Tristar Pictures
Note: the pyramid and the name "tristar".

Goat
•

Various notes:
o See also: Pan

The devil goat-God
Baphomet

(see previous) (see previous)

Dog
(todo)

Lion
Griffin

(todo)
•

Various notes:
o A legendary creature with the body of a lion and the head and wings of an eagle.

Shedu

(todo)
•

Various notes:
o Winged bulls and lions; both forms had the heads of human males.

Frog
(todo)
•

To research:
o Christopher Columbus (1451–1506): frog symbolism of secret societies
o Hieronymus Bosch ("Jeroen Anthonissen van Aken") (1450–1516): frog
symbolism in his paintings (including red saturno hats, and more.)

Insects
(todo)
Bee

(todo)
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Worker bee
 Hive mind
 Eusociality
o "The Merovingian kings were noted sorcerers in the manner of the Samaritan
Magi, and they firmly believed in the hidden powers of the honeycomb. Because
a honeycomb is naturally made up of hexagonal prisms, it was considered by
philosophers to be the manifestation of divine harmony in nature. Its
construction was associated with insight and wisdom - as detailed in Proverbs
24:13-14: “My son, eat thou honey, because it is good… So shall the knowledge
of wisdom be unto thy soul..." To the Merovingians, the bee was a most hallowed
creature. A sacred emblem of Egyptian royalty, it became a symbol of Wisdom.
Some 300 small golden bees were founded stitched to the cloak of Childeric I
(son of Meroveus) when his grave was unearthed in 1653. Napoleon had these
attached to his own coronation robe in 1804. He claimed this right by virtue of
his descent from James de Rohan-Stuardo, the natural son (legitimized in 1667)
of Charles II Stuart of Britain by Marguerite, Duchesse de Rohan. The Stuarts in
turn were entitled to this distinction because they, and their related Counts of
Brittany, were descended from Clodion’s brother Fredemundus - thus (akin to
the Merovingians) they were equally in descent from the Fisher Kings through
Faramund. The Merovingian bee was adopted by the exiled Stuarts in Europe,
and engraved bees are still to be seen on some Jacobite glassware." - from
"Bloodline of the Holy Grail" by Laurence Gardner
o "Freemasonry & bees":
 "The bee and the hive have long been symbols of industry and
regeneration, wisdom and obedience, with a place in Egyption,
Roman and Christian symbolism. The hive is often seen in Masonic
illustrations of the 18th and 19th century and both Clovis and Napoleon
adopted the bee as their symbol. Although "the bee was among the
Egyptians the symbol of an obedient people, because, says Horapollo, 'of
all insects, the bee alone had a king.'1, its use in Freemasonry was
secondary to any number of other symbols based on the working tools of
a stone mason. "Looking at the regulated labor of these insects when
congregated in their hive, it is not surprising that a beehive should have
been deemed an appropriate emblem of systematized industry.
Freemasonry has therefore adopted the beehive as a symbol of industry, a
virtue taught in the instructions"

o

Todo (relation to the bee's): Parthenogenesis (divine birth, virgin birth)



"The Cult of Divine Birth in Ancient Greece", Marguerite
Rigoglioso, ISBN 978-0230614772
 audio: gnosticmedia interview

Brakspear logo
See also: the Breakspear family info in the Black nobility: Europe section.
Butterfly
•

Various notes:
o See also: pseudoccultmedia: butterfly

•

Various butterfly depictions in culture:

Microsoft MSN logo.
Monarch butterfly
•

Various notes:
o See: Psychological terrorism: Mind control
o monarch mind control (google search)
o pseudoccultmedia blog (keyword search on "monarch")
o "The name Monarch does not derive from its royal heritage, but rather refers
to the Monarch butterfly. Children who are traumatized have their legs
tied and are electroshocked and tortured which alters their
personalities form, so that they think they are butterflies. This was the
original reason for the name Monarch being attached to the trauma-based mind
control." (edited) [27]
o See also:
 Monarchy

PLANTS
•

1 Plants

o

1.1 Pine cone
1.2 Lily
 1.2.1 Sacred blue lily
 1.2.2 Fleur-de-lis
1.3 Lotus
 1.3.1 Sacred Lotus
 1.3.2 Nymphaea lotus
1.4 Rose

o

1.5 Acacia

o
o

o

Plants
Pine cone
•

Various notes:
o The pine cone, on the tree of life, slowly ripens the conifer's female seeds, and
in the later stages the cone opens up to release its matured seeds. This
process symbolizes the expansion of consciousness together with its
seeding effect on other people and culture. Note how the cone at the Vatican
(see below) is immature and therefore unopened - just the way they want it!
o "In Greek mythology, a Thyrsus (thyrsos) was a staff of giant fennel (Ferula
communis) covered with ivy vines and leaves, sometimes wound with taeniae
and always topped with a pine cone. Where these emblems were, there
was the spirit of Dionysus also. Euripides wrote that honey dripped from the
thyrsos staves that the Bacchic maenads carried. It was a sacred instrument
at religious rituals and fetes." [8]
o "The pine and its cone is a symbol of the rebirth cycle, eternal life etc. and
therefore the sun and the Amanita mushroom ("phoenix") with the
enlightenment it brings when you experience the shamanic spiritual
death/rebirth from its drug effects (the 'gateway' to the other realm, polarity
unification, Venus etc) The Amanita grows under the pine tree. Our red and
white 'presents' under the xmas tree. The pine cone is hanging in the branches,
perhaps then also a direct symbol of the drying mushroom, like the Church
would hang the eucharist on their xmas trees inside the churches and we hang
our xmas ornaments on the pine tree to symbolise the Amanita. Which is why
the pine cone is seen with the snakes like that. And why it is associated with IHS
(Bacchus/Dionysos), the mystery god of inebriation, and his 'thyrsus', connected
to both Demeter and her shroomy Eleusinian Mysteries aswell as the Orphic
Mysteries." [9]
o See also:
o The Pineal gland and its endocrine production of the strong entheogen
Dimethyltryptamine (DMT). Is its shape similar to a pine cone? Does it 'open up'
at times? What are its functions?

Assyrian winged God
(name?) with pine
(see previous)

Thyrsus staff from
Greek mythology [1]
Osiris pine cone staff.

cone, representing the
regenerative force.

Egyptian Museum, Turino,
Italy.

Bronze hand of the Roman
mystery cult of Dionysus
(see also the Ancient Greece
mystery schools: Dionysian
Mysteries and the later
The largest pinecone in
Eleusinian Mysteries and the world - flanked by
Orphic Mysteries).
two peacocks - near the
The Ancient greco
Vatican courtyard
God Dionysus, seen Bacchus, Roman-Greek God of
It dates from the late Roman (Court of the Pine
here carrying the pine drunkenness and revelry, with a
Empire, when all forms of Cone) (larger image).
cone staff as a symbol pine cone staff.
divination from scrying to
of fertility.
astrology, flourished.
Note: the immature and
therefore unopened
Note: the
pine cone!
serpent/dragon/lizard head,
the reverse awen handsign,
the cow/bull above the altar,
and something that
resembles a human in a
pupa.

Papal pine cone staff

A crest showing a

(see previous)

Roman Catholic pine cone
candle holder.
Pinecones are common in
Roman Catholic
architectyre and sacred
decorations.

Angkor Wat - a temple complex

(see previous)

Nazi Eagle chest with
pine cone pattern. Flag

at Angkor, Cambodia
pine tree branch with
pine cones. On a gate
outside a masonic
lodge in central
London.

To research: conifer species in (see previous)
this region (in history), or was
this symbolism imported from Scaled model of the
other cultures? If both fail, its a complex.
strong case against the "pine
cone" symbolism theory here.

Pigna ("pine-cone") refers to a
famous bronze sculpture of
roman origin, in the shape of a
huge pine-cone. According to a
popular mediaeval legend, it
once stood on top of the
"The Fountain of the Pantheon, as a lid for the round
Pine-cone" (1927)
opening in the center of the
building's vault. Instead, the
This fountain sits in sculpture is likely to have been (see previous)
front of San Marco used as a fountain in the Baths of
church, one of Rome's Agrippa, Rome's earliest ones
oldest churches (4th (late 1st century BC), which
century).
stood just behind the Pantheon's
site. In the early Middle Ages
the pine-cone was moved to the
old St.Peter's basilica, and
placed in the court before the
church, to be used again as a
fountain.

pole top in shape of
pine cone.

Obelisk with a pine
cone on top. Located in
London on Lambeth
bridge, Lambeth road.
Also in supposed (need
confirmation) close
relation to the MI5 and
MI6 buildings.

Inlay of Hitler's desk
depicting two crossed (see previous)
staffs each with a pine
cone on the top.

•

30 St Mary Axe, London, England (nicknamed "The Gherkin" - a deliberate misnomer):

Completed in
2004

(see
previous)

(see
previous)

Notice the cross-thatch pattern consistent with that of an
unopened pine cone.

Lily
Sacred blue lily
•

Various notes:
o Various names: Nymphaea caerulea, Egyptian blue lily, Sacred blue lily.
o This is an entheogenic plant (see also this video).
 "It was considered extremely significant in Egyptian mythology,
since it was said to rise and fall with the Sun. Consequently, due to
its colourings, it was identified, in some beliefs, as having been the
original container, in a similar manner to an egg, of Atum, and in similar
beliefs Ra, both solar deities. As such, its properties form the origin of the
lotus variant of the Ogdoad cosmogeny. It was the symbol of the
Egyptian deity Nefertem." [10]

"Ancient Egyptian funerary stele of a man named
Ba (seated, sniffing a sacred lotus while receiving
libations). Ba's son Mes and wife Iny are also
seated. The identity of the libation bearer is
unspecified. New Kingdom, Dynasty XVIII, c.
1550-1292 BC." [2]
Fleur-de-lis
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Flower of Life

Nefertem (or:
Nefertum, Nefer- (origin?) [4]
Tem, Nefer-Temu)
[3]

(origin?) [5]
See also: Orgy.

Saint Louis University
1784 coin commissioned by
Note: this is a private
Scouting World Crest (a
the Roman Catholic king
university founded in 1818 by
Buckingham Palace
worlwide youth outdoorLouis XVI of France,
the Jesuits.
training movement)
Kingdom of France.
See also the "The Caduceus
Project" sculpture.

The Boy Scouts of America
emblem
Note: the two inverted
pentagrams.

Nazi Boy Scout
medal

This flag was first used in 1907
by the Order of New Templars,
a secret society in Austria
The Nazi Totenkop belt
founded by Lanz von
buckle worn by Arnold
Liebenfels.
Schwarzenegger,
displaying two Fleur-deThis order was the forerunner lis.
to the ideals of the Nazi party. See also: Death

The fleur-de-lis is the logo The fleur-de-lis in
of the NFL's New Orleans the flag of Quebec.
Saints football team.

Lotus
•
o

Various notes:
 Lotus effect: The observed superhydrophobic and self-cleaning property
found with lotus plants. The lotus plant is a symbol of purity in Asian
culture.
 See also: Padma lotus, Lotus Sutra, Lotus tree, Lotis.

Sacred Lotus
•

Various notes:
o Other names: Nelumbo nucifera, Indian lotus, sacred lotus, bean of India, sacred
water-lily.

Nymphaea lotus
•

Various notes:
o Other names: Tiger Lotus, Egyptian White Water-lily.

o

It grows in various parts of East Africa and Southeast Asia, and is known to
flower at night and close in the morning and remains of the flower have been
found in the burial tomb of Ramesses II.

Rose
•

Various notes:
o To research: Is it true that all flowers originated from the rose?

•

5-pedaled rose, rose cross:

The "Christian" Luthers
Rose

Inverted pentagram in the Luther
rose [6]

See also: the Reformation
dialectic linked to the Order
Rosae Crucis.

Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.)
Note: the bull and 5pointed star.

Acacia
•

Various notes:

(see previous)

(see previous)

University of Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.

(see previous)

Rose Cross

An inverted 5-pedaled rose
appears in the center of this
unicursal hexagram used by
Aleister Crowley.

Occult inverted 5Note: the pyramid and pedaled rose
all-seeing eye and the
dove.

o

o

"The Acacia is used as a symbol in Freemasonry, to represent purity and
endurance of the soul, and as funerary symbolism signifying resurrection and
immortality." [11]
See also:
 "Acacia and Entheogenic tryptamines" (todo: describe Judaic-tribe
ayahuasca brew which contained acacia bark and Harmal aka "Syrian
Rue")
 Evergreen
 "Symbolism of Freemasonry"
 "The Acacia Symbol and Freemasonry"

"The Acacia Fraternity is not the oldest, or largest, or most famous college fraternity, but its origin is
distinctive and its record distinguished. With nearly 46,000 initiates since its founding in 1904 and with
chapters spread across the United States and Canada, the Acacia Fraternity stands out among its peer
collegiate Greek-letter fraternities as being the only college fraternity that uses a Greek word as its name in
place of a series of Greek letters and was founded solely by members of the Masonic Fraternity." [7]

SEXUALITY
•

1 Sexuality
o 1.1 Life cycle
 1.1.1 Fertility
 1.1.1.1 Egg
 1.1.1.1.1 Cosmic egg
o 1.2 Female
 1.2.1 Virgin
 1.2.2 Vagina
 1.2.2.1 Yoni
 1.2.3 Placenta
 1.2.4 Breasts
o 1.3 Male
 1.3.1 Phallus
 1.3.1.1 Obelisk
 1.3.1.2 Maypole
 1.3.1.3 Lingam
 1.3.1.4 Semen and ejaculation
o 1.4 Various topics
 1.4.1 Orgy


1.4.2 Pedophilia

Sexuality
•

Various notes:

o

See also:
 History of erotic depictions
 Sex magic
 Category:Sexuality and religion

Life cycle
Fertility

(todo)
Egg
(todo)
•

The pagan festival of Astarte or Ishtar (Easter) is always held in late april to celebrate
the earth regenerating itself after winter. Eggs and rabbit (Note: Rabbit symbol for
Playboy Magazine) symbols were used for fertility

Cosmic egg

(todo)

Female
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Occult symbolism: Circles

Virgin
•

Parthenogenesis (divine birth, virgin birth)

o

•

"The Cult of Divine Birth in Ancient Greece", Marguerite Rigoglioso,
ISBN 978-0230614772
 audio: gnosticmedia interview

Catholic Virgin Mary

Vagina

Yoni
(todo)
Placenta
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Axis mundi



Omphalos

(todo)
Breasts

The top of the building which houses the Dead Sea Scrolls, is shaped as a female breast and has milky-white
water squirting onto it 24 hours a day.

Male
Phallus

(todo)
Obelisk
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Phallus symbolism
 "Obelisk's of the world"
 "Be Fruitful and Multiply"
 To research: Phoenician Beth-el ("house/stone of god"). See also: Betyle
stone.

Karnak obelisk, (near
Luxor, Egypt)

Gamla stan, Sweden
(build in 1800)

Heliopolis obelisk (without
hieroglyphs??), Saint Peter's Heliopolis obelisk obelisk, Sanssouci obelisk,
Square, Vatican City (placed Piazza del Popolo, Rome, Potsdam, Germany
in 1586) (see also: Obelisks in Italy (placed in 1589)
(build in 1747)
Rome)

District of Columbia
obelisk (build between
1848-1884)

Bunker Hill Monument,
Heliopolis obelisk, Paris
Charlestown,
(placed in 1833 from Thebes,
Massachusetts, US. (build See also: [1]
Egypt)
between 1827 and 1843)

(see previous)
(see previous)

Heliopolis obelisk, City
of London (placed in
Hyde Park Obelisk,
Sydney, Australia (build in1878 from Alexandria,
Egypt)
1857)

San Jacinto Monument,
US (build in 1939)

Buenos Aires obelisk,
Heliopolis obelisk, New
Bennington Battle Monument, Argentina (built in 1936)
York (placed in 1881
Vermont, US. (build in 1889)
Note the pentagram top
from Alexandria, Egypt)
and the nearby pyramid
object. See also: [2].

Altamira, Caracas,
Venezuela (build in
1944)

Obelisk of São Paulo, Brazil
(build between 1944-1970)

Messeturm, Frankfurt am
Main, Germany (1991).
Halde Hoheward,
Germany (build in ?)

The Obelisk of
Faro, Portugal (build in ?) Tuthmosis III, Istanbul,
Turkey (build in ?)

? building in Singapore.

It is the second tallest building In the background is the
in Germany and the also the Singapore Flyer ferris
second tallest in the European wheel.
Union.

•

Obelisk graves of the 'elite':

Obelisk grave marker of John D.
Rockefeller

Obelisk gravestone of Thomas
Jefferson

Obelisk gravestone of James
Madison

Maypole
(todo)
Lingam
(todo, male/female symbol?)
Semen and ejaculation
(todo)

Various topics
Orgy
•

Various notes:
o In Ancient Egypt:
 (todo), see also: Sacred blue lily.
o Ancient south american culture:
 "Moche erotic pottery is fascinating, not only due to the vast number of
sexual activities represented, but also because procreative coitus was
only depicted in a limited number of circumstances when the male
involved wore ceremonial garb, the female had two braids which ended in
snake's heads, and the copulation occurred under an elaborate roof of a
ceremonial building. In these scenes of procreative sex, additional figures
are always depicted watching the couple in the building and holding their
hands as though in supplication. The precise meaning of this has never
been established."
o In Ancient Greece:
 "Orgion was a secret rite of the Greek Mystery religions, practiced in the
worship of Demeter at Eleusis (mentioned in the Homeric Hymn to
Demeter) or in worship of Dionysus (Herodotus 2.81), the Cabeiri,
Demeter Achaia (Herodotus 2.51, 5.61), Orpheus, Eumolpus, or Cybele.
The term could also refer to rites or sacrifices in general, the verb ὀργιάζω
denoting ritual celebration." [6]
o In Ancient Rome:
 Bacchanalia were wild and mystic festivals of the Roman god Bacchus
(w:Dionysus in Greek).

(image origin?) [3]
Note: the Sacred blue lily - an entheogenic plant, depicted frequently in ancient Egyptian culture.
Pedophilia
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Joris Demmink scandal

Vladimir Putin
(b. 1952 - )
FBI report on pedophile symbols

(see previous) Current Prime
Minister of
Russia.

Image at the Masonic grand lodge Philadelphia.
[4] [5]
Note: the postures, the red colored (blood/erotic)
robe and lack of pants and shoes from the man
on the right, the position of the sword and the
white colour (innocence/virgin) robe of the boy.

ALCHEMY
•

1 Alchemy
o 1.1 Alchemical stages
 1.1.1 Albedo
 1.1.2 Citrinitas
 1.1.3 Rubedo

See: Catholic sex abuse
crisis
Note the Saturno hats
(which represent the
planet Saturn).

o

 1.1.4 Nigredo
1.2 Matter


1.2.1 Gold

Alchemy
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Plasma cosmos: Electrochemistry
 abrahadabra.com forum: Mutational Alchemy
 "Alchemical Art"

Alchemical stages
Albedo
•

Various notes:
o See also: Albedo (disambiguation)

Citrinitas

(todo)
Rubedo

(todo)
Nigredo

(todo)

Matter
Gold
•

Various notes:
o Todo: note the physical and metaphysical properties of gold (non-reactionary,
pure, stable, etc.)

The alchemist symbol for gold.
Note: the complete similarity with the astrological Target Corporation, an US retail giant whose profits are
very golden indeed.
sign of the Sun.

MASONIC SYMBOLISM

•

1 Masonic
o 1.1 Masons in regalia
o 1.2 Masonic ritual
 1.2.1 1st degree
 1.2.2 2nd degree
 1.2.3 3rd degree
 1.2.4 4th - 33rd degrees
o 1.3 Grand lodges
o 1.4 Organizational diagrams
o 1.5 Drafting Compass and Square
o 1.6 Two pillars
o 1.7 Knighting
o 1.8 Arch
o 1.9 Cornerstone
o 1.10 Keystone
o 1.11 Keys
o 1.12 Squares
 1.12.1 Checkerboard
 1.12.2 Oblong square
 1.12.2.1 Oblong squares in freemasonry
 1.12.2.2 Oblong squares in history
 1.12.2.3 Oblong squares in logos
 1.12.2.4 Various oblong squares
 1.12.3 Square logos
 1.12.4 Double square
 1.12.5 City square
 1.12.6 Black square
 1.12.6.1 Black cube


1.12.6.2 Various black squares

Masonic
•

See also:
o Masons
 Prominent masons
o Occult symbolism: Masonic sun symbolism
o Occult symbolism: Masonic places
o Occult symbolism: Hand signs
o "Papal Keys and Masonic Symbolism"

Masons in regalia
•

See also: Masons

The October 1956 cover of Two Masons pose with plaques. Two Australian Masons

Two Masons
standing at attention.

LIFE magazine showing a
pyramid of masons.

The Mason at left is wearing a shaking hands, in front
Maltese cross medal on his right of the Worshipful
jacket lapel.
Master's chair.

African-American Masons
walking down the main
street of an unknown town.

•
•

Co-Masons (female Masons):
Individual Co-Masons:

A Co-Mason wearing a Compass
& Square adorned dress and hat.

Annie Besant
(b. 1847 - d. 1933)
(see previous)
Co-Mason Besant with her 33rd degree
sash and double headed eagle adorned hat.

•

Groups of Co-Masons:

A 1920's photo of female

Co-Masons posing for the photo,

Co-Masons.

Photo from the 1950's showing female
members belonging to the Order of the
Eastern Star.

along with two male counterparts.

Masonic ritual
1st degree
•

Various notes:
o Ritual for the Entered Apprentice or the First Degree of Freemasonry:
o Oath of the Entered Apprentice: "All this I most solemnly, sincerely promise
and swear, with a firm and steadfast resolution to perform the same, without
any mental reservation or secret evasion of mind whatever, binding myself
under no less penalty than that of having my throat cut across, my tongue
torn out by its roots, and my body buried in the rough sands of the sea,
at low-water mark, where the tide ebbs and flows twice in twenty-four hours,
should I ever knowingly violate this my Entered Apprentice obligation. So
help me God, and keep me steadfast in the due performance of the same." [29]

•

Note: All black and white illustrations are from Duncan's Masonic Ritual and Monitor.
(c. 1866)

This photo shows the
Candidate as dressed to
receive the degree of the
Entered Apprentice,
complete with a CableTow around his neck.

(see previous)

1700's illustration
depicting the initiation
ritual for the Entered
This illustration shows the
Apprentice degree of
various "stops" in the
Masonry.
Lodge that the Candidate
must make upon receiving
the First Degree of the

1800's era illustration
showing the Candidate
swearing the oath of the
The Candidate being
Entered Apprentice, upon the conducted once around
alter of the Masonic Lodge. the Lodge by the
Conductor after having
From left to right: the
received the First
Worshipful Master, alter and Degree of the Entered
lights, the Candidate and the Apprentice.
Conductor.

Entered Apprentice.

•

Hand signs of the Entered Apprentice:

Duegard of an Entered
Apprentice.

Sign of an Entered
Apprentice.

The grip or pass grip of an Entered
Apprentice.

2nd degree
•

Various notes:
o Ritual for the Fellow Craft or the Second Degree of Freemasonry:

The Candidate taking the oath of a Fellow Craft.
The Candidate properly prepared for the ritual From left to right: the Worshipful Master, alter and lights,
of receiving the Second Degree.
the Candidate and the Conductor.

•

Hand signs of the Fellow Craft:

The grip or pass grip of a
Fellow Craft.
Sign of the Fellow
Craft Mason.

•

Duegard of the Fellow
Craft Mason.

Fellow Craft apron:

The real grip of a Fellow
Craft.

The apron of the Fellow Craft, is worn with one corner of the flap turned
up.

(see previous)

3rd degree

(todo)

4th - 33rd degrees

(todo)

Grand lodges
•

Various notes:
o See also:
 Category: Grand Lodges
 Grand lodge of Pennsylvania images

United Grand Lodge of
England, London, United
Kingdom.

(see previous)

Founded in 1717

Masonic temple-lodge PannetierGrand Orient, France.
Grand lodge Canada,
Ontario, Canada.

Note: the pyramid, the checkerboard
floor, the sun and the 5-pointed star
symbols on the ceiling.

(see previous) [1] Grand lodge of
Maryland [2]

Organizational diagrams

"Structure of Freemasonry": The
Masonic York Rite
York Rite and the Scottish Rite.
degrees (see also: [3],
[4])

Emblematic structure of
freemasonry (York Rite and
Scottish Rite).

Drafting Compass and Square
•

Various notes:
o To research: "(Masonic) speculation on the symbol of Square and Compasses"

•

Compass and Square:

Freemasonry logo.
The letter "G" can stand for:
'God', Geb, Great Architect of
the Universe ("GAOTU"),
Generative, Geometry, Gate (a
gate-way to higher realms: the
inner-space of consciousnessawareness, and the outer-space
of the cosmic galaxies).

Renault

"Structure of
Freemasonry": The
York Rite and the
Scottish Rite.

Best Western. Above
the "W", looks
exactly like the
symbol used by
Renault

The egyptian god Geb.
Inspiration for the compass Graco makers of paint
and square?
straying equipment

Rockefeller Center building complex. See also Advanced Micro Devices
the Prometheus Bound
statue, and the Greek god
legend: Prometheus Bound Note it also forms a
canted square.

The Associated General
Contractors of America

Anheuser-Busch brewing
company.
(see previous)

Note: "G" in center.

Lockheed Martin

Völkl

The top of the "A" is the
compass and the upward
lifting wings are the square

Logo of the San Jose
Sharks, a professional
U.S. hockey team located
in San Jose, California

Baseball fields? You have to The Ant Bully wonder.
animation film released
by Legendary Pictures
Note: pitchers mound in
and Warner Bros.
center where "G" would go, "In other parts of the film
oblong square bases,
Egyptology is a clear
pentagram-shaped home
reference as the Great
plate. Note also the
Pyramids are shown as
Jefferson National
well as a nod to the 'all
Expansion Memorial arch in seeing eye'." [5]
the background.

Logo of the Food and
Agriculture Organization
(FAO) of the United Nations.
Somewhat suspicious shapes.
•

Compass only

London Eye, London, UK
NASA
This is the biggest Ferris wheel

(see previous)

(c. 1955-1990)

in Europe. It was formally
opened by Mason Tony Blair, at
Emblem of the Deutsche 20:00 GMT on 31 December
Demokratische Republik 1999.
(German Democratic
Republic)
See also: [6], [7].

The Petronas Towers in
Malaysia.
Note: These towers are also a
representation of Jachin &
Boaz

Acura

Kia Motors

(see previous)

Forward Look - the logo of a
design theme used between
1955-1961 for Chrysler
Vector Motors
Corporation vehicles.
Corporation

Citroën
Warid Telecom

Albertsons grocery stores.
Note: This company is run
by Mormons, whose religious
cult was founded by masons.
•

Square only

California Lottery

Lucas Arts

Parliament Cigarettes

The original logo for Klipsch

Audio Technologies
Note: the square, arch, and
pentagon

Valvoline (now
Ashland Inc.)
Klipsch Audio
Technologies

Note: pyramid in
center

Vonage
Note: circle above "V" is
where a "G" would go

Verizon

Two pillars
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: Boaz and Jachin
o See also: Pillars of Hercules
o Note how often II spheres (or globes) rest on II pillars. These two spheres are
sometimes the Sun and Moon, which represent the active and the passive (and
thereby reflective) forces of the universe. They want to claim these two realms
of the world as theirs.
o todo: note Egyptian mythology origins (and perhaps even earlier)

Masonic lodge with the two pillars
and the checkerboard floor.
(see previous)

US House of Representatives (4
pillars). Different, but still similar.
Orange Order (or
Note: the fasces.
"Loyal Orange
Institution",
"Orange
Institution"). [10]

Masonic apron worn by
Grand Lodge seal
"Brother" George Washington
of Alabama, US [9]
(4 pillars). See also: [8]

"Pillars of Charity", in the
Scottish Rite temple named The
33° Supreme Council of the
World in Washington, D.C.
Note: the "Ordo ab Chao"

"Solomon's Pillars
Lodge" in Eilat,
Israel.

("order out of chaos") motto
(bottom), "Fiat lux" ("let light
See also: "Ancient
be made") motto (top), pyramid
Order of
and all-seeing eye (top), sun
Hibernians",
symbolism, double-headed
"Royal Black
eagle, equal-length sun cross,
Knights"
energy spiral decorations,
square temple.

(unknown) Catholic building (from
1563) in Antwerp, Belgium. Note
also: the Eagle on the globe (top),
the Double-headed Eagle on all 3
shields (bottom), the Sun symbol
(top), the shields at the bottom, and
the sun scepter burning the serpent
(bottom right), the stars surrounding
Maria, the griffins (2nd floor).
Meaning "SPQA": "SPQR" means
"Senātus Populusque Rōmānus"
("Senate and the People of Rome",
so "SPQA" means "Senātus
Populusque Antwerp".
•

Two pillars in logos:

History Channel
•

Twin Towers
o Todo:



LG Twin Towers, Beijing
LG Twin Towers, Korea

World Trade Center, New York City, US

(see previous)

Deutsche Bank
Twin Towers

The Petronas Towers
in Malaysia.
Note: the compass
symbolism.

Poster for the The Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers film, released in 2002.

Knighting
•

[11]

Various notes:
o When a person is knighted he/she submits to - and becomes part of - a specific
knighthood-masonic order. In this investiture ceremony, the knight-elect kneels
on a knighting-stool in front of the master (eg. the queen, master mason, etc.),
who then lays the sword blade on the knight's right shoulder, and arches it over
the persons head to the left shoulder.

[12]

[13]

Arch
•

Various notes:
o When a person is knighted he/she submits to - and becomes part of - a specific
knighthood-masonic order. In this investiture ceremony, the knight-elect kneels
on a knighting-stool in front of the master (eg. the queen, master mason, etc.),
who then lays the sword blade on the knight's right shoulder, and arches it over
the persons head to the left shoulder.

"Royal Arch" degree
[14] symbolism.
Mason arch

Grand Royal Arch,
Chapter York.

Symbol of the "Royal Arch"
Note the Pigpen cipher degree.
of "oti"(correct pigpen
cipher?) on the altar.

Arch of swords [15]

Arc de Triomphe, Paris,
France.

(see previous)

Louvre Pyramid line-of-sight
through an arch pathway.

See also: "Pyramid At The
Louvre, in Paris
Note: Commissioned in 1806
Commissioned By Francois
by Napoleon Bonaparte, a
"the Sphinx" Mitterand, A 33
known Rosicrucian
Degree Freemason Of The
Grand Orient Lodge".

The Jefferson National
Expansion Memorial
(see previous)
arch. simply another
masonic monument?

The Roosevelt Arch, at the
north entrance to Yellowstone
Universal Studios Hollywood
National Park. The arch's
cornerstone was laid in 1903
by Freemason and U.S.
President Theodore Roosevelt.

Universal Studios

National War Memorial in

The Washington

Square Arch in
Washington Square
Park in New York City Ottawa, Canada - originally
built in 1939 to commemorate
World War I.
See: square as a word,
George Washington

Florida

•

Arches in logos:

International Order of the Rainbow
for Girls (IORG). Founded in 1922
Citi
by mason and reverend W. Mark
Note: how the arch goes Sexson for girls ages 11-21
United Way logo,
from "i" to "i", which
Note:
original
name
was
"Order
of
arches?
represent the two pillars.
the Rainbow for Girls". Also
known as "Rainbow Girls".

Thyssen Krupp
Note the intertwined
circles. (todo: note
SMOM-Nazi
partnerships)

McDonald's logo with the Motorola
Golden Arches.

Cornerstone
•

U.S. Capitol cornerstone:

(c. 1793)
George Washington laying the cornerstone of
the United States Capital in Masonic garb, as
chronicled by the Colombian Mirror and
Alexandria Gazette of September 18th, 1793.
[16]

(c. 1993)
(see previous)

Newspaper article picture from
September 19th, 1993 showing the
200th anniversary ceremony of the
laying of the U.S. Capitol cornerstone

•

Other cornerstones:

Plaque commemorating the cornerstone laying of the Capitol of South
Dakota.

Keystone
•

Various notes:
o The Keystone is the locking stone of the Arch. Therefore, the "copestone," being
located at the top, is the cap of the entire arch. Consequently, the Royal Arch of
Freemasonry, is symbolically regarded as "The Copestone of Ancient Craft
Masonry;" otherwise referred to as the "Capitular Rite."

•

Keystone in masonic imagery:

The keystone is the symbol for the
Royal Arch body of Freemasons.
Note: Also known as the Capitular
Rite of Freemasonry

(see previous)

masonic tracing
board

Three arches with workers
ready to install the keystones

(see previous)

(see previous)

Keystone in arch

Masonic medals with
keystone

(see previous)

•

Statue of Liberty "keystone book":

The "book" that the Statue of Liberty is holding, is in fact (see previous)
a masonic keystone.

•

(see
previous)

(see previous)

Logo's:

H. J. Heinz Company (Founded
1869)
(Est. 1925)
Logo of the International
Association of Electrical
Inspectors (IAEI)
Note: The oblong square in
the center of the keystone.

•

Other:

Badge of the
Pennsylvania State
Police (PSP)
Note: The 8-pointed
star

Wealthy global processed-food
company. Teresa Heinz-Kerry is
the trustee of the Heinz family
wealth.
2008 revenue: 10.5 billion
Note: The company's world
headquarters is located in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

(see previous)

Keystone Light beer
(product of Coors Brewing
Company)

Reverse side of a 1999 Pennsylvania state quarter displaying
keystone.
Note: Pennsylvania is known as "the keystone state"

Keys

Emblem of Royal Air
Vatican Papal Tiara Force No. 16
United States Department of the Treasury
Squadron

Grand Lodge seal
Alabama (US) [17]

UBS
The world's largest
manager of private
Grand Lodge seal
wealth assets
Illinois (US)

In the masonic lodge, symbol is the
Treasurer. He receives all lodge moneys
from the Secretary, keeps account of same,
and pays them out on the order of the
Worshipful Master. Traditionally, his seat is
at a desk, to the left of the Worshipful Master
(looking "East.").

Squares
•

Various notes:
o The square symbolism (in part) seems to symbolize that which is formed by
the human intellect - nothing in nature creates such a shape. More
specifically, in freemasonry the square stands for the perfect molding of
a person against its natural shaping. A state-of-mind which fits more easily
into a control structure together with the other 'square minded' masons. No
individual mason is truly important, its the overall social structure and
execution of "The Great Work" or "The Plan" that is important. The Jesuit
Order and many other fascistic orders follow a similar path of molding the
individual (a spiraling cyle of: neurosis -> deceit -> self destruction -> groupthink construction), until the Mason denies his personal sovereignty by

o

assimilating all the indoctrinated value dogma's and the constricted
thought and emotional mechanisms.
 In Freemasonry, you are a "square man" and you do things "by
the square".
Square mathematics:
 Squaring the circle
 Magic square

Checkerboard
•

Various notes:
o Most masonic lodges have checkerboard floors. This goes back to King
Solomon's Temple having a checkerboard floor. It is known in freemasonry as
the "Checkerboard of Joy".
o Many board games (which are games of the mind - mind games!) consist of
black and white squares (often forming a larger square!). These game have
overlayed rules which dictate the allowed movement by the players. Who
makes the games? Who makes the rules? Who is allowed to play?

Masonic temple-lodge
Pannetier-Grand Orient,
Pope Ratzinger and the United Grand Lodge of France.
England, London,
ecumenical Eastern
United Kingdom.
Orthodox Church
Note: the pyramid, the sun
patriarchs.
and the 5-pointed star symbols
Founded in 1717.
on the ceiling.

Note: the 10-pointed
star.

Flag of the Duchy of
Milan and Insubria.

Flag of the state of
Maryland

Note: the Eagles and

Note: The masonic

Masonic checkerboard floor in Marble statue of mason and
the United States Capitol,
first US president (1789located in the masonic city of 1797) George Washington
Washington, DC. Where does stands in the Richmond,
the real power lay?
Virgina capitol rotunda.

Michael Jackson showing
various masonic symbolism.

city-state of
Washington D.C.
resides in this state.

the man-eating
Biscione serpents.

See: City-states,
District of Columbia

•

Logo's:

The BMW logo. The fact that it looks like Masonic checkerboard is
not surprising considering that BMW is in Germany where there is a
strong Masonic influence.

Cartoon Network
Puch

(T.V. channel)

Note: by having a circle around the checkerboard, four pyramid shapes
are formed;
•

Checkerboard in law enforcement:

Spanish police

Australian police United Kingdom police

Oblong square
•

Various notes:
o The oblong square is well-known in masonic circles.
 "The form of a masonic lodge is said to be a parallelogram, or
oblong square; its greatest length being from east to west, its breadth
from north to south. A square, a circle, a triangle, or any other form but
that of an oblong square, would be eminently incorrect and un-masonic,
because such a figure would not be an expression of the symbolic idea
which is intended to be conveyed." [30]
 In Freemasonry, you stand before the "Worshipful Master" with you body
erect and your feet forming the angle of an oblong square.
o Sassanid architecture: "The principal peculiarities of the style are, first, that the
plan of the entire building is an oblong square, without adjuncts or
projections" ... "The oblong square is variously proportioned. The depth may be a
little more than the breadth, or it may be nearly twice as much."
o Geometry/Mathematics:




"Pythagorean Figured Numbers: Oblong, Square, Triangular"
"The 47th Problem of Euclid"
 "It might also be considered that the oblong square, which is two 3,
4, 5 triangles sharing a common diagonal, may express a reflective
relationship between the celestial and the earthly, such as that
embodied in the Hermetic theosophy that the earthly plane is a
reflection of the Divine ("That which is above is like to that which is
below, and that which is below is like to that which is above."

Oblong squares in freemasonry
•

Oblong squares in Masonic literature:

Oblong square and triangle diagram, as it appears in Albert Pike's book Morals and Dogma.
[18]
•

Masonic oblong square foot pattern:

Illustration showing the "SIGN
OF THE MASTER OF THE
Illustration showing
SECOND VEIL" (seventh
Masonic foot patterns, from
degree mason) from the 1866
the 1866 book "Duncan's
book Duncan's Masonic Ritual George Washington
Masonic Ritual and
and Monitor.
Monitor" by Malcolm C.
Duncan.
Note: the masonic hidden hand
sign.

(see previous)
Known mason George
Washington (1732–1799) at
Yorktown in 1784. Painting
by Charles Willson Peale.

(Jesuit and Rosecrucian
agent) Napoleon I
("Napoleon di
Buonaparte", 1769–1821)

(see previous)

(see previous)

[19]
Note: the masonic hidden
hand sign. Painting was
commissioned while
Washington was still alive.

in his study at the Tuileries,
1812. A painting by
Jacques-Louis David.
Note: the masonic hidden
hand sign.

Friedrich Nietzsche (1844– Bank of America logo. Notice
1900) in 1861.
the two red "11"'s
Note: the masonic hidden
hand sign.
Oblong squares in history

Oblong square in the center of the
Klu Klux Klan logo, which was
founded by 33rd degree mason
As the Hitler Youth flag
Albert Pike
best demonstrated, the
orientation of the Nazi
Swastika was that of an
Note: the comma, which is used oblong square
by masons to form tetractys a
shape that has mystic meanings
[20]

One of the stained glass oblong
squares which makes up the "rose
window" of the French 12th
Century Cathedral of Chartres.
The window contains 12 oblong

An oblong square
Swastika appears on
1930's Swastika lapel this 1938 SS officers
pin of the German
ring
American Bund

squares
See: 12-pointed star
Oblong squares in logos

Enron

Dell

Emerica - US based
skateboarding shoe
brand
Note: the pyramid.

Codex Alimentarius. Created in
1962 as a trade Commission by the
United Nations to control the
international trade of food. Has
since been taken over by the
pharmaceutical, pesticide,
biotechnology and chemical
industries. Codex Alimentarius is
due to go into global
implementation on December 31,
2009.
(see: forced food irradiation)

(see previous)

ARAL German gas
stations.

Arco gas stations.
(Western U.S.)

(Owned by British
Petroleum)

(Owned by British
Petroleum)

Sunoco (petroleum company)
Note: the fasci arrow and the word
"Sun".

Bank for International
Bank of America
Munich Re.
Tesoro refineries (U.S.)
Settlements. Oblong
- one of the largest
square in center of
Note: This logo is
Note: the world's second largest
independent refining andactually three 11's.
logo. The world's bank
reinsurance company after Swiss
marketing companies in 11+11+11 = 33 --> 33rd of banks!
Re.
the Western United
degree mason. Logo
States. [21]
also shows masonic foot
Note: the Sun
symbolism.

patterns

World Resources
Institute

Sun Microsystems

Sprint

RHB Bank

Charles Russell LLP
UK legal firm.

Umbro - sportswear and equipment
supplier

Note: the word "Sun".

Symyx
U.S. Air Force

[[w:Aegon|]] (one of the
Eurolines - European
world’s largest life
insurance and pension Etap hotel (European touring bus operator
chain of basic-service
groups)
Pak British Educational Services
budget hotels owned by
the Accor Group)

Banker's Academy

[[w:Columbia
Sportswear|]]

Four Points Sheraton
hotel sign, this is how Logo of the Association for
all of their signs look Computing Machinery (ACM), the
worlds largest educational and
Note: 8-pointed chaos scientific computing society. [22]
star.

Texas Rangers baseball team
Sams Club

Domino's Pizza

Knights of Columbus
Once owned by George W. Bush

Lidl
Logo of the popular
American metal band
Machine Head

German supermarket
chain, founded in the
1930's.
Note: the sun
symbolism.

Dos Equis beer.
Note: the oblong
square between the
double X.

Dutch police logo (officially the
oblong represents a lawbook)
Note: the torch symbolism.

Polaroid

(see previous)
Winamp media player
Note: the step pyramid
Note: the Sig rune.
symbolism.

National League of Baseball
See also: Pentagon

Triscuit crackers.
Note: The dots above
boths "i"s are also
oblong squares.
Various oblong squares

A child’s book showing (see previous)
the 10 by 10 mile square
for the District of

Oblong square on the cover of Oblong square of the
Tragedy and Hope, the 1966 mortarboard.
book written by Georgetown

University historian and
professor Carroll Quigley,
who was a mentor to Bill
Clinton. [24].

Columbia with the corners
facing north, south, east
and west. [23]

(now defunct)

The Freemason Street
Baptist Church in
Norfolk, Virginia, has an Santa Cruz Cornerstone bible
ominous oblong square group.
above it's entrance

The White Order of Thule
emblem, with the swastika Note: This is the church
as an oblong square
in which known mason
Pat Robinson was
initiated into the
Christian ministry.

Walt Disney Classics

(Est. 1925)
Album cover of French
technical death metal
Logo of the International
band Gorod's 2006
Association of Electrical
release Leading Vision.
Inspectors (IAEI)

Note: the black square.

An oblong square can
clearly be seen in this
screen shot of the
opening credits for the
2004 movie National
Treasure.
(far right-hand side)

Oblong square on a
Barcelona, Spain police
hat

Baseball fields
Square logos
•

Various notes:
o In Freemasonry, you are a "square man" and you do things "by the square", you
like a "square deal". Is it then any wonder that we find perfect squares making
up the logos of these very powerful, wealthy and influential corporations?

Indymac Bank
General Motors

American Express Deutsche Bank

"The collapse of IndyMac Bank on July
11, 2008, was the second or third largest
bank failure in United States history,
and the largest failure of a regulated
thrift."[25]

Swiss Re
Chase Manhattan
Orange telecom brand of
Home Depot
France Télécom.

Note: this is the world’s
largest reinsurance company.Note: the "arms" outside the
Note the sun gate
square form a Swastika.
symbolism.

Dun & Bradstreet

GAP

Wachovia

Provider of international and
US business credit
Blue Square, a popular online
information and credit
U.K. casino
reports.
Note: the Sun symbolism.

H&R Block

Washington
Mutual

Nedcor Bank Limited,
Altria Group, Inc. (previously
founded in 1888 in
named Philip Morris Companies
Amsterdam. One of the
largest banks in South Africa Inc.)
[26]
One of the world's largest tobacco

Note: 8-pointed octagram
star (see: 8-pointed star)

corporations
Revenue: US$ 38.05 billion
(2007)

BBC logo.
Note: BBC (Big Brother
Corporation) = 223 the
reverse of Skull & Bones
322
•

Red square:

Confederate States of America
Battle Flag
This design was the basis of more
than 180 separate Confederate
Wells Fargo
military battle flags during the
American Civil War (1861-1865).

Union Bank of
California with ties to
the Hitler regime
finances

JC Penny
Note: Founder James
C. Penny is a known
mason

Note: the 13 pentagram stars,
pyramids, and X symbolism.

Nation of Islam

Fabian Society logo

Founded in Detroit, Michigan,
United States by mason Wallace
Fard Muhammad in July 1930.

Founded in 1884 in
Great Britain to
promote Socialism.

Note: the crescent and the
pentagram.

Compass Bank
(see previous)

Double square

See: Occult symbolism: Double square
City square
•

Various notes:
o Masons often refer to "being square", doing things "by the square", getting a
"square deal".
o Note that the word "square" does not necessarily refer to only a physical square,
it can also refer to a metaphysical square (ethical, emotional, mental,
ideological, spiritual, energetic).

Red Square in Moscow,
Russia
See: the logo's of Union
Bank of California, JC
Penny, Wells Fargo

Times Square in New
York City, New York,
Untied States

Freedom Square in Tbilisi,
in the Republic of Georgia
Note: Formally Lenin
Square

Note: Located between
31st and 33rd Streets!

Washington Square Park in
New York City, New York, St Mark's Square in
Venice, Italy
Untied States

Belgrave Square in
London, England
See: oblong square

Tiananmen Square in
Beijing, China

Madison Square Garden
New York City, New
York, Untied States

(see previous)

See: George Washington, Note: Also known as
Piazza San Marco
arch

Black square
•

"The biretta is a square cap with three or four ridges or peaks, sometimes
surmounted by a tuft, traditionally worn by Roman Catholic clergy and some
Anglican clergy." ... "The medieval academic hat is also the ancestor of the
modern mortarboard hat used today in secular universities." [31]

•

Square academic cap (or "mortarboard")
o Note how the square academic cap looks like a 2D/flattened/deflated and less
complex Biretta. Does the Biretta shape represent (more) knowledge and
intellectual power?
o The tassel: "In U.S. graduation ceremonies, the side on which the tassel hangs is
important. Sometimes it is consistent among all students throughout the
ceremony, in other cases it differs based on level of study with undergraduate
students wearing the tassel on the right, and graduate student wearing them on
the left. In some ceremonies, the student wears the tassel on one side up until
reception of the diploma, at which point it is switched to the other. At the high
school level,the tassel is usually either the school's primary color or a mix of the
school's colors, as many as three colors in a tassel. Universities in the United
States might use tassels in black or the school's colors, usually for higher
degrees. For Bachelor degrees the tassel may be colored differently from the
traditional black or school colors to represent the field in which the wearer
obtained his or her education. In 1896 most colleges and universities in the
United States adopted a uniform code governing academic dress. The tassel may
be adorned with a charm in the shape of the digits of the year."

(see previous)
(see previous)
Biretta

Square academic
cap

[[w:Bill Clinton|]] at the Jesuit [[w:Georgetown
University|]] graduation (year?).

Black cube
•

Various notes:
o A cube has 6 square sides.
o See also:
 Saturn and the Black sun.
 Blackballing: "a technique used in elections to elect a member of a
gentleman's club (as well as similarly organised institutions such as
Freemasonry and fraternities)."

Kaaba ("circle pit") at Masjid (see previous)
al-Haram, Mecca, Saudi

(details?), Australia

Arabia.

(see previous)

Note: that Saudi Arabia is a
Jesuit-CIA-controlled
masonic Sunni Islam country
(see also: Shia muslim
genocide).

Note: The tawaf consists of
walking around ("circling") the
Kaaba seven times in a counterclockwise direction. Each round
begins with raising the right hand
in a salute of acknowledgment
towards the black stone ("hajar-alaswad") embedded in one corner of
the Kaaba.

Note: the etymology of the
word "Cube": Kaaba (Ka'bah)
-> Kuba -> Kube -> Cube.

"This black cube in front of
the GM Building between
58th and 59th on Fifth Ave "Astor Place
"Santa Anna's science cube" at the
(New York City) will be part Cube", N.Y. City, Main Place Mall, Santa Ana,
of a 24/7 underground Apple US
California. [28]
store opening later this year."
[27]

Tefillin
(also called phylacteries) are a
pair of black leather boxes
containing scrolls of
parchment inscribed by a
(see previous)
Jewish scribe with biblical
quotations. One box is for the
hand/arm and one for the
head.
Various black squares

HQ of the Knights of Columbus in New Haven,

"Terningen" in
Svendborg, Denmark.
Note: this object is
placed a few meters
from a Catholic
church.

(see previous)

(see previous)

Tefillin straps forming
the letter  שwound
according to the
ashkenasic custom.
See also: Triad hand
sign.

US.

MASONIC PLACES
•

1 Masonic places
o 1.1 City-states
 1.1.1 Vatican City and Catholicism
 1.1.2 City of London
 1.1.3 District of Columbia
o 1.2 Organization founding
 1.2.1 European Union


1.2.2 Various organizations

Masonic places
City-states
•

The Vatican-Jesuit-Masonic network operates mainly out of the following cities (see
also: Masonic cities):
o Vatican City, Rome, Italy. (religious center) (sovereign state since 1929)
o City of London, London, United Kingdom. (economic center) (sovereign state
since 1649, owned by the City of London Corporation)
o District of Columbia (which includes Washington D.C.), United States.
(military center)

Vatican City and Catholicism
•

See also:
o Vatican & Jesuits
o Catholic occult Sun symbolism
o "Whore of Babylon Pictures"
o Papal regalia and insignia

•

Papal Tiara (triple-crown) represents the Holy Roman Empire's Holy Trinity claim to
rule the earth:
o "Father of kings" ("King of Kings")
o "Governor of the World"
o "Vicar of Christ"
 "At the moment of the coronation (see also: Corona), the new pope was
crowned with the words: Receive the tiara adorned with three crowns and
know that thou art Father of princes and kings, Ruler of the world, Vicar of
our Savior Jesus Christ." [8]

•

The 2 keys represent:
o The Pope's templar power - The justification to claim to rule all other nations:
King of kings, lord of lords.

o

•

The Pope's spiritual power - The head of the Catholic -universal- Church and
therefore a supposedly God-mediator on earth. Roman-Catholic religious
indoctrination is whats required to believe this.

Video:
o

Vatican and Roman Catholic symbols

To research:
•
•

Jesuit general uses the "IHS" seal - Isis Horus Seb?
Colors (the spectrum from white to black):
o White - Pope
o Scarlet - Cardinal (new color of the Papacy?)
o Purple - Bishop (old color of the Papacy?)
o Black - Priest (such as the Jesuits)

Vatican flag

signing of the EU
Upside down crossed
Papal Tiara and the two crossed keys constitution (Lisbon
keys on church
representing the Pope's claims for
-Treason- Treaty)
building... inverted
temporal and spiritual power.
signing by mason
crosses in the keys?
Tony Blair.

Vatican City courtyard
("Saint Peter's Square").
Note the obelisk
(male/phallic symbol) (see previous)
and the round court
(female symbol)

In 1929, under the
premiership of
Mussolini, the Vatican
officially became an
sovereign state.

Note the eye-in-pyramid in the
background.

(see previous)

Note the keyhole
shape of the courtyard
when seen from
above.

Papal cross - actually
St. Silvester with the
representing a
Papal Cross
pyramid?

Vatican Museum
spinning globes (video).
Several aspects are
probably conveyed here:
1) The ancient
conspiracy of secretive
world control,
Note the bended crucifix. Does this
represented by the
crucifix represent the Catholic
'Hidden Order' within theperversion/mocking/hijacking of the
globe.
early Christianity-like cultures which
2) The theory of a
the Roman Empire hated and
expanding global
persecuted?
landmass by which the
continents were
separated (see:
Expanding Earth theory
and Plasma cosmos).

Why is there an
inverted cross ("Cross
of St. Peter") on the
Pope's chair?

Papal Mitre. See also:
Dagon - the (Dogon?)
fish god (images) which
inspired the design of the
Mitre used by the
Vatican

City of London
•

Various notes:
o Home to the Bank of England (See also: House of Rothschild who are the
"Vatican treasury").
o Rule the world from the 677-acre, independent sovereign state known as The
City of London or simply ‘The City.’
o See also:
 "Illuminati symbolism in London"

City of London
flag

(see previous)

Heliopolis obelisk, City
The City of London
The
Guildhall
building,
which
is
of London (placed in
Corporation coat of arms. The
the
ceremonial
and
1878 from Alexandria,
Latin motto reads Domine
administrative
center
of
the
City
Egypt)
Dirige Nos, "Lord, guide us".
of London

(see previous)

2007 London transport billboard
(depicting numerous all-seeingeyes) about CCTV camera
security. The headline reads:
"secure beneath the watchful
eyes".

Lord Mayor:

The personal flag of the The Mansion House, which is the
Lord Mayor
official residence of the Lord Mayor

The annual Lord
Mayor's show

Financial power:

The Bank of England building.Bank of England logo.
Note: pagan sun-wheel cross shield.

(see previous)

District of Columbia

Washington, D.C. masonic
street plan. See also: [2], [3],
A child’s book showing the 10 by 10 mile
[4], [5] [6]
oblong square for the District of
Columbia with the corners facing north,
south, east and west. [1]

(see previous)

(see previous)

Pentagon in an inverted pentagram.

Washington Monument obelisk (see previous) (see previous)

District of Columbia flag

United States flag , Vatican
flag, and the District of
Columbia flag in Washington
D.C.

See: Tristar

Organization founding
•

Various notes:
o Todo: League of Nations / United Nations, etc.
o See also: Masonic bodies

European Union
•

Various notes:
o See also: "EU and the Beast"

Whore of Babylon on a
The flag of the
Whore of Babylon on
European Union. Note European Currency Unit
a European
the 12 5-pointed stars. ("Ecu") promotion. Note
"EU Achievements 2007" report
Parliament stamp.
the 5-pointed stars.
cover. Note: how the arms form the

pyramid base below the eye-incapstone.

Whore of Babylon statue outside the
European Council buildings in
Whore of Babylon on Maltese Cross on the
Brussels, Belgium.
an Euro coin.
Maltese euro coins.

Owl on a 2002 Greek
euro coin.

The personal flag of Queen
Elizabeth II. See also the UK Royal
Standard flag.
Note: The flag sure looks a lot like
the European Union flag. The U.K.
is the only Europen Union member
nation which does not use the Euro
as its national currency. Control
from the start?
Various organizations

Rotary International

York Rite

Scottish Rite

"Valley of Scottish Rite Masons"

York Rite "Grand
Council of Allied
Masonic Degrees"

Ancient Arabic Order of Mystic Order of Veiled
the Nobles of the Mystic Prophets of the Enchanted National Sojourners "An
American patriotic organization
Shrine (A.A.O.N.M.S.) Realm ("MOVPER" or
for Master Masons who served as
"The Grotto")
officers or warrant officers in the

U.S. Armed Forces."

High Twelve
International

Lions International

Knights of the York
Cross of Honour
Knights of Columbus (KYCH)

Circle K International
(CKI)

Order of the Rose and
Cross (Rosicrucianism)

Independent Order of Odd
Fellows (IOOF)

Klu Klux Klan (KKK)

Knights of the North
(KOTN)

(Est. 1923, Ireland)

A North American
The Order of Knight
masonic think-tank
Masons (TOKM)
group
Note: heptagram star

•

Note: The pentagon
logo

Masonic orders for Women

Order of the
Eastern Star

Order of the Amaranth

Daughters of the
Nile

International
Association of Rebekah
Assemblies

Note: the eclipse

Note: the eclipse and

White Shrine of
Jerusalem

Social Order of Beauceant

Order of the
Golden Chain

Logo of the British Federation of The
International Order of Co-Freemasonry Le
Droit Humain. The British Federation was
founded by Annie Besant in 1902. [7]

•

Order of True
Kindred

Order of Women
Freemasons

Order of DeMolay International

Children and young adults (girls)

International Order of the Rainbow for Girls
(IORG)
•

crescent.

Children and young adults (boys)

Boy Scouts
•

and crescent.

Businesses

Job's Daughters International (JDI)

Circle K gas stations.

GESTURES: HAND SIGNS
•

1 Gestures
o 1.1 Hand signs
 1.1.1 As above, so below sign
 1.1.2 Homage salute
 1.1.3 Claw hand
 1.1.4 Hand on chest
 1.1.5 Hidden hand
 1.1.5.1 1700's
 1.1.5.2 1800's
 1.1.5.3 1900 - present
 1.1.5.4 Other hidden hands
 1.1.6 Triad sign
 1.1.6.1 1200's
 1.1.6.2 1300's
 1.1.6.3 1400's
 1.1.6.4 1500's
 1.1.6.5 1600's
 1.1.6.6 1700's
 1.1.6.7 1800's
 1.1.6.8 1900 - present
 1.1.7 Triad-claw sign
 1.1.8 Horned hand
 1.1.9 Cosmos signal
 1.1.10 V sign
 1.1.11 Handshake
 1.1.11.1 Normal handshake
 1.1.11.2 Masonic handshake
 1.1.12 Duegards and passgrips


Gestures

1.1.13 Other hand signs

Hand signs
•

Various notes:
o Important note: In photographs, the position/positioning of a given individual’s
hand is debatable. However, in paintings and portraits the individual being
portrayed is usually posing for the artist. Therefore, these renditions are much
less debatable as to what the hand sign is conveying.
o "hand-gestures commonly used by Masons posing for portraits. A common one is
known as the "Hidden Hand", whereby the right hand is placed partially or fully
within one's shirt/jacket. Masonic kings, presidents, prime ministers, and media
personalities have been photographed posing the Hidden Hand. Another
common one is the "Claw", right hand at chest bending all knuckles into a claw."
[55]
o "Horned Hand": "The sign of recognition between those in the Occult. When
pointed at someone it is meant to place a curse. Note the thumb over the fingers
and given by the left hand." [56]
o "Horned God": "Represents the horned god of witchcraft. Pan or Cernunnos.
Note the thumb under the fingers and given by the right hand." [57]
o Hand-kissing (see also: Kiss Hands)
o ...
o See also:
 "Secret Masonic Handshakes, Passwords, Grips"
 video: "Hand Signs and Handshakes Ron Paul"

As above, so below sign

Dagon
Note: Compare this
The Greek goddess
handsign with the one in Athena
this image from here). See
also: Saturn symbolism.

Detail of the "Last
Judgement" panel painting
(1387 or 1395) by Fra
Angelico. [2]

Detail of Hans
Memling's "Day of
Judgement" (14671471). [3]

Buddha statue on Lantau
Island, Hong Kong, China.

In this rendition of the devilgoat God Baphomet, a light
and dark crescent are seen.
(upper right, lower left)
Note: the two pointing fingers
handsign, pentagram, torch,

"As above, so below"
phrase illustrated using
horned handsigns [1]

and crescent.

Homage salute
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: "Sign of Admiration and Astonishment", Roman salute,
Catholic-Christian "Sign of Praise", Hitler salute (Nazi salute)

•

Two arms:

Egyptian salute (todo: refind source)

(see
previous)

George Washington (Mason and 1st Pope
president of the United States)
Ratzinger
•

One arm:

Detail of a crucification painting by
Fra Angelico (1395–1455). [4]

Depiction of the Roman
salute in "The Oath of
the Horatii" (1784) by Illustration of HonoreGeorge Washington statue (1865), UnionPledge of
Allegiance to the
Jacques-Louis David. de Balzac's (1799– Square, NYC [6]
US flag.
1850)
work
...
[5]

Council of Foreign Relations logo
(founded in 1921, New York)

(see previous)

(see previous)

The logo depicts a naked man riding a
wild horse, while giving the Sign of
Nazi salute
Admiration and Astonishment. The
fingers of the hand are pointing towards
the Hidden Master in the Stars, the
Prince of the Power of the Air (Lucifer).
The cryptic Latin inscription, "ubique",
means "everywhere".

(see previous)
(see previous)
Adolf Hitler at a Nazi
party rally in
Benito Mussolini
Nuremberg, Germany, in
1928.

Klu Klux Klan

(see previous)

(see previous)
(see previous)

(see previous)

Islamic meeting
(Palestinian
military)

(see previous)

Christian meeting

(see previous)

Tiananmen square
statue, China

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Claw hand
•

The "claw hand" (or "pooth") in ancient Egyptian culture:

Egyptian Pharaoh Netjerykhet
Djoser.
(see previous)
(c. 2650 – c. 2575 bc) Second
king of the 3rd dynasty [7]

Egyptian High
priest Kal

Pharaoh
Prince Wep-em-nefret, Fourth Amenhotep III
Dynasty, reign of Khufu
(c. 1386 - c.
1349)

Unknown
Egyptian statue

•

The "claw hand" in modern times:

Pharaoh Khufu of Ancient Egypt's Old
Kingdom.
(c. 2589 - c. 2566) Khufu was the
second pharaoh of the Fourth Dynasty.

Sir Francis Dashwood
(b. 1708 - d. 1781)
Founder of the infamous and
notorious Hellfire Club in
England. Quite possibly a
In 1883, after 8 years as
Jacobite secret agent. Rumored Commander in-chief of the
to have also been involved in U.S. Army, Freemason and
the Rosicrucian movement and General George Washington
Freemasonry.
bid sad farewell to his
(see previous)
brothers in arms at New York
The Hellfire Club was a secret City's Fraunces Tavern.
society which engaged in
depraved sexual orgies,
Note: the sun light
drunkenness, Satanism, and symbolism.
held Black Masses.
Members included prominent
men of the British aristocracy,
and the most influential
politicians of the day.

(see previous)

Known mason Pat
A portrait showing a member
Robertson on the
of the Independent Order of
February 17th, 1986
Odd Fellows (IOOF) giving
cover of TIME
the craw hand sign.
magazine

Billy Graham on the cover of Annie Besant. Noted for
being a 33rd degree Cohis book "The Challenge".
mason, occultist,
Theosophist, Marxist,
secularist, women's rights

(see previous)

John Wilkes Booth
(b. 1838 - d. 1865)
Freemason and
American stage actor
who assassinated U.S.
president Abraham
Lincoln.
Wilkes is seen here
giving the claw hand,
while posing for the
photo.

(see previous)

(see previous)

activist, writer and orator
Hand on chest

A Master Mason (center) with Wardens.
Aleister CrowleyBoris Yeltsin

Hidden hand
•

Various notes:
o The "hidden hand" sign, is the sign of Jah-buh-lun (Jahbuhlun), the sacred God
of Masonry. Jahbuhlun is known to the Masons as the "The Lost Name of God"
o When the Mason learns of the "The Lost Name of God", it is in receiving the 13th
degree in the Scottish Rite or the 7th degree for the York Rite (known as the
Mason of the Secret, or the Royal Arch degree [58]). This name of the Masonic
God is so sacred it takes three Royal Arch Masons to be able to speak it.

The "three times three" position, which is assumed by the three Masons preforming the ritual of the Royal
Arch Degree, in which they utter the name of the Masonic God - Jah-buh-lun.
•

Masonic notes:
o Jahbuhlun is Masonry's "Grand Omnific" word, the name of their
omnipotent deity. The name Jahbuhlun has nine letters and is made up of
three syllables, Jah, buh, lun. In the ritual for the Royal Arch Degree, the three
Royal Arch Masons pronounce the name three times each, therefore, twentyseven syllables are pronounced. This represents the twenty-seven days it takes
the moon to pass through the circle of zodiacal signs.
o The name Jahbuhlun has three syllables representing a composite God made up
of three subordinate deities. The Masonic material identifies the three as Yah (or
Yahweh), Baal, and Osiris or On (spelled Un in the name Jahbuhlun). On was a
city in Egypt where the worship of the sun God, Osiris, is alleged to have begun.
Logically, the name should be spelled Yah-Baal-On, but Duncan's Masonic

o

o

o

Ritual and Monitor admits that over the years the spelling has been "corrupted"
by Freemasonry until it reached its current form.
The three Masons grip hands high and low and chant, "Jah-buh-lun, Jah-buh-lun,
Jah-buh-lun , Je-hov-ah". These three Masons pronouncing the name of Jahbuhlun
are said to have come from Babylon. The candidate is told that these three
"Masters" or "Sojourners" have come from Babylon to instruct him on how to
symbolically build the Royal Arch. (Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem). According
to Duncan's Masonic Ritual and Monitor, the candidate presents the hidden hand
of Jahbuhlun when he is approached by the three "Sojourners" from Babylon.
The three Masons preforming the ritual, are in a position known as "three times
three". They have their three right feet forming a triangle, three left hands
forming a triangle, and three right hands forming a triangle. It is while in this
position each repeats the name of Jahbuhlun.
The official Masonic explanation for hidden hand sign of Jah-buh-lun, is that it
comes from a passage from the fourth chapter of Exodus in the Bible:
 "And the Lord said unto Moses, put now thine hand into thy bosom; and
he put his hand into his bosom; and when he took it out, behold his hand
was leprous as snow."

•

For additional information, about the hand sign of Jahbuhlun and the ritual of the Royal
Arch Degree, go here.

•

The sign of Jahbuhlun in masonic literature and symbology:

Illustration showing the "Sign of the
Master of the Second Veil" (seventh
degree mason) from the 1866 book
(see previous)
Duncan's Masonic Ritual and
Monitor. [8]

Symbology of the Royal Arch Degree inscribed
with the words Je-ho-vah on the outer circle, Jahbul-on on each edge of the triangle, and three
Hebrew letters at each point of the triangle.

Note: the masonic foot pattern.
1700's
(Ordered by date of birth)

Paul Whitehead
(1710-1774)

George Washington
(1732-1799)

(see previous)

(see previous)

Washington served as

Throughout his career,

Washington visited several
lodges and attended many
Masonic functions. His
correspondence has many
references to Freemasonry.

English satiric poet and
prominent member of the
infamous Hellfire Club.

Freemason and 1st
President of the United
Grand Master of Lodge
States.
Founded by Sir Francis
No. 39 of Alexandria,
Washington was initiated
In a 1791 letter to members
Dashwood, the Hellfire
Virgina (later Alexandria
on November 4th, 1752
of St. David's Lodge in
Club was a secret society
Lodge No. 22) for 20
in the lodge at
Newport, Rhode Island,
that operated in England
months in 1788-1790.
Fredericksburg, Virgina.
Washington stated: "..I
from 1749 to the late 1760's.
[10]
[9]
shall always be happy to
The Hellfire Club, which
advance the interests of
included members of the
Washington's Masonic
After the war,
the Society, and to be
British aristocracy and highapron was embroidered
Washington also
considered by them as a
ranking politicians, engaged
by Marie Adrienne
belonged to and headed
deserving Brother."
in all forms of sexual
Francoise de Noailles,
the exclusive secret
depravity, drunkenness,
wife of fellow Freemason
society known as the
And in a 1798, letter to the
Satanism, ad held Black
and personal friend,
Society of the Cincinnati
Grand Lodge of Maryland;
Masses.
Lafayette - the French
(also called the Order of
"So far as I am acquainted
military officer and
the Cincinnati).
with the doctrines and
It was Whitehead who wrote
American Revolutionary
principles of
about the activities of the
War general. [11]
The members of this
Freemasonry, I conceive
society. Before his death,
society comprised of the
them to be founded in
Whitehead himself burned
Note: Feet
richest and most elite
benevolence, and to be
these documents, in order to
men of Washington's day.
exercised only for the good
prevent any revealing of the
of mankind. I cannot,
society to the outside world.
therefore, upon this
ground, withdraw my
approbation from it." [12]

Abraham Whipple
(1733-1819)

William Dawes
(1745-1799)

Freemason and American
Revolutionary War naval
commander.

Freemason [14] and one
of the three men who
alerted colonial
minutemen of the
Initiated and passed in St. approach of British army
Johns Lodge No. 1,
troops prior to the Battle
Providence, Rode Island on of Lexington and
June 4, 1761. [13]
Concord.
Note: Feet

British POWs from the
Battle of Saratoga

John Jay
(1745-1829)

Seth Read
(1746-1797)

Co-wrote the Federalist
Papers, first Chief Justice
of the U.S. Supreme
Court.

The man Instrumental in
putting the Latin motto and
popular Masonic phrase:
"E PLURIBUS UNUM"
(Out of Many, One) on
U.S. coins.

There is no direct proof
that Jay was a Freemason.
However, in a letter to
George Washington on
April 21st, 1779 he wrote
the following text which

appears to have Masonic
significance: "The
dissolution of our
governments threw us
into a political chaos.
Time, Wisdom and
Perseverance will reduce
complained to Parliament
it into Form, and give it
that he gave them short
Strength, Order and
supplies.
Harmony. In this work
you are (in the style of
your professions) a
Master Builder, and God
grant that you may long
continue a Free and
Accepted one.” [15]

Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart
(1756-1791)

Anonymous portrait of
the child Wolfgang
Baron von Knigge
Amadeus Mozart,
(1752-1796)
possibly by Pietro
Antonio Lorenzoni;
Freemason and member of
painted in 1763 on
the Bavarian Illuminati.
commission from
Leopold Mozart. [16]

Marquis de Lafayette
(1757-1834)

33° Freemason [19] and
French military officer
Freemason and Austrian who was a general in the
composer. Poisoned, died American Revolutionary
at age 35. Mozart's
War and a leader of the
involvement in
Garde Nationale during the
Freemasonry may have bloody French Revolution.
played a role in his death. Lafayette was also made
an honorary Grand
Initiated in Austrian lodgeCommander of Supreme
Zur Wohltatigkeit on
Council of New York. [20]
Dec. 14th 1784. [17]
Painting c. 1777.

More than 75 Masonic
bodies in the U.S. have
Note: Mozart's father
been named after him,
Leopold Mozart, was also including 39 lodges, 18
a Freemason and
chapters, 4 councils, 4
composer. [18]
commanderies, and 7
Scottish rite bodies. [21]

(see previous)
Those who were chosen
by Napoleon for high
honor and office in the
state were usually
Freemason's. Of the six,
Maximilien Robespierre
Napoleon I
who, with the emperor
(1758-1794)
(1769-1821)
himself, formed the
Grand Council of the
One of the best-known
Freemason and Emperor
Empire, five were
figures of the bloody French
of France, 1805-14.
certainly Freemasons,
Revolution. Involved in
including Arch
perpetuating the Reign of
Napoleon's four brothers
Chancellor Prince Jean
Terror (1793-1794).
- Joseph, Lucian, Louis,
Jacques Regis
and Jerome, as well as his
Cambaceres, an
On July 28th 1794,
stepson, Eugene
enthusiastic and active
Robespierre was executed
Beauharnais, his brotherMason.
by guillotine, without trial
in-law Murat, and
Of the nine lesser
in the Place de la
nephew, Jerome, were all
imperial officers of state,
Révolution.
Freemason's. Most of
six at least were active
(according to legend, the
them held high Masonic
Masons. Of the marshals
only man to be guillotined
rank. [22]
of France who served
face-up).
under Napoleon, at least
22 of the first 30 were
Freemasons. [23]
Note: the prominent use
of the color red.

Thomas Cochrane
(1775-1860)

Simón Bolívar
(1783-1830)

Royal Navy officer and
radical politician.

Freemason. Known as the
"George Washington of
South America" Bolívar
used genocidal terror
tactics to achieve his

Salomon Rothschild
(1774-1855) - Vatican
treasury banker
Wealthy Jewish(?) founder
and overseer of the Vienna,
Austria branch of the
Rothschild clan.
Salomon Rothschild was
quite possibly the paternal
grandfather of Adolf
Hitler. Hitler's father's
mother was a maid in
Salomon Rothschild
mansion, and Salomon was
a well-known womanizer.
After she had become
pregnant, she was abruptly
dismissed. Interestingly,
since this would have
made Hitler part Jewish,
investigating Hitler's
family tree was illegal in
Nazi Germany on pain of
death.

aims. He joined
Freemasonry in Cadiz,
Spain and received the
Scottish Rite degrees in
Paris and was knighted in
a Commandery of
Knights Templar in
France in 1807.
Bolívar founded and
served as master of
Protectora de las
Vertudes Lodge No. 1 in
Venezuela.
The country of Bolivia is
named after him. Bolívar
also served as the
president of Columbia,
Peru, and Bolivia in the
1820's. Belonged to the
Order and Liberty Lodge
No. 2, Peru. [24]
1800's

Victor Hugo
(b. 1802 - d. 1885)

Franklin Pierce
(b. 1804 - d. 1869)

Robert Anderson
(b. 1805 - d. 1875)

(see previous)
Note: Feet

French poet, playwright,
14th President of the
and novelist. Hugo was also United States
deeply involved in the
occult and mysticism.
Photo circa. 1855
Hugo's demented mind
Possible Freemason.
wrote L'Homme qui rit (The (unconfirmed)
Man Who Laughs), a story
about a boy whose face had
been horribly shaped into a
permanent smile by fiendish
cosmetic butchers.
This grotesque tale was the
basis for Batman's "Joker"
character. It has been

Freemason and Major
General in the U.S.
Army during the
American Civil War.
Anderson was in
command of Sumter at
the time of the
Confederate attack.
Raised in Mercer Lodge
No. 50, Trenton, N.J.
May 27, 1858. He was
also an honorary
member of Pacific
Lodge No. 233 of New

alleged that Hugo was not
only a Rosicrucian but was
also Grand Master of the
occultic order known as the
Priory of Sion.

York City. [25]

Andrew Johnson
(b. 1808 - d. 1875)

Giacomo Antonelli
(b. 1806 - d. 1876)
Powerful and influential
Cardinal and Secretary of
the Papal States under Pope
Pius IX. Antonelli was
involved in the 1865 plot to
assassinate U.S. President
Abraham Lincoln.
Antonelli also hid a
murderous associate of
assassin John Wilkes Booth
in the Vatican State, where
he had fled, to protect him
from execution by
American authorities who
sought his extradition. [26]

Stephen A. Douglas
(b. 1813 - d. 1861)

32° Freemason [28] and
17th President of the
Napoléon III
United States.
(b. 1808 - d. 1873)
Johnson pardoned 3 of William Ewart Gladstone
the 8 men charged in the (b. 1809 - d. 1898)
Freemason and Emperor of
Lincoln assassination
France, 1852-70.
Initiated May 5th, 1851 British Liberal Party
in the Greeneville Lodge statesman and four times
Member of the Ancient
No.119, Greeneville,
Prime Minister of the
and Accepted Scottish Rite
Tennessee. [29]
United Kingdom (1868–
of France. [27]
74, 1880–85, 1886 and
First U.S. President to 1892–94).
Note: also known as
be impeached.
Louis-Napoléon Bonaparte
His close association
with Freemasonry was
one of the factors that
led to his impeachment
trial. [30]

Richard Wagner
(b. 1813 - d. 1883)

Freemason and U.S. Senator Anti-Semitic German
from Illinois, who gained composer, conductor,
fame by his debates with
theater director, and
Abraham Lincoln. Initiated essayist.
on June 11th, 1840
Springfield Lodge No. 4, Wagner was greatly
Springfield Illinois.
admired by Adolf Hitler.

(see previous)

Mikhail Katkov
(b. 1818 - d. 1880)
Russian occult publisher of
Moscow Gazette.
Katkov brought Hindu and
Theosophy teachings to
Russia. He also published
some books of the Russian

Upon his death, Douglas
was buried Masonically, per
his request.
A monument was dedicated
to him Masonically in
Chicago on Sept. 6th, 1866.
Fellow Freemason and then
- U.S. President Andrew
Johnson attended the
ceremony. [31]

occultist and mystic,
Helena Blavatsky

Karl Marx
(b. 1818 – d. 1883)

John Ruskin
(b. 1819 - d. 1900)

William Tecumseh
Sherman
(b. 1820 - d.1891)

German - Jewish
revolutionary and
communist icon.
Marx authored The
Communist Manifesto in
1848.

Tutor to illuminated
students such as Cecil
Rhodes. Advocated a
world empire. Spent his
later years in an insane
asylum. Rumored to have
been a pedophile.

Freemason and 19th
Ruthless American Civil
President of the United
War Union general. His
States.
total war polices of
"scorched earth" against
Only president whose
the South, have earned
election was decided by a
him the reputation as the
congressional commission.
first 'modern general'.

George B. McClellan
(b. 1826 - d. 1885)

James A. Garfield
(b. 1831 - d. 1881)

Ignatius L. Donnelly
(b. 1831 - d. 1901)

Freemason and Major
General during the
American Civil War.
McClellan was the
Democratic nominee
opposing Lincoln in the
1864 presidential election.
Received all three degrees
of Freemasonry Dec. 9th,
1853, in Willamette Lodge
No. 2, Portland, Oregon.

14° Freemason [33] and
20th President of the
United States.
(assassinated)

U.S. Congressman,
populist, and writer.

Initiated in Magnolia
Lodge No. 20 of
Columbus, Ohio, Nov.
22nd, 1861. The third
degree was conferred to
him by Columbus Lodge

Rutherford B. Hayes
(b. 1822 - d. 1893)

Edwin Booth
(b. 1833 - d. 1893)

Freemason, Shakespearean
actor, and older brother of
American stage actor and
assassin, John Wilkes
In 1882, Donnelly
published Atlantis: The Booth.
Initiated in New York
Antediluvian World,
Lodge No. 330 on Sept
which detailed his
theories concerning the 11th, 1857. [35]
mythical lost continent
Edwin once declared, "...to
of Atlantis.
be Worshipful Master and

[32]

(see previous)

No. 30, Nov. 22nd, 1864.
Garfield received the 4-14°
ASSR (Southern
Donnelly is credited
Jurisdiction) on Jan. 2nd, with initiating the
to throw my whole soul in
1872 from Albert Pike, in Atlantis mania that
that work, with the
Washington D.C.
became such a feature of
candidate for my audience,
popular literature in the
and the lodge for my stage,
At his funeral, nearly all 20th century and
would be greater personal
the officers of the Grand contributed to the
distinction than to receive
Commandery of Ohio, 14 emergence of
the plaudits of the people
commanderies of that
Mayanism. (nonin the theaters of the
state, and 8 commanderies codified eclectic
world." [36]
from adjacent jurisdictions collection of New Age
were present and
beliefs)
participated in the funeral
cortege. [34]

John Wilkes Booth
(b. 1838 - d. 1865)

Frédéric Auguste Bartholdi

Edwin Booth (center) with
Freemason and American
(see previous)
brothers John Wilkes Booth (b. 1834 - d. 1904)
stage actor who
(left) and Junius Brutus
assassinated U.S. president
Freemason and designer Bartholdi was one of the
Booth, Jr (right).
Abraham Lincoln.
and sculptor of the Statue early members of Lodge
The brothers are shown here of Liberty in New York Alsace-Lorraine, Paris
Younger brother of Edwin
harbor.
(Oct. 14, 1875) which
acting in Shakespeare’s
Booth, also a Freemason
The Statue of Liberty is was composed of
Julius Caesar in 1864.
and stage actor.
actually a representation of prominent intellectuals,
the Goddess Columbia and writers and government
Edwin is seen giving the
Note: Because of Wilkes'
is coded full of secret
representatives. [37]
hidden hand sign, even
notoriety, the Freemasons
society meanings and
though he is in costume.
have quietly removed his
occult symbolism.
name from their
membership records.

Elisha Hunt Rhodes
(b. 1842 - d. 1917)

Friedrich Nietzsche
(b. 1844 - d. 1900)

Paul von Hindenburg
(b. 1847 - d. 1934)

Samuel Liddell
MacGregor Mathers
(b. 1854 - d. 1918)

Freemason and famous
Civil War Union Army
Lieutenant. Rhodes was a
Member and Worshipful
Master of Harmony Lodge,
#9, in Cranston, Rhode
Island. He was also the
Grand Master of the Grand
Lodge of Rhode Island in
1892-1893.

German philosopher and
atheist. Nietzsche's concept
of the Übermensch
(superman) later served as Prussia-German field
an inspiration to Adolf
marshal and statesman
Hitler and the teachings of (German President).
the Nazi Party.

Freemason and one of the
most influential figures in
modern Occultism.
One of the founders of the
Hermetic Order of the
Golden Dawn.

Note: Feet

Joseph Stalin
(b. 1878 - d. 1953)
George Ivanovich Gurdjieff Vladimir Lenin
(b. 1866? - d. 1949)
(b. 1870 - d. 1924)
Greek-Armenian mystic,
teacher of sacred dances,
and a spiritual teacher.

Harbinger of the bloody
1917 Communist Russian
Revolution.
Responsible for the
deaths of untold millions
of his own countrymen.

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
(b. 1881 - d. 1938)

(see previous)

Atatürk at the Sivas
Congress (held from
September 4 to September
11, 1919).
See also: "The History of
Freemasonry in Turkey",
Young Turks.

1900 - present

Leader of the Soviet
Union from 1922 to
1953.

(see previous)

Aleksandar Karađorđević
Four early Soviet-era Gulag-camp (b. 1945 - )
commandants giving the hidden
hand sign for the cameraman. [38] Born Crown Prince Alexander of
Yugoslavia, Karađorđević is
claimant to the throne of Serbia.

Silvio
Berlusconi
(b. 1936 - )
Current Prime
Minister of
Italy.

Todd Palin
(b. 1964 - )
Husband of 2008
vice-presidential
candidate Sarah Palin

Other hidden hands

In this painting depicting the
signing of the United States
Declaration of Independence
on July 4th 1776, the man in
the center of the painting can
clearly be seen giving the
hidden hand gesture.

This painting depicts
Appearing with two
George Washington taking
other men fully
This painting shows
the oath of president of the
dressed in Masonic
Freemason George
United States on April
regalia, the man on
Washington meeting
30th, 1789. The man just
the far left of this
French Freemason
to his right is seen giving
Lafayette for the first time. Mid-19th Century
a hidden hand sign.
The man at the far left of photo is seen giving
Note: At least 9 Freemasons
the painting is seen giving a the hidden hand sign.
Note: Washington swore
(he is presumed to be
are known to have signed the
hidden hand gesture.
the oath on a masonic
a Mason)
Declaration of Independence.
bible.
Exact date of photo
unknown.

Mikhail Levandovsky
(center), gives the hidden
hand for the photo. Flanked
by Sergei Kirov (left) and
Konstantin Mekhonoshin
(right). These three men were
deeply involved the bloody

1917 Communist Russian
Revolution.

•

Bonesmen (Skull & Bones):

In this photo of Skull & Bones secret society members, the man at the far left of the
photo is seen displaying the hidden hand sign. Exact date of photo unknown, appears to
be around the mid-1800's.
(see previous)
The order of Skull & Bones was established in 1832 at Yale University.
Triad sign
•

Various notes:
o Todo: get the real name of this hand sign.
 The hand sign might have something to do with this:
 Awen sign (3 converging lines: /|\, M) and the Reverse Awen sign (3
dispersing lines: \|/, W)
 See also:
 Hebrew letter shin ()ש
 Trident - a three-pronged spear. Tridents feature
widely in mythical, historical and modern culture. The
trident is also depicted as Satan's weapon.

•

The Triad hand sign, as displayed by individuals. Ordered by date of birth.

1200's

Roger Bacon
(b. 1214 - d. 1294)
English philosopher and Franciscan
friar.
1300's

1400's

Ignatius of Loyola (b. 1491 - d. 1556),
founder and 1st Superior General of the
Jesuit Order ("Society of Jesus").

Christopher
Columbus
(b. 1451 - d.
1506)

Martin Luther
(b. 1483 - d. 1546)
Note: a suspected Rosecrucian
agent to control the Reformation
movements.

(see previous)

1500's

Mary Queen of Scots
(b. 1542 - d. 1587)

Sir Philip Sidney
(b. 1554 - d. 1586)

Son of Mary Queen of Scots

Mother of King James I

Unknown 1500's woman,
possibly Anne of Denmark (b.
1574 - d. 1619)

Robert Fludd
(b. 1574 - d. 1637)
(Also known as Robertus de
Fluctibus)

Note: Her 8-pointed Chaos Star
English astrologer, mystic, and
necklace.
occultist. Quite possibly a
member of Rosicrucians.
1600's

King James I
(b. 1566 - d. 1625)

Adriaen van de Venne
(b. 1589 - d. 1662)
Dutch Baroque painter of
allegories, genre subjects
and portraits.

(see
previous)

Prince Rupert of the Rhine
(b. 1619 - d. 1682)
Grand-nephew of King James I

Gaspar Fagel
(b. 1634 - d.
1688)

Isaac Newton
(b. 1643 - d.
1727)

(see previous)

1700's

George III
(b. 1738 - d.
1820)

Alexander Hamilton
(b. 1755 - d. 1804)

(see previous)

1800's

Adolf Hitler
(b. 1889 - d.
1945)

(see previous)

1900 - present

Pope Benedict XVI
(1927)

Dianne Feinstein
(1933)

Dalia Itzik (1952) Michelle Obama
(1964)

Triad-claw sign
•

What is the real name of this hand gesture?
o See also: Triad sign (and its relation to the symbol of Satan)

•

Tri-claws in nature:
o See also: Archosaur (which includes: dinosaurs, reptiles and birds)
o What about the mythical dragon?

Kiwi bird foot. [39](see previous)

•

Tri-claws in Human culture:

Spock - a figure from the Star Trek TV series.
Note: the pointed ears - reminiscent of devil depiction.
"The
Devil"

Rock band Limp
Note: that this series has many references to socialism, fascism, militarism, Bizkit
freemasonry (eg. the mention of "A. Pike" - as in Albert Pike - described by
William Cooper), and has gathered a large cult following.
See also: video: "Leonard Nimoy on the Spock "Star Trek" Vulcan Salute"

Horned hand
•

Various notes:
o See also: "Masonic handshakes of the Christian elite"

"As above, so below"

(see previous)

phrase illustrated using
horned handsigns [40]

Georges Darboy (18131871), French Catholic
Pope Benedict XVI
priest, later bishop of
Nancy, and then archbishop Note:: the Amenita
of Paris. [41]
muscaria entheogen
mushroom / Saturn
Note: the X symbolism
symbolism.
from the crossed arms.

Nicolas Sarkozy, current (see previous)
President of France.

(see previous)

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
current President of Iran.

Abdullah II of Jordan
(with Vladimir Putin)

Hillary Clinton

Barack Hussein Obama II

Bill Clinton

(see previous)
(see previous)

Tommy Franks (United
States Army General) and Dan Quayle (a former
Senator and 44th US ViceGeorge H. W. Bush
President under George H.
W. Bush)

Sarah Palin (Governor of
Ron Paul (US congress
Alaska, 2008 vicepresidential nominee with member and 2008
controlled-opposition
John McCain)
presidential candidate)

Ari Fleischer (G.W. Bush's
first press secretary and Alternative media disinfo
agent Alex Jones
member of the Kappa
Delta Rho fraternity)

Tom Ridge, 1st Secretary
of the Department of
Televangelist Pat Robertson Benny Hinn a well-known ?? MacDonalds execs?
Homeland Security.
tele-evangelist fraudster

President George Bush
Perhaps these people are
(see previous)
all 'big fans' of the Texas
Longhorns American
football team?

(see previous)

(see previous)

(see previous)
(see previous)

Thaksin Shinawatra,
former Prime Minister of A Satanist girl flashes the
Thailand.
horned hand.

(see previous)

(see previous)

(see previous)

Laura Bush and G.W.
Bush

Laura Bush on the White
House lawn. Note: also Prince William
her left hand.

(see previous)

In film/TV:

The main anchor of the mass
hypnotizing television network "ICS - a
scene from the dystopian movie
Actor Paul Hogan hypnotizes "Running Man" (1987), starring Arnold
(see previous)
a bull into submission in the Schwarzenegger,
film "Crocodile Dundee"
Note: that this film also shows
(1986).
capstoned pyramids and other occult
symbolism.

(see previous)

Cosmos signal
•

Various notes:
o Alternative names: "Dragon symbol of the Cosmos", "Cosmos signal", "Throwing
the Cosmos".
o To process: [59]
o "Remember if we take a side on look at this Dragon symbol of Cosmos, we
find it looks like a six. The six of Saturn the Masculine Dragon, otherwise known
as El or the Anti-Christos 666 Beast. The very enemies of the 888 Jesus Christ.
We can see this Cosmos signal as a 66 which itself is Idol Worship.
Something forbidden by God Adonai in the real ten commandments. The antiChristos Catholic continuation of Rome and Nimrod removed that second
commandment. They then split the tenth into two in order to make up the ten
commandments. This all reminds me of this a-okay symbol which is in fact
the 666. If we take the Cosmos signal again but this time separate the two
vertical fingers into a Astarte 'V' what do we have? We have the occult
symbolism for the masonic 'Law of Five' veiled in profane nonsense such as
victory. Note how with one same hand signal we can have both the six and the
five? The masculine and feminine energy of El and Astarte in one. Just like the
circle from the Goddess Circe, the upper half feminine, the lower half is
masculine. If we add these two numbers together we get the eleven of Boaz and
Jachin (two pillars) and Judgement! Now if we just have a six and five next to one
another we have the number for water representing the currency of Yarikh and
Astarte the feminine. If we reverse this to five and six then we have the number
of Yarikh herself." - Craig Oxley

•

Cosmos signal with 2 pointing fingers:

In this rendition of the

The Hierophant which in

(see previous)

17th century painting

devil-goat God Baphomet,
a light and dark crescent
are seen. (upper right,
some Tarot card decks
lower left)
named "The Pope", is the
fifth trump or Major Arcana
From Crowley's tarot deck
Note: the pentagram,
card in most traditional
torch, crescent, and the "As Tarot decks.
above, as below" phrase
illustration.

Pope Adrian VI (1459–
1523, Pope from 1522 to
1523)
Pope Urban VIII (1568–
Note: He was Pope for just 1644, Pope from 1623 to
18 months (until his death) 1644)
and was the last non-Italian
pope until John Paul II,
456 years later!

Vatican statue

Note: Pope for 33 days
only!

Statue of St. Peter at the
Vatican.

He was an English
author, poet,
philosopher,
bureaucrat, courtier and
diplomat.

Pope Pius XII wearing the
traditional 1877 Papal
Tiara, is carried through St
Peter's Basilica on a sedia Pope Pius XII
gestatoria (circa 1955).

Pope John Paul I
Pope John XXIII

of Geoffrey Chaucer
(1343–1400?)

Pope John Paul II

(see previous)

Statue of Pope
Giovanni Battista
Montini (Pope Paul VI)
in Sacromonte, Spain.

Papal statue at the
Vatican.

Annie Besant
Vatican Triclinum mosaic. (b. 1847 - d. 1933)
Noted 33rd degree CoMason.

(see previous)

•

(see previous)

"Secret San Grail of the
Garter"?

Nazi oath ritual

Note: the sun symbolism.

"9/11 truth" disinfo agent
David Ray Griffin

Cosmos signal with 3 pointing fingers ("666"):

Michael Jackson
showing various
masonic symbolism.

In the 1967 TV series "The Prisoner" this handsignal is used
by some people to say goodbye - often accompanied by the
phrase: "be seeing you!".

US pop-musician
Lady Gaga

Note: that this TV series is highly esoteric. The story is a
metaphor for the various subversive information-gathering and
mind-control techniques applied by some organizations in
society.

V sign
•

Various notes:
o Profane meaning: "Victory" and/or "Peace" (but for who? The Vatican? The
Brotherhood?)
o "If we take the Cosmos signal (two pointing fingers) again but this time separate
the two vertical fingers into a Astarte 'V' what do we have? We have the occult
symbolism for the masonic "Law of Five" veiled in profane nonsense such as
victory. Note how with one same hand signal we can have both the six

o
o

and the five? The masculine and feminine energy of El and Astarte in
one. Just like the circle from the Goddess Circe, the upper half feminine, the
lower half is masculine. If we add these two numbers together we get the
eleven of Boaz and Jachin (two pillars) and Judgement! Now if we just
have a six and five next to one another we have the number for water
representing the currency of Yarikh and Astarte the feminine. If we reverse this
to five and six then we have the number of Yarikh herself." - Craig Oxley
 Todo:
 research the "5 points of fellowship". Does the "V-sign" represent
one of the 5 arms of the pentagram? Or perhaps two pillars?
Ancient gesture of benediction, the shadow of which represents Satan.
See also: more images

Winston Churchill
(b. 1874 - d. 1965)
Churchill used the "V"
sign extensively
throughout WWII as his
Illustration from Maurice
trademark "V for
Bessy's Pictorial History Of
Victory".
Magic And The Supernatural,
It should be noted that
depicts the ancient gesture of Frederick V of Denmark
(see previous)
Churchill was a
benediction, the shadow of
(b. 1723 - d. 1766)
Freemason, inductee into
which represents Satan. That
the Ancient Order of
shadow, according to Satanists,
Druids, and was, by some
is the symbol of malediction.
accounts also a Cryptic
Jew.
See also: "Brother
Winston", "Winston
Churchill & The Ancient
Order of Druids".

(see previous)

Richard Nixon giving the
sign after being forced
from the office of the
Hillary Clinton flashing
presidency. Nixon used the "V" sign
this hand sign more than
once.

Michael Jackson
showing various
masonic symbolism.

Bono, the lead signer for the
(see previous)
Irish rock band U2, can often be
seen giving the "V" sign

(see previous)

(see previous)

The lead vocalist of the
American nu metal
band Slipknot is often
pictured/shown giving
the "V" sign

John Paul Jones, bass
guitarist for the English
Beatles lead signer John
rock band Led Zeppelin
Lennon flashes the "V"
gives the "V" sign in this
sign in front of the Statue
German magazine photo.
of Liberty (Goddess
Columbia)
Note: His personal
Triquetra sigil

Handshake

Normal handshake
•

The handshake as a symbol is often found in the occult.

John Mccain, (SMOM cardinal)
Edward_Egan, Barack_Obama The handshake depicted on
Normal handshake. A normal-appearing
this 2004 U.S "Louisiana
handshake is seen in this during the 2008 Al Smith
Purchase" commemorative
masonic renditioning. dinner.
nickel coin

First National Bank
of Florida
Note: the 5 five-

The International Brotherhood
of Magicians
pointed stars

1934 Nazi rally
medallion

Note: the greek deity Hermes Kentucky State Seal
with his Caduceus, and the Oak
leaf (which represents
wisdom/intellect).

Masonic handshake
•

Various notes:
o There are several different types of masonic handshakes, they are often
changed and/or updated to keep them secret
o video: "The Masonic Handshake That Bind"

Masonic handshake.
Note: the position of the
thumb close to the
knuckles. This illustration
shows the "grip of a most
excellent master" (6th
degree mason). From
Duncan's Masonic Ritual
and Monitor, circa 1866
[42].

Pope ratzinger and Tony
Blair.

Logo of the Socialist
Unity Party of
Germany (SED)
This Marxist-Leninist
party was the
governing body of the
German Democratic
Republic from 19491990

with Muammar Abu
Minyar al-Gaddafi
(Libya)

Potsdam Conference meeting with
the other Allied leaders (read:
Jesuit-Masonic controlled
politicians!): Winston Churchill, Cardinal Francis
Harry Truman (33rd degree
Spellman and exMason and 33rd President of the prime-minister (and
United States between 1945–
mason) Winston
1953) and Joseph Stalin, in
Churchill in 1946 [44]
Potsdam, Germany, from July 17
to August 2, 1945. [43] Just 4
days after that conference the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima
followed!

(see previous)

President Bush with
controlled artist Bono

Ronald Regan and
Former President Ronald John McCain in 1987
Regan greets fellow insider
John McCain in this 1980's Note: McCain's left
photo
hand moving in to
"cover" the shake

Duegards and passgrips
•

Duegard of an "Entered Apprentice":

[45]

•

[46]

•

Dueguard of the "Fellow Craft" (2°):

"Former President Jimmy Carter in Havana, Cuba, with communist dictator Fidel Castro. Castro
gives a sign showing he is a member of the Odd Fellows, a Masonic affliated secret order popular
in Cuba. Meanwhile, Carter presents the Dueguard of the Fellow Craft (2°). (Photo: USA Today
newspaper, May 16, 2002, p. 11A)" [47]

Duegard of a "Past Master":

Duegard and step of a "Past
Master" [48]

Seinfeld actor "Kramer" Michael A. Richards on the cover of a masonic
magazine. [49]
Note: He is a "Master Mason" and also holds 33° in the Scottish Rite.
[50]

Other hand signs
•

Miscellaneous:

Picture of a chapter of the
Skull & Bones society?
Photo c. 1917
•

Jesuit Superior General Peter
Hans Kolvenbach shows a
weaved handsign.

George Bush Sr. and Bill Clinton possibly
acknowledging each other with a peculiar finger
greeting of the Masonic "Craft".

Sign of Distress

Raise the hands as represented in the cut, and drop them with spirit. Repeat this three times.
The words accompanying this sign in the night, or dark, when the sign cannot be seen, are, viz.: "O Lord my
God! is there no help for the widow's son?" This sign is given by the Master, at the grave of our "Grand
Master Hiram Abiff."[51]
•

Thumb and forefinger under/on chin:

Benjamin Franklin
(b. 1706 - d. 1790)

Sir Francis Dashwood
(b. 1708 - d. 1781)

Paul Revere
(b. 1734 - d. 1818)

Founder of the infamous and
notorious Hellfire Club in
Freemason and Hellfire
Freemason, metal-smith
England. Quite possibly a Jacobite
Club member.
and American
secret agent. Rumored to have
Revolutionary War patriot. Ozzy Osbourne
also been involved in the
Initiated into Freemasonry
(b. 1948 - )
Initiated at St. Andrews
Rosicrucian movement and
on February, 1731 at St.
Lodge, Boston,
Freemasonry.
John's Lodge in
Lead signer of
Massachusetts in 1760.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
the English
Revere made seals and
The Hellfire Club was a secret
[52]
jewels for several Masonic heavy metal band
society which engaged in
Franklin was a very active
Black Sabbath.
lodges. [53]
depraved sexual orgies,
Mason and attended
drunkenness, Satanism, and held
various lodges during his
Revere was Grand Master
Black Masses.
travels including lodges in
of St. Andrews Lodge in
Members included prominent men
Scotland, England, and
1770 and again in 1777-79,
of the British aristocracy, and the
France.
and from 1780-82. [54]
most influential politicians of the
day.

•

Clasped hands

Gerhard Schröder, Chancellor of Germany from 1998 to
2005

(see previous)

Boys and Girls Club (U.S.)

